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Abstract
This paper deals with a proof theory for a theory T22 of recursively Mahlo ordinals in the
form of 2-re2ecting on 2-re2ecting ordinals using a subsystem Od() of the system O() of
ordinal diagrams in Arai (Arch. Math. Logic 39 (2000) 353). This paper is the 3rst published
one in which a proof-theoretic analysis 4a la Gentzen–Takeuti of recursively large ordinals is
expounded.
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1. Prelude
First recall the de3nition of re2ecting ordinals. For an ordinal ∈Ord, L denotes
an initial segment of G=odel’s constructible sets.
Denition 1.1 (Richter and Aczel [12]). Let X ⊆Ord denote a class of ordinals and
 a set of formulae in the language of set theory. Put X | :={∈X : ¡}. We say
that an ordinal ∈Ord is -re)ecting on X if
∀A ∈  with parameters from L[L |= A ⇒ ∃ ∈ X |(L |= A)]
(if a parameter a∈L occurs in A, then it should be understood that a∈L).
 is -re)ecting if  is -re2ecting on the class of ordinals Ord.
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For each n∈! n-formulae and n-formulae in the language of set theory are de3ned
as usual. Also for a formula A; Az denotes the result of restricting every unbounded
quanti3er Qx (Q∈{∀;∃}) in A to Qx∈z.
Let Ad denote the class of admissible ordinals. Then
Fact (Richter and Aczel [12]). 1. ∈Ad& ¿! ⇔  is recursively regular ⇔  is
2-re)ecting.
2.  is recursively Mahlo ⇔  is 2-re)ecting on Ad.
J=ager [8] has shifted an object of proof-theoretic study to set theories from second-
order arithmetic.
Denition 1.2 (L2 -ordinal of a theory). Let T be a theory of sets such that KP!⊆
T⊆ZF + V = L, where KP! denotes the Kripke–Platek set theory with the Axiom of
In3nity. Let  denote the (individual constant corresponding to the) least recursively
regular ordinal !CK1 . De3ne the 
L
2 -ordinal |T| of T by
|T| := inf{6 !CK1 : ∀2-sentence A(T 
 AL ⇒ L |= A)}:
Suppose T is a recursive and L2 -sound theory:
T 
 AL ⇒ L!CK1 |= A for any 2-sentence A:
Then |T|¡!CK1 . First since T is a recursive theory,
T 
 AL ⇒ A (1)
is a 2-sentence for each 2-sentence A. Also this 2-sentence (1) is true in the model
L!CK1 by the assumption that T is a 
L
2 -sound theory.
Since !CK1 is 2-re2ecting, there exists an ordinal A¡!
CK
1 so that (1) holds in LA .
Once again using the fact that !CK1 is 2-re2ecting and !¡!
CK
1 we can pick an
¡!CK1 so that
∀2-sentence A(T 
 AL ⇒ L |= A):
This shows |T|6¡!CK1 .
J=ager [8] shows that |KP!|=Howard ordinal and J=ager and Pohlers [9] determined
the ordinal |KPi|, where KPi denotes a set theory for recursively inaccessible uni-
verses. These include and imply proof-theoretic ordinals of second-order arithmetic
corresponding to set theories roughly because:
Fact (cf. Barwise [4]). For a countable admissible ,
11 on L = 1 on L+
where + denotes the next admissible above .
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We have developed proof theory for theories of recursively large ordinals. For a
proof-theoretic analysis we follow in the wake of Gentzen [7] and Takeuti [14]: Finitary
analysis of 3nite proof 3gures and a cut elimination of 3nite proof 3gures using ordinal
diagrams (abbreviated by o.d.’s).
This paper deals with a proof theory for a theory T22 of recursively Mahlo ordinals in
the form of 2-re2ecting on 2-re2ecting ordinals using a subsystem Od() of the sys-
tem O() of ordinal diagrams in [3]. Buchholz [5] inspired us to obtain the subsystem
Od(). A proof-theoretic analysis of recursively Mahlo ordinals via ordinal diagrams
was 3rst obtained in a handwritten note [1]. This paper is the 3rst published one in
which a proof-theoretic analysis 4a la Gentzen–Takeuti of recursively large ordinals is
expounded. Therefore our proof is given in detail.
In [2] proof theory 4a la Gentzen–Takeuti is explained and a proof-theoretic analysis
of a theory T2 of recursively regular ordinals in the form of 2-re2ecting ordinals is
brie2y sketched.
An alternative approach to recursively Mahlo ordinals was accomplished by
Rathjen [11].
First we specify the languages of theories of ordinals.
Let L0 denote the 3rst-order language whose constants are: = (equal);¡ (less than);
0 (zero); 1 (one); + (plus); · (times); max (maximum); j (pairing). j denotes the
bijective pairing function on Ord such that for  := max{0; 1};  := max{0; 1}
j(0; 1)¡j(0; 1):⇔ ¡ or
 = & 1¡1 or
 = & 1 = 1 & 0¡0: (2)
In a proof-theoretic study of theories for ordinals we need to compute the value of
a closed term t in order to decide closed prime formulae s¡t and s= t. Speci3cally,
we have to give an explicit computation of the pairing function j. This is done in
Appendix B.
For each bounded formula A(X; a; b) with a binary predicate X in L0 ∪{X } we
introduce a binary predicate constant RA and a ternary one RA¡ by trans3nite recursion
on ordinals a:
b ∈ RAa :⇔ RA(a; b)⇔A(RA¡a; a; b)
with RA¡a=
∑
x¡a R
A
x ={(x; y) : x¡a&y∈RAx }.
The language L1 is obtained from L0 by adding the predicate constants RA and
RA¡ for each bounded formula A(X; a; b) in L0 ∪{X }.
Observe that every multiplicative principal number  is closed under each function
constant in L0, cf. Appendix B. Let =〈; +; ·; j; : : : ; RA|; : : :〉 denote the L1-model
with the universe .
Let F : Ord→L denote (a variant of ) the G=odel’s surjection. The language L1 is
chosen so that the set-theoretic membership relation ∈ and the equality relation=on L
are interpretable by "0-formulae #; ≡ in L1:
# ⇔ F() ∈ F();  ≡  ⇔ F() = F():
This is shown in Appendix A, see also cf. [13].
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Thus, in principle, one can de3ne a theory TOrd of ordinals for each set theory T
by interpreting ∈ and = as # and≡ ; resp. But obviously, e.g., KP!Ord is an awkward
theory. Instead of KP!Ord we considered a theory T2 of 2-re2ecting ordinals in [2].
There are two reasons to do so:
1. J=ager [8] measures the length or the complexity of a formula A in his proof of
cut-elimination in terms of ordinals  such that L occurs in A. So it is more direct
to consider a theory of ordinals rather than sets.
2. J=ager’s (upper bound) theorem is stated as follows:
∀2 A(KP! 
 A ⇒ ∃¡ Howard ordinal L |= A):
If we replace the LHS KP!
A by L!CK1 |=A, and the RHS ∃¡Howard ordinal
L |=A by ∃¡!CK1 L |=A, then the above expresses that !CK1 is 2-re2ecting. So
it is likely to be easy to treat 2-re2ection instead of "0-collection.
The de3nition of n-re2ecting ordinals is restated in the language L1 for theories
of ordinals. We say that an ordinal ∈Ord is n-re)ecting on a class X of ordinals if
∀A ∈ n with parameters from [ |= A ⇒ ∃ ∈ X |( |= A)]:
If a parameter $¡ occurs in A, then it should be understood that $¡.
Following J=ager [8] we de3ne the 2 -ordinal of a theory of ordinals.
Let T be a theory of ordinals. Let  denote the (individual constant corresponding
to the) ordinal !CK1 . We say that T is a 

2 -sound theory if
∀2 A(T 
 A ⇒  |= A):
Denition 1.3 (2 -ordinal of a theory). Let T be a 

2 -sound and recursive theory of
ordinals. For a sentence A let A denote the result of replacing unbounded quanti3ers
Qx (Q∈{∀;∃}) in A by Qx¡. De3ne the P2 -ordinal |T|2 of T by
|T|2 := inf{6 !
CK
1 : ∀2-sentence A(T 
 A ⇒  |= A)} ¡ !CK1 :
Remark. Adding true 1 -sentences does not increase the 

2 -ordinal of a theory T:
for
Tr1 = {A
 : A ∈ 1 &!CK1 |= A}
we have, cf. [10, Theorem 1.2.5],
|T ∪ Tr1 |2 = |T|2 :
An important example for a true 1 -sentence is the sentence ∀x¡¬Ad(x) saying that
 is the least admissible ordinal larger than !. Therefore the sentence ∀x¡¬Ad(x)
is not included in axioms of our theories.
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Let O() denote the system of ordinal diagrams in [3], Od() a subsystem of O()
de3ned in Section 6 and T22 a theory for recursively Mahlo ordinals. Now our theorem
for an upper bound is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.4. For any 2-sentence A, if T22 
A, then there exists a multiplicative
principal number ∈Od()| such that A is true.
By saying that A is true for a multiplicative principal number  we mean the
sentence A is true in the model
M () := 〈Od()|; +; ·; j; : : : ; RA|; : : :〉:
In general, we set for a set ( of sentences in the language L1
 |= ( :⇔
∨
( =
∨
{B : B ∈ (} is true :⇔
∨
( is true in the model M ()
On the other hand in [3], we have shown that the set theory KPM for recursively
Mahlo universes proves each initial segment (O()|;¡) is a well ordering for ¡.
Thus we get, cf. [10, Lemma 1.2.3].
Theorem 1.5. |KPM|= |T22|2 = |(Od()|;¡)|= |(O()|;¡)|, where |(Od()|;¡)|
denotes the order type of the well ordering (Od()|;¡).
Let us brie2y sketch our proof of upper bound Theorem 1.4. In general, in order to
get an upper bound for the 2 -ordinal |T|2 of a theory T we attach an o.d. =o(P)
to each proof P in the theory T ending with a 2 -sentence A so that A
 is true. This
is proved by induction on .
Theorem 1.4 can be proved as in [2] but the argument is twofold. In T22 the fact
that the intended universe of T22 is 2-re2ecting on 2-re2ecting ordinals is expressed
by an inference rule (2-r2 on Ad): for 2-formula A≡∀x∃yB with a parameter t
(; A ¬∃ z(t ¡ z ∧ Ad(z) ∧ Az); (
(
(2-r2 on Ad)
and the fact that  is a 2-re2ecting ordinal is expressed by an inference rule (2 -r2):
(; A ¬∃ z ¡ (t ¡ z ∧ Az); ( (;Ad() (; t ¡ 
(
(2 -r2):
In order to analyse the inference rules (2-r2 on Ad) and (2 -r2), we use the closure
rules (c) in [2] twice. First, introduce a recursively regular o.d. =d and a new
inference rule
A
A
(c)
to analyse the inference rule (2-r2 on Ad). This diagram  is substituted for the vari-
able z in the upper part of the right uppersequent ¬∃z(t¡z ∧Ad(z)∧Az); (. Therefore,
recursively regular diagrams enter in proof 3gures by this resolving of (2-r2 on Ad).
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It may be the case that the term  in the inference rule (2 -r2) is a substitute for
the variable z by this substitution [z := ]. To deal with the rule (2 -r2) we introduce
another inference rule
(; A
(; Ad
(c)d:
In these new inference rules (c)d, ( ⊂ 1-sentences and d :  → d¡ is a
collapsing function in the system O() of o.d.’s. Here the letter c stands for ‘closed’
or ‘collapsing’. We impose a proviso when a rule (c)d is applied. In the previous
ones [1,2] the proviso was stated in terms of a collapsibly less than relation as in
[8]. Namely [1,2] were based on Pohlers’ local predicativity method. Now the current
version is partially inspired from Buchholz [6,5], and collapsibly less than relations
play explicitly no roˆle here.
1.1. Digression
Each o.d. of the form d is de3ned to be a strongly critical number∈SC, i.e.,
∀; $¡d(’$¡d), since the Veblen function ’$ is a provably total recursive,
i.e., -function in KP!: let (; ; $) denote the relation ’=$. The de3ning equa-
tions for ’ are as follows (. denotes a limit ordinal)
’0 = !;’. = sup{’ : ¡.};’.0 = sup{’0 : ¡.};
’.( + 1) = sup{’(’. + 1) : ¡.};’(+ 1)0 = sup{(’)n0 : n¡!};
’(+ 1)( + 1) = sup{(’)n(’(+ 1) + 1) : n¡!};
where (’)n denotes the nth iterate of the function ’.
By using these equations we can de3ne a positive -formula C(X+; ; ; $) such that
 is a 3xed point of C : (; ; $)⇔ C(; ; ; $). By the Second Recursion theorem
(cf. [4]) we can take a -3xed point . Then by induction on  with subsidiary
induction on  using "0-collection and the existence of !, we can show
KP! 
 ∀∀∃!$(; ; $):
Note that we need here an induction applied to a 2-formula.
After the publication of [9] the problem for us was to 3nd the next step to proceed,
that is to say, a class of ordinals to be attacked. We [1] chose and analysed recursively
Mahlo ordinals as 2-re)ecting ordinals on 2-re)ecting ordinals. This approach is
consonant with J=ager’s proof in [8] and it was expected to be promising, namely two
steps collapsings suUce to deal with recursively Mahlo ordinals:
(; ) → d = ¡ and for this ; (; ) → d¡:
These are main constructors in the system Od() and are introduced to resolve in-
ference rules (2-r2 on Ad) and (2 -r2). In other words, Od() is adhere to our
resolving of proof 3gures having these inference rules.
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Let us mention the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we de3ne combinatorial
concepts related to proof 3gures. In Section 3 a base theory T0 of ordinals is introduced.
Kripke–Platek set theory (without in3nity axiom) minus "0-collection is canonically
interpretable in the theory T0 and hence the theory is equivalent to the 3rst order
arithmetic PA.
In Section 4 the theory T22 for recursively Mahlo ordinals is de3ned. In Section 5
we recall brie2y the system O() of ordinal diagrams in [3]. In Section 6 we de3ne
the subsystem Od() of ordinal diagrams, and prove some elementary facts on it. In
Section 7 we de3ne some complexity measures of formulae. Since these measures will
be used commonly for proof-theoretical analyses of theories of ordinals, we de3ne
these in a general way.
In Section 8 we extend T22 to a formal system T22c. The language is expanded so
that individual constants c for o.d.’s ∈Od()| are included. Inference rules (c)
mentioned above are added. Proofs in T22c as de3ned in De3nition 8.11 are obtained
from given proofs in T22 by operating rewriting steps. To each proof P in T22c an o.d.
o(P)∈Od()| is attached. Then the Main Lemma 1 is stated as follows: If P is a
proof in T22c, then the endsequent of P is true.
In Section 9 we prove some elementary facts on proofs. In Section 10 the Main
Lemma 1 is shown by trans3nite induction on o(P)∈Od()|.
Let F : Ord → L be a variant of G=odel’s surjective map from the class Ord of ordinals
to the constructible universe L. In Appendix A we de3ne a "0-formulae b#a and a≡ b
in the language L1 of theories of ordinals so that b#a and a≡ b are equivalent to
F(b)∈F(a) and F(a)=F(b), resp. The interpretation is obtained from Takeuti’s one
[13] using a variant of the fundamental operations in [4].
In Appendix B an explicit computation of the G=odel bijective pairing function j
ful3lling (2), and its inverses ()0; ()1 is given.
In the end there is an index of de3nitions for readers’ convenience. Now the details
follow.
1.2. General conventions
Let (X;¡) be a quasiordering, i.e., ¡ is an irre2exive and transitive relation on X .
Let F be a function F :X  → F() ⊆ X . For subsets Y; Z ⊂ X of X and elements
; ∈X , put
1. 6 :⇔ ¡ or =.
2. Y | := {∈Y : ¡}. Y\ := {∈Y : 6}.
3. Y¡Z :⇔ ∃∈Z∀∈Y (¡). Y¡ :⇔ Y¡{} ⇔ ∀∈Y (¡). ¡Z :⇔ {}¡Z .
4. Z6Y :⇔ ∀∈Z∃∈Y (6). 6Y :⇔ {}6Y ⇔ ∃∈Y (6). Z6 :⇔ Z6{}.
5. F(Y ) :=
⋃{F() : ∈Y}.
6. When (X; ¡) is a linear ordering with its least element 0 and Y is a 3nite subset
of X , max Y denotes the maximum of elements ∈Y with respect to the ordering
¡. If Y =∅, then, by convention, set max ∅ := 0.
Also for a set X let # X denote the cardinality of the set X .
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2. Proof gures and related concepts
In this section we de3ne concepts related to proof 3gures.
Each theory or formal system in this paper is formulated in Sch=utte–Tait’s calcu-
lus, i.e., one-sided sequent calculus. A 3nite set of formulae is called a sequent and
(; "; 1; : : : denote sequents. A sequent is said to be closed if it consists solely of
sentences.
A theory or formal system is speci3ed by its language, axioms and inference
rules or simply rules. Axioms are distinguished sequents and a rule is of the
form
10 · · · 1n
(
(r) J (3)
where (r) denotes the name of the rule and J designates that this expression is an
instance of the rule (r). We say that ( is the lowersequent and each 1i (i6n) is an
uppersequent of the rule.
Each axiom can be regarded as an inference rule (ax) having 0-uppersequents.
Then the axiom sequent is said to be the lowersequent of the inference rule
(ax).
A proof ;gure or in short a proof in a formal system is a tree of sequents and
inference rules such that any leaf (i.e., a topmost node) is a label (ax) of an axiom and
each sequent is a lowersequent of a rule (r) (including axioms) in the formal system.
The root (i.e., the lowermost) sequent of a proof is said to be the endsequent of the
proof. We understand that a label (r) of a rule is attached to the node immediately
above each sequent such that the sequent is a lowersequent of the rule (r) and some
formulae are speci3ed such that the speci3ed formulae witness to the fact that the
sequent is a lowersequent of the rule (r).
In order to specify occurrences of sequents and rules in a proof 3gure unambiguously,
we attach a 3nite sequence to each node.
Denition 2.1. ¡!! denotes the set of ;nite sequences of natural numbers. Let a=
(a0; : : : ; al−1), b=(b0; : : : ; bk−1)∈¡!!.
1. Its length lh(a) := l.
2. a ∗ b denotes the concatenated sequence (a0; : : : ; al−1; b0; : : : ; bk−1).
3. For a; b∈¡!!; a ⊆ b ⇔df ∃c∈¡!![a ∗ c=b] and
a ⊂ b ⇔df a ⊆ b & a = b.
Finite sequences are denoted by a; b; c; : : : . By a (3nite) tree we mean a non-empty
3nite set T ⊆ ¡!! such that
1. ∀a∈T ∀b∈¡!![b ⊆ a ⇒ b∈T ], and
2. ∀a ∗ (n)∈T∀m¡n[a ∗ (m)∈T ].
Nodes a; b in a tree is partially ordered by the relation a ⊆ b (called the tree
ordering), where we understand that b is smaller than a. Since any tree is assumed to
be 3nite, the tree ordering on it is well founded.
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Denition 2.2. Let P be a proof 3gure.
1. Tree(P) denotes the underlying tree of P, where the endsequent corresponds to the
root () (the empty sequence), and if a lowersequent ( of a rule (r) J corresponds
to a node a, then the occurrence J of the rule (r) corresponds to the node a ∗ (0),
while its uppersequents 10; : : : ; 1n correspond to a ∗ (0; 0); : : : ; a ∗ (0; n), resp.
a ∗ (0; 0) : 10 · · · a ∗ (0; n) : 1n
a : (
a ∗ (0) : (r) J
2. We say that a node a in the tree Tree(P) is a sequent node if it corresponds to a
sequent. Otherwise it is said to be a rule node.
3. For a sequent node a; a : ( designates that the node a corresponds to the occurrence
of the sequent ( in P. a : J is de3ned similarly for a rule node a and an occurrence
J of a rule.
4. For each sequent node a∈Tree(P), P ↑ a denotes the subproof of P whose endse-
quent is the sequent corresponding to the node a.
Thus the root node () is a sequent node. For each sequent node a∈Tree(P), a ∗ (0)
is also in the tree and is a rule node, and immediately above it there are some sequent
nodes unless the sequent a : ( is an axiom, i.e., a ∗ (0) is a leaf =topmost rule node.
Furthermore, it is clear that for each sequent node b∈Tree(P ↑ a), (P ↑ a) ↑ b=P ↑
(a ∗ b).
For a proof, we identify an occurrence a : ( of a sequent (an occurrence a : J of a
rule) in the proof with the node a in its tree, respectively.
Denition 2.3. Let P be a proof and a0; : : : nodes in its tree Tree(P).
1. Let ai∈Tree(P) (i¡3) be nodes of sequents or rules in a proof. We say that a0
is above a2 or equivalently a2 is below a0 if a2⊂ a0. If a2 ⊂ a1 ⊂ a0, then a1 is
said to be between a0 and a2.
2. A series T={ai : (i}i6n (n¿0) of sequents in a proof is called a branch from
a0 : (0 to an : (n if ∀i¡n∃k[ai=ai+1 ∗ (0; k)], i.e., ai+1 : (i+1 is the lowersequent
of a rule of the node ai+1 ∗ (0) with an uppersequent ai : (i for each i¡n.
3. The branch from the lowersequent a0 of a rule a0 ∗ (0) : J to a sequent a1 : is
said to be the branch from a0 ∗ (0) : J to a1 : .
4. We say a branch starts with a sequent a0 : (0 and ends with a sequent an : (n if
the branch is from a0 : (0 to an : (n.
5. Let A be an occurrence of a formula in an uppersequent of a rule a : J and B an
occurrence of a formula in the lowersequent of a : J . We will specify a relation
that ‘A is a predecessor of B’ or equivalently ‘B is a successor of A’ for each
formal system considered below. Assuming this, for occurrences of formulae A and
B in a proof the relation ‘A is an ancestor of B’ (‘B is a descendent of A’) is
de3ned to be the transitive closure of the relation ‘A is a predecessor of B’ (‘B is
a successor of A’), respectively.
6. An occurrence of a formula in a proof is said to be explicit if the endsequent
contains a descendent of it. Otherwise the formula is implicit.
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7. Assume that for some inference rules in a formal system the principal formula of
the rule is speci3ed. Then for such a rule in a proof the rule is said to be explicit
if the endsequent contains a descendent of the principal formula of it. Otherwise
the rule is implicit.
8. Let A be an implicit formula in a proof. The vanishing cut of the formula A is the
rule at which the descendent of A vanishes, i.e., one of uppersequents contains a
descendent of A but not the lowersequent. Also let a : J be a rule with the principal
formula. The vanishing cut of a : J is the vanishing cut of the principal formula
of a : J .
9. A proof P in a system is said to enjoy the pure variable condition if
(a) Any eigenvariables are distinct from each other.
(b) Any eigenvariable does not occur in the endsequent of P.
(c) If a free variable occurs in an uppersequent of a rule but not in the lowerse-
quent, then the variable is one of the eigenvariables of the rule.
10. Assume that some inference rules in a formal system is speci3ed as basic rules.
Let P be a proof in a system. The main branch of P is a branch {ai : (i}i6n in
P such that:
(a) an : (n is the endsequent of P.
(b) For each i¡n ai : (i is the rightmost uppersequent of a rule except basic ones.
(c) Either a0 : (0 is an axiom or a0 : (0 is the lowersequent of a basic rule.
The topmost sequent a0 : (0 of the main branch is called the redex of the
proof P.
3. A base theory T0
In this section we introduce a base theory T0 of ordinals.
In this paper formulae are built up from prime formulae by applying logical connec-
tives ∧;∨;∀;∃ (unbounded quanti3ers) and bounded quanti;ers ∀x¡t, ∃x¡t for each
term t in which the variable x does not occur. Each formula is in the negation normal
form: The negation ¬A of the formula A is de3ned by using the elimination of double
negations and the de Morgan’s law. For each predicate constant R in a language L
the negation or the complement ¬R of R is also in the language L. A prime formula
is a formula of the forms R(Wt), ¬R(Wt) for a predicate constant R and a sequence Wt of
terms.
Thus for example the language L0 has the following symbols:
1. Logical connectives: ∧;∨;∀;∃ (unbounded quanti3ers) and bounded quanti3ers
∀x¡t, ∃x¡t for each term t.
2. Variables: a; b; : : : ; x; y; z; x1; y1; z1; : : : : Var denotes the set of variables.
3. Function constants: 0; 1;+; ·;max; j.
4. Predicate constants: =; =;¡; ¡.
In general let e denote an expression such as a term or a formula. Var(e) denotes the
set of free variables occurring in e. Also for a variable x and expressions e and t,
e[x := t] denotes the result of substituting t for each free occurrence of x in e.
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The language L1 of the theory T0 is obtained from L0 by adding the predicate
constants RA, ¬RA and RA¡, ¬RA¡ for each bounded formula A(X; a; b) in L0 ∪{X }
such that Var(A(X; a; b))= {a; b}. Note that variables a; b in A are bounded in, e.g.,
RA. Thus Var(RA(t; s))=Var(t)∪Var(s).
Axioms in T0. There are two kinds of axioms.
Logical axiom: (, ¬A, A for any sequent ( and a prime formula A.
The formulae ¬A and A are said to be the principal formulae of the logical axiom.
Mathematical axioms: The following 1–28 is the list of matrices of mathematical
axioms in T0:
1. x0 = x0.
2. x0 = x1 & x0 = x2→ x1 = x2.
3. x0 = x1 & x2 = x3→f(x0; x2)=f(x1; x3) for each function constant f.
4. x0 = x1 & x1¡x2→ x0¡x2.
5. x0 = x1 & x2¡x1→ x2¡x0.
6. x0¡x1 & x1¡x2→ x0¡x2.
7. x0 ¡x0.
8. x0 = x1 ∨ x0¡x1 ∨ x1¡x0.
9. 06x0 where x6y :⇔ x¡y∨ x=y.
10. 0¡1.
11. x0¡x1→ x0 + 16x1.
12. x0 + 0= x0.
13. x0 + (x1 + 1)= (x0 + x1) + 1.
14. x0¡x1→ x2 + x0¡x2 + x1.
15. x0¡x1→ x0 + x26x1 + x2.
16. x0 · 0=0.
17. x0 · (x1 + 1)= x0 · x1 + x0.
18. x0 = 0& x1¡x2→ x0 · x1¡x0 · x2.
19. x1¡x2→ x1 · x06x2 · x0.
20. 0 · x0 = 0.
21. x06x1→ max{x0; x1}= max{x1; x0}= x1.
22. max{x0; x1}6j(x0; x1).
23. max{x0; x1}¡max{x2; x3}→ j(x0; x1)¡j(x2; x3).
24. max{x0; x1}= max{x2; x3}& x1¡x3→ j(x0; x1)¡j(x2; x3).
25. max{x0; x1}= max{x2; x3}& x1 = x3 & x0¡x2→ j(x0; x1)¡j(x2; x3).
The following three axioms guarantee the existences of inverses of +; ·; j, resp.
Hence these are called inverse mathematical axioms. By de3nition ∃y6x
denotes ∃y¡x + 1.
26. x0¡x1→∃y6x1(x1 = x0 + y).
27. x1 = 0→∃y6x0∃z¡x1(x0 = x1 · y + z).
28. ∃y06x0∃y16x0(x0 = j(y0; y1)).
Let x˜ :=x0; x1; x2; x3. Observe that the matrix of the kth-mathematical axiom (16
k628) is a disjunction
(m-ax:k)
∨
{Ai(x˜) : i 6 n}
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of formulae Ai(x˜) in L0 such that it is either prime or of the form ∃y0¡s0(x˜) · · · ∃ym¡
sm(x˜)M (x˜; y0; : : : ; ym) for an m¡2, some terms sj in x˜ and a prime formula M . Here,
e.g., ¬A0 &¬A1→A2 denotes the formula A0 ∨A1 ∨A2.
Then for any sequent ( and any terms t˜= t0; t1; t2; t3 the sequent
(m-ax:k)(; A0(˜t); : : : ; An(˜t)
is a mathematical axiom in T0 with its label (m-ax:k).
Remark. In T0 the following formulae are all derivable:
1. b∈Lim& c¡a+ b→∃x¡b(c¡a+ x) where
b∈Lim :⇔ b = 0&∀x ¡ b(x + 1 ¡ b).
2. b∈Lim& c¡a · b→∃x¡b(c¡a · x).
3. a+ b= a+ c→ b= c and
r0; r1¡b& b · q0 + r0 = b · q1 + r1→ q0 = q1 & r0 = r1.
4. The de3ning relations (2) for the paring function j.
5. j(a0; a1)= j(b0; b1)→ a0 = b0 & a1 = b1.
A prime formula in L1 is said to be a neutral prime formula if it has one of shapes
R(Wt), ¬R(Wt) with a neutral predicate constant R∈{=;¡}. A formula is said to be an
∀-formula (∃-formula) if either it has one of shapes A∧B, ∀xA, ∀x¡tA, ¬RA(t0; t1),
¬RA¡(t0; t1; t2) or it is a neutral prime formula (if either it has one of shapes A∨B,
∃xA, ∃x¡tA, RA(t0; t1), RA¡(t0; t1; t2) or it is a neutral prime formula), respectively.
Remark. Neutral prime sentences are sentences to which the truth values are given
decidably, cf. Appendix B.
Inference rules in T0: There are 12 kinds of inference rules.
(; A0 (; A1
(; A0 ∧ A1 (∧)
A0 and A1 are auxiliary formulae of the rule.
(; Ai
(; A0 ∨ A1 (∨)
for i=0; 1. Ai is the auxiliary formula of the rule.
(; A(y)
(;∀xA(x) (∀)
with the usual eigenvariable condition for the eigenvariable y. A(y) is the auxiliary
formula of the rule.
(; A(s)
(;∃xA(x) (∃)
A(s) is the auxiliary formula of the rule. The term s is said to be the instance term
of the rule.
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These rules (∀) and (∃) will be slightly modi3ed later, cf. Convention in the end of
Section 7.
(; y ¡ t; A(y)
(;∀x ¡ tA(x) (b∀)
with the usual eigenvariable condition for the eigenvariable y. A(y) is the auxiliary
formula of the rule.
(; s ¡ t (; A(s)
(;∃x ¡ tA(x) (b∃)
A(s) is the auxiliary formula of the rule. The term s is said to be the instance term
of the rule.
(;¬A(RA¡t; t; s)
(; s =∈ RAt
(¬R)
¬A(RA¡t; t; s) is the auxiliary formula of the rule.
(;A(RA¡t; t; s)
(; s ∈ RAt
(R)
s∈RAt ≡ RA(t; s). A(RA¡t; t; s) is the auxiliary formula of the rule.
(; s ¡ t; u =∈ RAs
(; (s; u) =∈ RA¡t
(¬R¡)
u =∈RAs is the auxiliary formula of the rule.
(; s ¡ t (; u ∈ RAs
(; (s; u) ∈ RA¡t
(R¡)
(s; u) ∈ RA¡t ≡ RA¡(t; s; u). u ∈ RAs is the auxiliary formula of the rule.
In these rules the formula displayed in the lowersequent is said to be the principal
formula of the rule. Let A be a formula in an uppersequent and B a formula in the
lowersequent. If either A is identical with B or A is an auxiliary formula and B is the
principal formula of the rule, then we say that A is a predecessor of B.
(;¬∀x ¡ yA(x); A(y) (;¬A(s) (; s ¡ t
(
(ind)
The term t is the induction term and the term s bounding term of the rule. The formula
A(y) is the induction formula and the variable y is the eigenvariable of the rule. Also
the formulae ¬∀x¡yA(x), A(y), ¬A(s) are the auxiliary formulae of the rule.
These rules except the following one (cut) are the basic rules in T0:
(;¬A A;1
(;1
(cut)
where the right cut formula A is an ∃-formula.
In the rules (ind) and (cut) a formula A in an uppersequent is a predecessor of a
formula B in the lowersequent if A is identical with B.
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4. The theory T22
In this section the theory T22 for recursively Mahlo ordinals is de3ned.
The language L(T22) of the theory T22 is de3ned to be L1 ∪{Ad; } with a unary
predicate constant Ad and an individual constant . Ad() means that  is 2-re2ecting
and  denotes the least 2-re2ecting ordinal !CK1 .
By de3nition Ad is a neutral predicate constant.
Axioms of T22 are obtained from those of T0 plus the following Mathematical
axioms:
(;Ad()
and
(;¬Ad(t); 1f
where for each function constant (including an individual constant) f in L0, 1f
denotes a sequent consisting solely of neutral prime formulae and expressing the fact
that any ordinal t in Ad is closed under the function f.
For example
(;¬Ad(t); 1 ¡ t
and
(;¬Ad(t); t1 ¡ t; t2 ¡ t; t1 · t2 ¡ t
are axioms.
Inference rules in T22 are obtained from T0 by adding the following rules (2-r2
on Ad) and (2-r2). These rules are de3ned to be basic ones.
(; A ¬∃z(t ¡ z ∧ Ad(z) ∧ Az); (
(
(2-r2 on Ad)
where A≡∀x∃yB(x; y; t) is a 2-formula such that B is a bounded formula in the
language L1 ∪{Ad} with Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z}, cf. De3nition 1.3 for the restricted
formula Az. The term t is the parameter term of the rule. Also the formulae A,
¬∃z(t¡z ∧Ad(z)∧Az) are the auxiliary formulae of the rule.
(; As ¬∃z ¡ s(t ¡ z ∧ Az); ( (;Ad(s) (; t ¡ s
(
(2-r2)
where A ≡ ∀x∃yB(x; y; t) is a 2-formula such that B is a bounded formula in the
language L1 ∪{Ad} with Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z}. The term t is the parameter term
of the rule and the term s is the regular term. Also the formulae As, ¬∃z¡s(t¡z ∧Az)
are the auxiliary formulae of the rule.
These rules will be slightly modi3ed later, cf. Convention in the end of Section 7.
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5. The system O() of ordinal diagrams
In this section let us recall brie2y the system O() of ordinal diagrams (abbreviated
by o.d.’s) in [3].
Let 0; ’; ;+;  and d be distinct symbols. Each o.d. in O() is a 3nite sequence of
these symbols. ’ is the Veblen function.  denotes the 3rst recursively regular ordinal
!CK1 and  the 3rst recursively Mahlo ordinal. ‘ denotes the number of occurrences
of symbols in the o.d. . Let sd() denote the set of proper subdiagrams (subterms)
of . Thus  =∈ sd(). Then the cardinality of the 3nite set sd() is less than or equal
to ‘. Also put sd+()= sd()∪{}.
The set O() is classi3ed into subsets R, SC, P according to the intended meanings
of o.d.’s. P denotes the set of additive principal numbers, SC the set of strongly critical
numbers and R the set of recursively regular ordinals (less than or equal to ).
Ordinal diagrams in O() are denoted ; ; $; : : : ; while ; ?; : : : denote o.d.’s in the
set R.
For ∈R, D⊆ SC denotes the set of o.d.’s of the form d.
The order relation ¡ on D=
⋃{D : ∈R} is de3ned through 3nite sets K
for ∈R, ∈O(), and the latter is de3ned through the relation ≺ , which is the
transitive closure of the relation ∈D. Note that b()= $ for =d$∈D.
1. K:
(a) K0= ∅.
(b) K(1 + · · · + n)=
⋃{Ki : 16i6n}.
(c) K’=K∪K.
(d) K= {} otherwise, i.e., ∈ SC.
2. K⊂ SC(∈R):
(a) K= ∅ if ∈Atd := {0; ; }.
(b) K=KK for  =∈ SC.
(c) ≺ ⇒K= {}.
(d) d? ≺ ⇒Kd?=
{
K? if ?¡;
K?∪K if ¡?:
3. ¡.
4. ∈D &  =⇒¡.
5. For ∈D, ∈D? with  = ?, ¡ iX one of the following conditions holds:
(a) ¡?&(6 or 6K).
(b) ?¡& ¡?&K?¡.
6. For d, d∈D, d¡d iX
∃? ∈ sd() ∪ {;∞}[6 ?&  ¡? &
∀@ ∈ sd() ∪ {}(6 @ ¡ ? → K@ ¡ d@)] (4)
where
 ¡?  :⇔
{
d?6 K? if ? =∞;
 ¡  if ? =∞:
and, by de3nition, ∞ =∈O()&∀∈O()(¡∞). (∞ denotes an extra symbol.)
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The following Proposition 5.1 except the last three 5.1(7)–5.1(9) is shown in
Lemma 2.12 of [3].
Proposition 5.1. (1) If ∈K, then ≺ ,  is a subdiagram of  and  is a proper
subdiagram of .
(2) ¡&K¡∈D⇒ ¡.
(3) K6 .
(4) ?6⇒K?{; }¡d.
(5) ¡& ≺ & 6⇒ 6K.
(6) ≺ ⇒K6K.
(7) ¡¡⇒K6K.
(8) ¿∈ SC⇒ ∈D and ¡¡⇒K= ∅.
(9) ¡¡¡?& ≺ & ≺ ?⇒ ≺ ?.
Proof. Condition (7) by induction on the length ‘ of . If  ≺ , then by Proposition
5.1(3) we have K¡. Induction hypothesis (IH) together with Proposition 5.1(1)
yields K=KK6K. Hence we can assume ≺ . Then Proposition 5.1(5) yields
6K.
(8) The 3rst assertion ¿∈ SC⇒ ∈D is seen from the de3nition. The second
assertion ¡¡⇒K= ∅ is seen by induction on the length of  using the 3rst
one since Kd=K= ∅ by ¡& ≺ .
(9) By Proposition 5.1(5) we have 6K?. Suppose  ≺ ?. Then K?=K?6¡
by Proposition 5.1(3). We would have 6K?¡. A contradiction.
Proposition 5.2. For 1 ∈D, 1 ∈D? with ¡?,
1¡1 ⇔ 6 1 ∨ 1 6 K?b(1)
1 ¡ 1 ⇔ 1 ¡ &K?b(1) ¡ 1:
Proof. By the de3nition we have for 1 ∈D, 1 ∈D? with ¡?, 1¡1⇔ 61 ∨ 1
6K1. Thus it suUces to show that
1¡ ⇒ [1 ¡ 1 ⇔ 16K?b(1)]:
Assume 1¡. First suppose 1¡1. Then 1¡1¡¡?. By Proposition 5.1(9) we
have ≺ ?, and hence ‘¿‘?. Therefore K?= ∅ and K1 =Kb(1). On the other
hand, we have 16K1 by the de3nition. Now Proposition 5.1(6) yields 16Kb(1)
6K?b(1).
Next suppose 16K?b(1). Proposition 5.1(4) yields 16K?b(1)¡1, and hence
1¡1.
6. The subsystem Od() of ordinal diagrams
In this section we de3ne the subsystem Od()⊂O() of ordinal diagrams. The
subsystem is de3ned through the following 3nite sets D() of subdiagrams of .
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Denition 6.1. (1) D()⊆D ∩ sd+().
(a) D()= ∅ if ∈Atd.
(b) D()=D(K) if  =∈ SC.
(c) If ∈D?,
D() =


D({?; b()}) if ? ¿ ;
{} ∪D(b()) if ? = ;
D(?) if ? ¡ :
(2) B() = max{b() : ∈D()}.
(3) B¿() = max{B?() : ? ¿ }.
Proposition 6.2. (1) K6D().
(2) K= ∅⇔D()= ∅.
(3) ∈D()⇒D(b())⊆D() and D()=D(D()).
(4) D()=D(K).
(5) 4 ?¡⇒D()=D(?).
Proof. Condition (1) follows from D¡. The rest (2)–(5) are seen from the de3ni-
tion using induction on the length ‘ of .
Next we de3ne a subsystem Od()⊂O() of ordinal diagrams.
Denition 6.3. Od()
1. Atd= {0; ; }⊆Od().
2. Od() is closed under +; ’; ! as in O().
3. For ; ∈Od()& ∈R, d∈Od() if the following condition is ful3lled.
B¿({; }) ¡ : (5)
Namely ∀?¿[B?({; })¡].
Observe that Od() is closed under subdiagrams and hence for ∈Od() we have
K∪D()∪B()⊆Od() and K = ∅⇒ ∈Od(). Also Od() is closed under
 →d since there is no ?¿.
Lemma 6.4. Assume 1; 1; $∈Od() with 1; 1 ∈D and ¡?. Put = b(1), =
b(1).
(1) D?({; }) = ∅⇒d?∈Od().
(2) ¡&d?∈Od()⇒d?∈Od().
(3) 1¡1⇔ 16K∨ (¡&K¡1).
(4) ¡⇒K?¡d?.
Proof. (1) Assume D?({; }) = ∅. Then ?∈ sd(1) and hence ?∈Od(). It suUces to
show, cf. (5) in De3nition 6.3, that B¿?({?; })¡. We have B¿?()6B¿()¡
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by ?¿. Now assume $∈D?({; })⊆D? ∩Od(). Then by (5) we have B¿?(?)¡
b($)¡.
(2) It suUces to show B¿?({?; })¡. By (5) we have B¿?(?)¡¡ and
B¿?()6B¿()¡.
(3) and (4) By trichotomy, it suUces to show ¡&K¡1⇒ 1¡1 for Lemma
6.4(3). By de3nition (4) this amounts to show Lemma 6.4(4). Thus Lemma 6.4(3) and
(4) are shown simultaneously by induction on ‘1. By Proposition 6.2(1) and (2) it
suUces to show the following:
 ¡ & ? ¿  ⇒ D?() ¡ d?:
Assume ¡, and let $1 ∈D?()⊆D?. We show $1¡d? by subsidiary induc-
tion on ‘$1. By Lemma 6.4(1) and (2) we have d?∈Od(). By (5) we have
$ := b($1)¡¡. On the other hand we have K?$6D?($)⊆D?() by Proposition
6.2(1) and (3). Thus by subsidiary induction hypothesis (SIH) we have K?$6D?($)
¡d?. Therefore by IH we conclude $1¡d?.
Remark. Assume 1; 1 ∈D ∩Od() and ¡?. Let = b(1) and = b(1). Then
we have
1. D?({; })¡d?, and
2. ¡⇒d?¡d?.
Condition 1 is seen by induction on ‘$1 for $1 ∈D?({; }). Let $1 ∈D?({; }). Then
by de3nition (5) we have $ := b($1)∈B?({; })¡. On the other hand, we have
D?($)⊆D?({; }). Proposition 6.2(1) and IH yield K?$6D?($)¡d?. Hence $1¡d?
by Lemma 6.4(3).
Condition 2 follows from Lemma 6.4(3) and (4).
Proposition 6.5. For 1; 1 ∈D ∩Od(), 161⇒ b(1)6B(1).
Proof. By induction on ‘1. Put = b(1) and = b(1). By Lemma 6.4(3) we
have 16K∨ 6(&K¡1). If 6, then we are done by 6B(1). As-
sume 16K and let ′ ∈K be an o.d. such that 16′. Let 2 denote the di-
agram such that ′ 4 2 ∈D. Then 162 and by Proposition 6.2(5) and (4) we
have D(2)=D(′)⊆D(K)=D()⊆D(1). Therefore IH yields 6B(2)6
B(1).
Proposition 6.6. For ; ; ?∈Od(), 6¡?⇒D?()6D?().
Proof (By induction on ‘+ ‘). Suppose ¡¡?.
Case 1:  ≺ ?. Then by Proposition 5.1(3) we have K?¡¡. By Proposition
6.2(3) and IH we conclude D?()=D?(K?)6D?().
In what follows assume ≺ ?, and let @ denote the diagram such that ∈D@. Then
@4 ?.
Case 2: @6. IH yields D?()=D?(@)6D?().
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Case 3:  ≺ ?. Then 6K?¡ by Proposition 5.1(5) and (3). As in the Case 1
Proposition 6.2(3) and IH yield D?()6D?(K?)=D?().
In what follows assume ≺ ?, and let A denote the diagram such that ∈DA. Then
A4 ?.
Case 4: A¡?. As in the Case 2 IH yields D?()6D?(A)=D?().
In what follows, assume ∈D? &D@  ¡¡@4 ?. Then D?()= {}∪D?(b()).
Case 5: @≺ ?. Then by Proposition 5.2 we have 6K?b()¡. As in the Case 3
we see D?()6D?(K?b())=D?(b())6D?().
Case 6: ; ∈D?. Then D?()= {}∪D?(b()) and similarly for D?(). First by
the supposition we have ¡. Also by Proposition 5.1(4) we have K?b()¡¡.
Thus as in Case 1 we see D?(b())=D?(K?b())6D?(). We are done.
Denition 6.7. For o.d.’s ,  with ∈R,
K() := maxK:
In what follows G denotes one of K and B.
Lemma 6.8. For ; ; ?∈Od(), 6¡?⇒G?()6G?().
Proof. The assertion for G=K follows from Proposition 5.1(7). Assume G=B. Then
for $∈B?() pick a $1 ∈D?() and a B1 ∈D?() so that $= b($1)& $16B1 by Propo-
sition 6.6. By Propositions 6.5 and 6.2(3) we have $6B?(B1)6B?().
Remark. Although most lemmata apply even to the situation where we allow
arbitrary iterations of collapsing functions, the following holds only for the system
Od().
For , ∈Od() with ¡
1. D()6K: This is seen by induction on ‘. For example consider the case
=d?. If ?¡¡, then ? ≺ , and hence K=K?. Next assume =d. Then
by IH and Proposition 5.1(4) we have D()6K¡d∈K.
2. K¡d⇔D()¡d: This follows from the above and Proposition 6.2(1).
3. K=K|.
Note that we may have B()¿ for d∈Od(). For example consider dd∈
Od() with =d0. Then B(d)= ¿d.
As contrasted with this, Buchholz’ system C(M(; 0) in [5] excludes such a phe-
nomenon:   M =∈C(M(; 0) with =  M0.
Proposition 6.9. For =d@∈Od(),
(1) DA(@)⊆DA() for any A.
(2) B¿(@)6B¿() for any .
(3) ¡min{A; @}⇒BA()6B¿().
(4) ¡@⇒B¿()6B¿().
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Proof. Obviously, (2) follows from (1), and (4) from (3).
(1) The assertion is seen from the de3nition if A = @. Suppose A= @. Then DA(A)= ∅
since DA ∩ sd+(B)⊇DA(B) = ∅⇒ ‘B¿‘A.
(3) If A6@, then BA()⊆BA() by the de3nition. Assume ¡@¡A. Then by
(5) in De3nition 6.3 we have BA()¡6max({}∪B@())=B@()6B¿().
Lemma 6.10. For ∈Od() and G;F∈{K;B},
1. ¡?⇒B¿(B?())6B¿().
2. B¿(B¿())6B¿().
3. B¿?(K?())6B¿?().
4. 6?⇒G(F?())6G().
Proof. Condition (1) by induction on ‘. Consider the case =d@ by IH.
Case 1: @¿?. Then B?()= max{B?(@);B?()}. IH and Propositions 6.9(2) and
(4) yield the assertion.
Case 2: @= ?. Then B?()= max({}∪B?()). IH and Proposition 6.9(4) yield
the assertion.
Case 3: @¡?. Then B?()=B?(@). IH and Proposition 6.9(2) yield the assertion.
Condition (2) follows from (1).
Condition (3) by induction on ‘. Consider the case =d@ by IH. We can assume
K?() = , i.e., can assume p 4 ?.
Case 1: @¿?. Then K?()= max{K?(@);K?()}. IH yields B¿?(K?(@))6B¿?(@)
and B¿?(K?())6B¿?(). By Proposition 6.9(1) we have B¿?(@)6B¿?(), and by
Proposition 6.9(4) B¿?()6B¿?(). We are done.
Case 2: @6?. We have K?()=K?(@) by @ 4 ?. IH and Proposition 6.9(1) yield
B¿?(K?(@))6B¿?(@)6B¿().
Condition (4) by induction on ‘. Consider the case =d@ by IH. We can assume
F?() = , i.e., can assume F=B or  ≺ ?.
Case 1: @¿?. Then F?()= max{F?(@);F?()}. IH and Proposition 6.9(1) yield
G(F?(@))6G(@)6G() and G(F?())6G(). On the other hand we have K⊆
K and D()⊆D() by the de3nition. Hence G()6G(). We are
done.
Case 2: @= ?. Then ≺ ? and hence we can assume F = B. We have B?() =
max({}∪B?()). IH yields G(B?())6G(). Hence it suUces to show
G()6G(). First consider the case G = K. If ¡?, then K⊆K, and hence
K()6K(). Next assume = ?. Then K ¡ ∈K by Proposition 5.1(4).
Next consider the case G = B. Then D()⊆D() by the de3nition, and hence
B()6B().
Case 3: @¡?. We can assume it is not the case p≺ ? & F=K. Hence F?() =
F?(@). IH yields G(F?(@))6G(@). It suUces to show G(@)6G(). Proposition
6.9(1) yields the assertion for the case G=B. Assume G=K. Then K@6K is
seen from the de3nition since, if @4 , then ‘@¿‘ and hence K@= ∅ by Proposition
5.1(1).
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Lemma 6.11. For ; ; ∈Od() with ∈R| assume ∀?¡[B?()6B?()], and put
$= max{B();B¿({; })}+ !. Then d$; d($+K())∈Od().
Proof. It suUces to show B¿({; $; $ +K()}) ¡ $ in order to ensure condi-
tion (5) in De3nition 6.3. Obviously we have B¿() ¡ $ since !¿0. Simi-
larly we see max{B();B¿()}¡$. Furthermore, we have B¿({$; $+K()})6
max{B¿(B());B¿(B¿({; })), B¿(), B¿(K())}.
By Lemma 6.10(2) we have B¿(B¿({; }))6B¿({; })¡$. On the
other hand by Lemma 6.10(3) we have B¿(K())6B¿()¡$. Furthermore by
Lemma 6.10(1), we have B¿(B())6B¿(). Finally by the assumption, we con-
clude B¿()6max{B(), B¿()}¡$. We are done.
7. Complexity measures
In this section we de3ne some complexity measures of formulae. Since these mea-
sures will be used commonly for proof-theoretical analyses of theories of ordinals, we
de3ne these in a general way.
Let T be a theory of ordinals. The system (O(T);¡) of ordinal diagrams for the
theory T contains a distinguished element E(T) whose intended meaning is the universe
of the least model of the theory T. We call this diagram E(T) the universe of T (with
respect to (O(T);¡)), and denote it by E shortly when no confusion likely occurs. For
example  is the universe of the theory T22 for the theory T22 of recursively Mahlo
ordinals: E= E(T22)= . Let L(T) denote the language of the theory T. The language
L(T) is enlarged to contain an individual constant c for each ∈O(T)|E(T). The
constant c is identi3ed with the o.d. ∈O(T)|E(T). Let L(T)c denote the enlarged
language:
L(T)c =L(T) ∪ {c :  ∈ O(T)|E(T)}:
Assumption. We assume the following:
1. L1⊆L(T)⊆L1 ∪{c : ∈O(T)|E(T)}∪R(T) for a set R(T) of predicate con-
stants. Each predicate constant in the set R(T) is de3ned to be a neutral one.
Note that function constants in L(T) (other than individual ones) are ones in L0.
2. The universe E(T) corresponds to a multiplicative principal number. This means that
E(T) is closed under any function constant in L(T), i.e., in L0, cf. Lemma B.9
in Appendix B, and hence each closed term t in L(T)c denotes uniquely an o.d.
¡E(T) called its value and denoted val(t).
For example, L22c :=L(T22)c =L(T22)∪{c : ∈Od()|}=L1 ∪{c : ∈
Od()|}∪ {Ad} with R(T22)= {Ad}.
In what follows, formulae in the enlarged language L(T)c are denoted by A; B; : : : .
Let  =NF
∑
i¡n !
i =!n−1 + · · · + !0 ( has it Cantor normal form ∑i¡n !i
with the base !) mean that  =
∑
i¡n !
i and n−1¿ · · ·¿0. Here, put ! :=  for
an epsilon number .
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Denition 7.1. For ∈O(T), let SC() for o.d.’s  denote the set of o.d.’s de3ned as
follows:
1. SC(0)= ∅.
2. SC()=
⋃ {SC(i) : 06i¡n} if  =NF ∑i¡n !i .
3. SC(’)= SC()∪ SC().
4. SC()= {} if  is a strongly critical number, i.e., if ¿0 and ∀; $¡(’$¡).
For 3nite sets X ⊆O(T), put SC(X ) := ⋃ {SC() : ∈X }.
When O(T )=Od(), then SC() is nothing but the set K in Section 5.
Lemma 7.2. ¡¡E(T)⇒ SC()6SC().
Each mathematical axiom of the base theory T0 is veri3able. Proposition 7.3 is seen
from Lemma B.9 in Appendix B.
Proposition 7.3. (1) If ¡, then there exists uniquely an o.d. $=  −  so that
= + $ & SC($)⊆ SC()∪ SC().
(2) If 1 =0, then there exist uniquely o.d.’s $60; B¡1 from 0; 1 so that
0 = 1 · $+ B & SC($)∪ SC(B)⊆ SC(0)∪ SC(1).
(3) Given an o.d.  there exists o.d.’s 0; 16 such that j(0; 1)=  and SC(0)∪
SC(1)⊆ SC().
In the following, De3nitions 7.4, 7.7, 7.9, 7.12 and 7.14, ◦ denotes a propositional
connective ◦∈ {∧;∨}, and Q a quanti3er Q∈{∀;∃}.
Let e be a term, a formula, a sequent or a proof. v(e) denotes the set of values val(t)
of closed terms t occurring maximally in e. Furthermore k(e) denotes the maximum
in the set SC(v(e)).
Denition 7.4. (1) For a term t, the set v(t) of o.d.’s is de3ned recursively as follows:
(a) v(t) := ∅ if t is a variable.
(b) v(t) := {val(t)} if t is closed.
(c) v(t) :=
⋃ {v(t) : t ∈ t} if t≡f(˜t) is not closed.
(2) For a formula A, the set v(A) of o.d.’s is de3ned recursively as follows:
(a) v(A) :=
⋃ {v(t) : t ∈ t} if A is a prime formula R(˜t).
(b) v(A) := v(A0)∪ v(A1) if A≡A0 ◦A1.
(c) v(A) := v(t)∪ v(B(x)) if A≡Qx ¡ tB(x).
(d) v(A) := v(B(x)) if A≡QxB(x).
(3) For a sequent ( in L(T)c, set v(() :=
⋃{v(A) :A∈(}.
(4) For a proof P, set v(P) :=
⋃{v(() :( is a sequent occurring in P}.
(5) Let e be a term, a formula, a sequent or a proof. Put SC(e) := SC(v(e)) and
k(e) := max SC(e). Observe that k(e)¡E(T).
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Also set SC(a;P) := SC(P ↑ a) for a sequent node a in the underlying tree Tree(P)
of a proof P.
The following Proposition 7.5 is seen by induction on the length of A.
Proposition 7.5. For any formula A and an o.d. ¡E(T), SC(A[x := ])⊆ SC(A)∪
SC().
Denition 7.6. " -formulae. Let ∈O(T) be an o.d.
1. A bounded formula A in the enlarged language L(T)c is said to be a "-formula
if v(A)¡, namely if ∀∈ v(A)[¡]. The set of "-formula is denoted by ".
Note that a formula is in " with = E(T) iX it is a bounded formula.
By convention let "E(T)
+
denote the set of all formulae.
2. A formula is said to be a n-formula if it is of the form A
 for some n-
formula A≡Qmxm : : : Q1x1B(xm; : : : ; x1)(m6n) with a "-matrix B(xm; : : : ; x1), where
Qmxm : : : Q1x1 is an alternating sequence of quanti3ers such that m= n⇒Qm≡∃.
3. The set n of 

n-formulae is de3ned dually.
Thus "⊆ n ∩n and m ∪m⊆ n ∩n for m¡n.
Also, if s∈RAt ; (s0; s1)∈RA¡t and Qx¡tA(x) are "-formulae for a multiplicative
principal number , then so are A(RA¡t; t; s), s1 ∈RAs0 and A(t0) for any term t0 with
v(t0)¡.
Denition 7.7. Let X be a binary predicate. The logical length lh(A)¡! of a bounded
formula A ∈L0 ∪ {X } is de3ned recursively as follows:
1. lh(A) := 0 if A is a prime formula, i.e., a formula of one of the shapes s= t; s¡t;
X (s; t) or their negations.
2. lh(A) := max{lh(A0); lh(A1)}+ 1 if A≡A0 ◦A1.
3. lh(A) := lh(B(x)) + 1 if A≡Qx¡tB(x).
Since each function constant f ∈ {+; ·; j;max} in the language L0, or equivalently
in L(T ) is weakly monotonic: 060 & 161⇒f(0; 1)6f(0; 1), we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 7.8. Each term t in L(T)c denotes a weakly monotonic function in the
following sense:
6  ⇒ t[x := ]6 t[x := ]:
Denition 7.9. For a sentence A which is not a neutral prime formula, we de3ne a set
C(A) of sentences, and for each member C ∈C(A) de3ne an o.d. F(C;A) or short F(C)
as follows:
1. C(A) := {B() : ∈O(T)|E(T)} and F(B();A) :=  if A≡QxB(x).
2. C(A) := {B() : ¡} and F(B();A) :=  if A≡Qx¡tB(x) with =val(t).
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3. C(A) := {Ai : i ¡ 2} and F(C;A) := 0 for any C ∈C(A) if A≡A0 ◦A1.
4. C(A) := {[¬]A(RA¡t; t; s)} and F(C;A) := 0 for any C ∈C(A) if A≡ [¬]s∈RAt , re-
spectively.
5. C(A) := {[¬]u∈RAs : val(s)¡val(t)} and F([¬]u∈RAs ;A) := val(s) if A≡ [¬](s; u)∈
RA¡t , respectively.
Lemma 7.10. For bounded sentences A; C ∈C(A)⇒ SC(F(C))∪ SC(C)6SC(A).
Proof. Consider the case when A≡Qx¡tB(x) & C ≡B() with an ¡=val(t)¡
E(T). Then Lemma 7.2 yields SC()6SC(). This shows the lemma.
We de3ne the degree deg(A)∈O(T) and the rank rk(A)∈O(T) of a formula A so
that deg(A); rk(A)¡E(T)+!. The following lemma summarizes properties on degrees
and ranks what we need later.
Lemma 7.11. (1) deg(¬A)= deg(A)& rk(¬A)= rk(A).
(2) deg(A)¿E(T)⇔A is unbounded. In this case we have deg(A)∈{E(T) + n :
n¡!} and deg(A[x := ])= deg(A) for any o.d. ¡E(T).
(3) For a sentence A and a C ∈C(A), deg(C)¡deg(A).
(4) For any strongly critical number 6E(T) and a bounded formula A, deg(A)¡
⇔A∈", and A∈"⇒C(A)⊆" if A is a sentence.
(5) rk(A[x := ])6rk(A) for any formula A and an o.d. ¡E(T).
(6) If A is a sentence of one of the forms s∈RAt ; (s; u)∈RA¡t and C ∈C(A), then
rk(C)¡rk(A) and SC(rk(C))⊆ SC(rk(A))∪ SC(F(C)). Furthermore,
rk(A(RA¡; ; s)) ∈ {max{2(n+ 2); 1}+ k : k 6 2n} ∪ {k : k 6 2n+ 1}
with n= lh(A).
(7) SC(deg(A))∪ SC(rk(A))⊆ SC(A)∪{E(T)}.
Denition 7.12. The 0-degree deg0(A)¡E(T)+! of a formula A is de3ned recursively
as follows:
1. deg0(A) := max{deg0(A0); deg0(A1)}+ 1 if A≡A0 ◦ A1.
2. deg0(A) :=
{
deg0(B(x)) + 1 if B is unbounded;
E(T) otherwise
if A≡QxB(x).
3. deg0(A) :=


deg0(B()) + 1 if B is bounded and t is closed with val(t)= ;
0 if B is bounded and t is not closed;
deg0(B(x)) + 1 if B is unbounded
if A≡Qx¡tB(x).
4. deg0(A) := 0 if A is a neutral prime formula R(˜t) for a neutral predicate
constant R.
5. deg0(A) :=
{
(n+ 2) if t is closed with val(t)= ;
0 otherwise
if A≡ [¬](s0; s1)∈RA¡t with n= lh(A).
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6. deg0(A) :=
{
(n+ 2)+ n+ 1 if t is closed with val(t)= ;
0 otherwise
if A ≡ [¬]s∈RAt with n= lh(A).
Denition 7.13. The degree deg(A)¡E(T)+! of a formula A in the enlarged language
L(T)c is de3ned by
deg(A) := k(A) + deg0(A):
Denition 7.14. The rank rk(A)¡E(T) + ! of a formula A is de3ned recursively as
follows:
1. rk(A) := 1 if A is a neutral prime formula R(˜t) for a neutral predicate constant R.
2. rk(A) :=
{
max{2(n+ 2); 1} if t is closed with val(t)= ;
E(T) otherwise
if A≡ [¬](s0; s1)∈RA¡t with n= lh(A).
3. rk(A) :=
{
2[(n+ 2)+ n+ 1] if t is closed with val(t)= ;
E(T) otherwise
if A≡ [¬]s∈RAt with n= lh(A).
4. rk(A) := max{rk(A0); rk(A1)}+ 2 if A≡A0 ◦ A1.
5. rk(A) := rk(B(x)) + 2 if A∈{QxB(x); Qx¡tB(x)}.
Observe that the above De3nitions 7.4, 7.6 and 7.12–7.14 respect values of closed
terms: namely if val(s)= val(t) for closed terms s; t and A(t) denotes a formula obtained
from a formula A(s) by replacing some occurrences of s by t, then A(s)∈"⇔A(t)∈
" and f(A(s))=f(A(t)) for f∈{v; k; deg0; deg; rk}.
We prove parts of Lemma 7.11 which are easily seen.
Proof of Lemma 7.11. Conditions (1), (5) and (7) are seen by induction on the length
of the formula A.
For showing the rest of Lemma 7.11 we 3rst establish the following technical propo-
sition.
Proposition 7.15. (1) For an unbounded formula A and an o.d. ¡E(T); deg(A[x :=])
= deg(A)= deg0(A).
(2) ¡¡E(T)⇒ deg0(t ∈RA )¡deg0((; t)∈RA¡).
(3) Let A be a bounded formula in the language L0 ∪{c : ∈O(T)|E(T)}. Then
deg0(A)6lh(A). Furthermore if A is a sentence, then deg0(A)= lh(A).
(4) Let B[X; x˜ ] be a bounded formula in the language L0 ∪{X } with a new binary
predicate X and suppose Var(B[X; x˜])⊆ x˜. Then for any o.d.’s ; ˜¡E(T)
deg0(B[R
A
¡; ˜]))6 (n+ 2)+ m
with n= lh(A); m= lh(B).
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(5) deg0(A(R
A
¡; ; ))¡deg0(∈RA ).
(6) For formulae A with Var(A)⊆ x˜; E(T)¿˜ → deg0(A[˜x := ˜]) is weakly mono-
tonic.
(7) ¡¡E(T)⇒ deg0(A())¡deg0(Qx¡A(x)) for any bounded sentence Qx¡
A(x).
(8) rk(A)= 2lh(A) + 1 for any bounded formula A in the language L0 ∪{c : ∈
O(T)|E(T)}.
(9) Let B(X; x˜) be a bounded formula in the language L0 ∪{X } with a new binary
predicate X. Put n= lh(A); m= lh(B) and A :=B(RA¡; ˜) for o.d.’s ; ˜¡E(T). Then
rk(A) ∈ {max{2(n+ 2); 1}+ k : k 6 2m} ∪ {k : k 6 2m+ 1}:
Proof. (1) Assume A is an unbounded formula. We have k(A)¡E(T)6deg0(A). Since
E(T) is assumed to be an additive principal number, we have deg(A)= deg0(A). Thus,
it suUces to show that deg0(A[x := ])= deg0(A) for unbounded formulae A. This is
seen by induction on the length of A.
(2) By the de3nition deg0(t ∈RA )= (n+2)+n+1 with n= lh(A), and deg0((; t)∈
RA¡)= (n+2). By ¡ we have +16 and hence (n+2)+ n+1¡(n+2)(+
1)6(n+ 2).
Condition (4) by induction on m= lh(B). Put A :=B[RA¡; ˜]. Then A is a bounded
sentence. If X does not occur in B, i.e., B is a formula in the language L0, then the
assertion follows from Proposition 7.15(3). If B[X; x˜] is a prime formula [¬](s0; s1)∈X .
Then A is the formula [¬](s′0; s′1)∈RA¡ for s′i ≡ si [˜x := ˜] (i=0; 1), respectively. By the
de3nition we have deg0(A)= (n+ 2) and lh(B)= 0. Finally consider the case when
B[X; x˜ ] is a formula Qz¡t [˜x ]C[X; x˜; z]. Then we have, for B=val(t[˜]); deg0(A)=
deg0(C[R
A
¡; ˜; B]) + 1. IH and lh(B)= lh(C) + 1 yield the assertion.
The remaining case B[X; x˜ ]≡B0[X; x˜] ◦B1[X; x˜] is easy to see from IH.
(5) Put n= lh(A). Then by (4) we have deg0(A(R
A
¡; ; ))6(n + 2) + n¡(n +
2)+ n+ 1=deg0(∈RA ).
(6) For formulae A with Var(A)⊆ x˜ and o.d.’s ˜; ˜¡E(T), we see by induction on
the length of A using Proposition 7.8 that if ˜=(0; : : : ; n−1)6(0; : : : ; n−1)= ˜[:⇔∀i
¡n(i6i)], then deg0(A[˜x := ˜])6deg0(A[˜x := ˜]).
(7) By Proposition (6) we have
deg0(A())6 deg0(A()) ¡ deg0(A()) + 1 = deg0(Qx ¡ A(x)):
Condition (9) by induction on m= lh(B). Put A :=B(RA¡; ˜). Then A is a bounded
formula. (A need not to be a sentence.)
If X does not occur in B, i.e., B is a formula in the language L0, then the assertion
follows from (8).
If B(X; x˜) is a prime formula (s0; s1)∈X . Then A is the formula (s′0; s′1)∈RA¡
for s′i ≡ si [˜x := ˜] (i=0; 1). By the de3nition we have rk(A)= max{2(n+ 2); 1} and
lh(B)= 0.
Other cases are seen from IH.
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Proof of Lemma 7.11 (continued). (2) First, we have deg(A)¿E(T)⇔ deg0(A)¿E(T)
since k(A)¡E(T) and E(T) is assumed to be an additive principal number. Therefore
deg(A)∈{E(T) + n : n¡!} if A is unbounded. By induction on the length of A we
see that deg0(A)¿E(T)⇔A is unbounded. In Proposition 7.15(1) the remaining part:
A is unbounded ⇒ deg(A[x := ])= deg(A) was shown.
(3) Let A be a sentence and assume C ∈C(A). Propositions 7.15(2), (5) and (7), and
Lemma 7.11(2) yield deg0(C)¡deg0(A). If C is unbounded, then so is A and deg(C)
= deg0(C)¡deg0(A)= deg(A) by Proposition 7.15(1). If C is bounded and A is un-
bounded, then deg(C)¡E(T)6 deg(A). Thus it suUces to show that k(C)6k(A) for
bounded sentences A. Consider the case when A ≡ Qx¡tB(x)&C ≡B() with ¡=
val(t). Then by Lemma 7.10 we have SC(C)6SC(A), and this yields k(C)6k(A).
(4) Let 6E(T) be a strongly critical number. It suUces to show that k(A)¡⇒
deg0(A)¡ for bounded formulae A. This is seen by induction on the length of A. For
a sentence A; A∈"⇒C(A)⊆" is seen from Lemma 7.11(3).
(6) Let A be a sentence of one of the forms s∈RAt ; (s; u)∈RA¡t and C ∈C(A). We
have to show rk(C)¡rk(A) and SC(rk(C))⊆ SC(rk(A))∪ SC(F(C)). Put n= lh(A).
First consider the case A is a sentence s∈RAt and C ≡A(RA¡t; t; s). Then by Propo-
sition 7.15(9) we have rk(C)∈{max{2(n + 2); 1} + k : k62n}∪ {k : k62n +
1} with =val(t). On the other hand we have rk(A)= 2(n + 2) + 2n + 2. Hence
rk(C)¡rk(A)& SC(rk(C))⊆ SC(rk(A)) with F(C)= 0.
Second consider the case when A is a sentence (s; u)∈RA¡t and C is u∈RAs with
val(s)¡val(t) =0. Put  := val(s)= F(C) and  := val(t) =0. Then rk(C)= 2(n+2)+
2n+ 2¡2(n+ 2)= rk(A) and SC(rk(C))= SC()= SC(F(C)).
Proposition 7.16. Let F be a function F : O(T)→O(T) such that
∀∈O(T)[F()=F(SC()) := max{F() : ∈ SC()}]: (6)
Let e be a term, a formula, a sequent or a proof. De;ne F(e) := max{F() : ∈ v(e)}.
Let e := e[x := ] denote the result of replacing each free occurrence of a variable
x in e by an o.d. ¡E(T). Then
1. F(e)6max{F(e); F()}.
2. For a formula A, max{F(rk(A)); F(deg(A))}6max{F(A); F(E(T))}.
3. F(deg(A))6max{F(A); F(); F(E(T))} for a formula A and A :=A[x := ].
4. F(rk(A(RA¡; ; )))6F() and
F(deg(A(RA¡; ; )))6max{F(); F()}.
Proof. (1) It suUces to consider the case when e is a term t, and to show F(t)6max
{F(t); F()} for t := t[x := ] by induction on the length of t. Furthermore, it suUces
to consider the case t≡f(˜t) is not closed by IH. Then we see SC(t)⊆ SC(t)∪ SC()
from Lemma B.9 in Appendix B. Thus by F()=F(SC()) and the de3nition we have
the assertion.
(2) F(rk(A))6max{F(A); F(E(T))} is easily seen by induction on the length of
formulae A.
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First note that F(k(A))6F(A). We show by induction on the length of formulae A,
F(deg0(A))6max{F(A); F(E(T))}.
We see the assertion by IH except the cases when A is a bounded formula Qx¡tC(x)
with a closed term t. Then deg0(A)= deg0(C(t)) + 1. By IH and Proposition 7.16(1)
we have
F(deg0(A)) = F(deg0(C(t)))6 max{F(C(t)); F(E(T))}
6max{F(C(x)); F(t); F(E(T))}6 max{F(A); F(E(T))}:
(3) This follows from Propositions (1) and (2).
(4) Let B[X; x˜ ] be a bounded formula in the language L0 ∪{X } with a new bi-
nary predicate X and suppose Var(B[X; x˜])⊆ x˜. Then for any o.d.’s ; ˜¡E(T) we
see F(rk(B[RA¡; ˜]))6F() from Proposition 7.15(9), and F(deg(B[R
A
¡; ˜]))6
max{F(); F(˜)} as in the proof of Proposition 7.15(4).
Convention. It is convenient to regard an unbounded quanti3er Qx(Q∈{∀;∃}) as a
bounded quanti3er Qx¡E(T), and let AE(T) denote the formula A itself. Note that the
universe E(T) itself is not in the range of variables and so E(T) is not a term in the
enlarged language. Put for a term s,
s ¡ E(T) :⇔ s = s:
Then the inference rules (∀); (∃) for unbounded quanti3ers are designated by (b∀);
(b∃), respectively. as follows:
(; y ¡ E(T); A(y)
(;∀xA(x) (∀) with y ¡ E(T) :⇔ y = y
(; s¡E(T) (; A(s)
(;∃xA(x) (∃) with s ¡ E(T) :⇔ :s = s:
Note that v(s)⊆ v((; s¡E(T)).
Furthermore, let us unify the rules (2-r2 on Ad) and (2-r2) in T22 into a single
rule (s2-r2). Put
Ads(z) :⇔ z = z for a term s in the language L(T)c; and Ad(z) :⇔ Ad(z)
and let Ad() denote a true formula, e.g., 0= 0.
(; As ¬∃z ¡ s(t ¡ z ∧Ads(z)∧Az); ( (;Ad(s) (; t ¡ s
(
(s2-r2)
where s denotes either a term in the enlarged language L22c or . s is said to be
the regular term of the rule (s2-r2). Again note that v(t) is included in, e.g., the set
v(¬∃z¡s(t¡z ∧Ads(z)∧Az)). The same holds for v(s) if s = .
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8. The system T22c
In this section we extend T22 to a formal system T22c. The universe E(T22) of the
theory T22 is de3ned to be the o.d.  in Od(). The language is expanded so that
individual constants c for o.d.’s ∈Od()| are included. Inference rules (c) are
added. Proofs in T22c as de3ned in De3nition 8.11 are obtained from given proofs in
T22 by operating rewriting steps.
The language L22c of T22c is obtained from the language L(T22) by adding indi-
vidual constants c for each o.d. ∈Od() such that 1¡¡&  =. We identify
the constant c with the o.d. . Each closed term in L22c denotes uniquely an o.d. less
than , the value of the closed term. In what follows, we identify a closed term t with
its value val(t).
For closed terms t de3ne
Ad(t) is true :⇔ val(t) ∈ R|:
We can decide whether a given closed neutral prime formula in L22c is true or false
by Lemma B.9 in Appendix B and the above de3nition.
In what follows, A; B; : : : denote formulae in L22c and (; "; : : : sequents in L22c, and
we denote the diagram = E(T22) by EE when no confusion likely occurs. This uni3es,
e.g., the de3nition of heights of sequents in subsequent proof-theoretic analyses.
Denition 8.1. Axioms of T22c are obtained from those of T22 (in the language L22c)
by adding the following sequents:
1. (m-ax.0) (; A with a new label (m-ax.0),
where A is a true closed neutral prime.
2. (m-ax.k) (\" with its label (m-ax.k),
where ( denotes an kth-mathematical axiom (16k628) of T22 and " a set of false
closed neutral prime formulae.
By de3nition these sequents are also called Mathematical axioms. As mentioned in
the beginning of Section 2 a label (m-ax.k) (k628) is attached to each mathematical
axiom.
Observe that, if (; A is a mathematical axiom with a false closed neutral prime
formula A, then so is (.
Inference rules of T22c are obtained from those of T22 by adding the following rules
(h) (∈{ : E6¡E+ !}∪ {0; }), (c2)1 and (c1)1 for each ∈R∩Od().
1.
(
(′
(h)
where (⊆(′& ∈{ : E6¡E+ !}∪ {0; }.
We write (w) for (h)0.
The rules (h) are used in order to preserve the heights of sequents when a rule
raising the heights disappears in a rewriting step, cf. De3nition 8.2 of the heights
and Section 10.
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2.
(; A
(; A1
(c2)1
where
(a) A≡∀x∃yB(x; y; t) is a 2-sentence such that B(x; y; z) is a bounded formula in
L1 ∪{Ad} with Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z} and t is a closed term with t¡1,
(b) 1 ∈D with the body = b(1) of the rule and
(c) the formula A1 in the lowersequent is the principal formula and the formula
A in the uppersequent is the auxiliary formula of the rule, resp. Each formula
in ( is a side formula of the rule:
3.
(; A1
(; A11
(c1)1
where
(a) A1≡∃yB(s; y; t) is a 1-sentence such that B(x; y; z) is a bounded formula
in L1 ∪{Ad} with Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z} and s; t are closed terms with
s; t¡1.
(b) 1 ∈D with the body = b(1) of the rule.
(c) Each formula in ( is a side formula of the rule.
By de3nition the rule (c2) is a basic rule but not the rules (h) and (c1). (c)1
denotes either (c2)1 or (c1)

1 . The predecessor relation for these rules is de3ned
obviously. For example, let B be a formula in the uppersequent of a rule (c2)1 and
C a formula in the lowersequent. B is a predecessor of C if either B is identical with
C or B is the formula A and C is the formula A1 in the above 3gure.
A preproof in T22c is a proof 3gure in T22c in the sense of Section 2, i.e., a 3nite
tree of sequents built up from axioms of T22c by applying inference rules of T22c.
Note that rules on the main branch of any preproof in T22c, cf. De3nition 2.3 are
one of the rules (cut); (h); (c1).
Denition 8.2. Let P be a preproof and $¡E+! an o.d. in Od(). For each sequent
node a∈Tree(P) of the underlying tree of P, cf. De3nition 2.2, we assign the height
h$(a;P)¡E+ ! of a with the base height $ in P as follows. Note that E= .
1. h$(();P) := $ for the root node () of P.
In the following assume that a= b ∗ (0; i) corresponds to an uppersequent of a rule
b ∗ (0) : J and let b :" denote the lowersequent of b ∗ (0) : J :
: : : a : ( : : :
b :"
b ∗ (0) : J:
Put  := h$(b;P).
2. h$(a;P) := max{; } if J is an (h) for ∈{ : E6¡E+ !}∪ {0; }.
3. h$(a;P) := max{; } if J is a (c).
4. h$(a;P) := max{deg(∀x¡sA(x)); } if J is an (ind) with the induction formula A
and the bounding term s.
5. h$(a;P) := max{deg(A); } if J is a (cut) with the cut formula A.
6. h$(a;P) :=  for other cases.
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The height h(a;P) of a in P is de3ned to be the height with the base height $=0:
h(a;P) := h0(a;P):
Denition 8.3. Let P be a preproof and $¡E + ! an o.d. We say that the pair (P; $)
is height regulated if the following conditions are ful3lled for ?∈{; E}:
1. Let () :(end be the endsequent of P. If $¡?, then (end ⊆"?.
2. Let a :( be a sequent node in P such that h$(a;P)¡?. Then for each branch T
starting with an axiom and ending with a :(, there exists an a0 ∗ (0) : (h)? on T
such that a⊆ a0 and h$(a0 ∗ (0; 0);P)= ?¿h$(a0;P).
3. Let a :( be a lowersequent of a basic rule except (c2). Then h$(a;P)¿E.
4. If a :( is a lowersequent of a rule (c), then h$(a;P)6. (Therefore h$(a∗(0; 0);P)
=  for the node a ∗ (0; 0) of the uppersequent of a (c)).
5. Let
(;¬A A; "
a:(; "
(cut)
be a cut in P. Then for the lowersequent a :(; " and the cut formula A
 ¡ h$(a;P) ¡ E ⇒ h$(a;P)6 deg(A):
P is de3ned to be height regulated if (P; 0) is height regulated.
Denition 8.4 (Cf. De3nitions 6.1 and 6.7). Let e be an o.d., a term, a formula, a
sequent or a preproof. De3ne for ∈R∩Od()
G(e) := max{G() :  ∈ v(e)} for G ∈ {K;B};
B¿(e) := max{B?(e) : ? ¿ }:
Let G∈{K;B}. Note that for each e;G(e) = 0 almost everywhere, i.e., {∈R∩
Od() :G(e) =0} is a 3nite set by Proposition 5.1(1). For each  the function G :
Od()→Od() enjoys condition (6) stated in Proposition 7.16, and moreover G(E)=
G() = 0. Thus by Proposition 7.16 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 8.5. Let e be a term, a formula, a sequent or a preproof. Let e := e[x := ]
denote the result of replacing each free occurrence of a variable x in e by an o.d.
¡E. Then for any  and G∈{K;B}:
1. G(e)6 max{G(e);G()}.
2. For a formula A, G(deg(A))6G(A).
3. For a formula A and A :=A[x := ] G(deg(A))6max{G(A);G()}.
4. For a formula A, G(rk(A))6G(A).
5. G(rk(A(RA¡; ; )))6G() and G(deg(A(R
A
¡; ; )))6max{G();G()}.
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Denition 8.6. (1) A function G= {(;G) : ∈R∩Od()} :R∩Od()→Od() is
said to be a storage if its support supp(G) := {∈R∩Od() :G =0} is a 3nite set
where G denotes the value of G at .
Thus a storage G can be identi3ed with the 3nite function {(;G) : ∈ suppl(G}.
(2) De3ne a partial ordering G06G1 on storages G0;G1 by
G0 6 G1 :⇔ ∀ ∈ R ∩ Od()(G0 6 G1):
(3) For a 3nite set {Gi : i¡n} of storages, let G= max{Gi : i¡n} denote the least
upper bound storage of {Gi : i¡n} with respect to the partial ordering 6. Thus
G = max{Gi : i ¡ n}:
(4) (Cf. De3nition 8.4) Let e be an o.d., a term, a formula, a sequent or a preproof.
Then G(e) for G∈{K;B} denotes the storage de3ned by
G(e) := {(;G(e)) :  ∈ R ∩ Od()}:
Note that therefore G(e0)6G(e1) iX ∀[G(e0)6G(e1)] for G ∈ {K;B}.
By Proposition 7.3 we have the following proposition stating that each mathematical
axiom in T22 is computably veri3able, cf. Lemma B.9 in Appendix B.
Proposition 8.7. (1) If ¡, then we can ;nd uniquely an o.d. $=  −  so that
= + $&G($)6max{G();G()}.
(2) If 1 =0, then we can ;nd uniquely o.d.’s $60; B¡1 from 0; 1 so that
0 = 1 · $+ B& max{G($);G(B)}6max{G(0);G(1)}.
(3) Given an o.d.  we can ;nd o.d.’s 0; 16 so that j(0; 1)= & max{G(0);G
(1)}6G().
Denition 8.8. Let P be a preproof and a a sequent node in Tree(P). For G∈{K;B}
we assign storages G(a;P) to the sequent node a as follows:
G(a;P) := G(P ↑ a):
Therefore G(a;P) denotes the maximum in G() when  ranges over the values of
closed terms which occur in the subproof P ↑ a maximally.
Note that, by Convention in the end of Section 7, if a :1 is a lowersequent of a
(b∃) or an (∃) and s denotes the instance term of the rule, then SC(s)⊆ SC(a;P)
and hence G(s)6G(a;P). Similarly if a :1 is a lowersequent of a (s2-r2), then
max{G(s);G(t)}6G(a;P) for the regular term s and the parameter term t of the rule.
Lemma 8.9. Let A be a bounded sentence, C ∈C(A) and G∈{K;B}.
1. G(C)6max{G(A);G(F(C))}.
2. A∈"⇒G(F(C))6G(A).
Proof. (1) This follows from Corollary 8.5(1).
(2) By Lemma 7.10 we have SC(F(C))6SC(A). Suppose A∈", i.e., SC(A)¡.
Lemma 6.8 yields G(F(C))=G(SC(F(C))6G(SC(A))=G(A).
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Put
W’ :=
{
’(+ 1)( + 1) if max{; } ¡ E;
0 otherwise:
(7)
Let t be either a term or = E. Then put
mj(t) :=
{
val(t) if t is closed;
E otherwise:
(8)
Thus mj(t)= E iX either t is E or contains a variable.
Denition 8.10. Let P be a preproof and $¡E + !. Assume that (P; $) is height reg-
ulated. Furthermore let ?∈R∩Od(). Then we assign an o.d. o$(a;P)∈O() to each
node a in the underlying tree Tree(P) of P, and to each sequent node a such that
h$(a;P)6?∈R we assign o.d.’s B?; $(a;P); Bk?; $(a;P)∈O() by recursion on the tree
ordering as follows:
1. cf. De3nition 8.6(4),
B?; $(a;P) :=


E · o$(a;P) if h$(a;P) = ? = E;
max{BE(o$(a;P));B¿?({?}
∪ (a;P))}+ !o$(a;P) if h$(a;P) ¡ E;
Bk?; $(a;P) := B?; $(a;P) +K?(a;P): (9)
2. If a is a leaf node, i.e., a topmost rule node, then put o$(a;P) := 0.
3. If (m-ax.k) a :1 (266k628) is obtained from an inverse mathematical axiom 10
(cf. Section 3) by deleting some false neutral prime sentences, then put
o$(a;P) := i + 2;
where i denotes the number of occurrences of bounded existential quanti3ers in
10.
4. o$(a;P) := 1 if a :1 is a mathematical axiom with its label (m-ax.k) (k¡26).
5. o$(a;P) := rk(A) if a :1 is a logical axiom 10;¬A; A with a prime principal
formula A.
In what follows, assume that a :1 is a lowersequent of a rule a0 : J and
{ai :(i}16i6n denote its uppersequents:
{ai :(i}16i6n
a :1
a0 : J:
Put i := o$(ai;P) for 16i6n.
6. o$(a0;P) := 1 if a0 : J is one of the rules (h) (∈{ : E6¡E + !}∪ {0; });
(c1)@ for arbitrary @, and (c2) with  =.
7. o$(a0;P) := 0 + 1
if a0 : J is one of the rules (∨); (R); (¬R); (¬R¡); (b∀); (∀) and (c2).
8. o$(a0;P) := max{1; 2}+ 1 if a0 : J is (∧); (R¡); (b∃); (∃).
9. o$(a0;P) := 1 + 2 if a0 : J is a (cut).
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10. o$(a0;P) := max{i : 16i64}+ 2 if a0 : J is a (s2-r2).
11. If a0 : J is an (ind)
a1 :1;¬∀x ¡ yA(x); A(y) a2 :1;¬A(s) a3 :1; s ¡ t
a :1
a0 : (ind) J
where A(y) denotes the induction formula, t the induction term, then
o$(a0;P) :=


max{(rk(A(y)) + 2 + 1) ·mj(t) + 2; 3}+ 1 if ¬A(y) is an
∃-formula;
max{(2 + max{rk(A(y)); 2}
+1) ·mj(t); 3}+ 1 otherwise:
In the following put 0 := o$(a0;P).
12. If a0 : J is a (cut) whose cut formula is A with g := deg(A) and h$(a1;P)¡E, then
o$(a;P) := W’g.
13. Otherwise, cf. De3nition 8.3(2),
o$(a;P) :=


0 if 6 h$(a;P)6 h$(a1;P) ¡ E
or h$(a1;P) ¡ ;
!h(0) if h = h$(a1;P)− h$(a;P) ¡ ! & E
6 h$(a;P);
dE(BkE;$(a1;P)) if 6 h$(a;P) ¡ h$(a1;P) = E;
d(Bk(a1;P)) if h$(a;P) ¡  = h$(a1;P):
By De3nition 8.3(2), the last two subcases occur only when a0 : J is a rule (h)?(?∈
{; E}).
14. Finally, put o$(P) := o$(();P) and B?; $(P) :=B?; $(();P); Bk?; $(P) :=Bk?; $(();P)
with the endsequent () :(end of P.
When $=0, then we write o(a;P) for o0(a;P) and we write B?(a;P) for B?;0(a;P),
etc.
We will see later that for any height regulated preproof (P; $); $¡⇒ o$(P)¡ in
Proposition 9.4(1) and for any node a∈Tree(P), o$(a;P)∈Od() in Lemma 9.5(2).
Denition 8.11 (Proof ). Let P be a preproof and $ an o.d. such that $¡E + !. The
preproof P is a $-proof in T22c if it satis3es the following conditions:
(pure) P ful3lls the pure variable condition, cf. De3nition 2.3(9).
(h-reg) (P; $) is height regulated, cf. De3nition 8.3.
(c:side) Any side formula of a rule (c) in P is a 1-sentence, cf.
De3nitions 8.1 (2c) and (3c).
(c:bound) Let a :1 be the uppersequent of a rule (c)?d?B in P. Then
(c:bound1) K?(a;P)¡d?B.
(c:bound2) B?; ?(a;P)6B, cf. (9) in De3nition 8.10.
By a proof we mean a 0-proof such that its endsequent is closed.
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Main Lemma 1. If P is a proof, then the endsequent of P is true.
In Section 10 we prove the Main Lemma by trans3nite induction on o(P)∈Od()|.
Assuming the Main Lemma we see Theorem 1.4 as follows: Let A be a 2 -
sentence ∀x¡∃y¡B derivable in T22. Then pick a preproof P0 ending with A
so that P0 enjoys the pure variable condition and P0 contains no rule (c). P0 is a
E-proof by Proposition 9.1. Let P denote the following proof in T22c with =d0
and 0 =Bk(a;P):
Then P is a proof: First we see easily that P is height regulated. Second from
Lemma 9.5(1) we see ∈Od(). It suUces to verify that the rule b : (c2) enjoys
the condition (c:bound), i.e., for the uppersequent a :A of the b : (c2) , we have to
show K(a;P)¡d0 and B(a;P)60.
From G(a;P)= 0 for any , we see K(a;P)=K(c;P)= 0, and 0 =Bk(a;P)=
B(a;P)=BE(o(a;P))+!o(a;P) =BE(c;P)+dEBE(c;P) with o(a;P)=dEBE(c;P)∈ SC
and BE(c;P)= E · o(c;P)= E · oE(P0). Thus by the Main Lemma we see that A is true.
9. Transformations of proofs
In this section we prove some elementary facts on $-proofs. Speci3cally, we show
that after standard proof transformations such as inversion, o.d.’s attached to proofs
can be bounded by ones of original proofs.
Proposition 9.1. Let P be a preproof in which no rule (c) occurs, and $ an o.d.
with E6$¡E+!. Then (P; $) is height regulated, and if P enjoys the pure variable
condition, then P is a $-proof.
Proof. For $¿E, such a preproof vacuously enjoys De3nition 8.3 and provisos (c:side)
and (c:bound) in De3nition 8.11.
Lemma 9.2. Let P be a preproof and $¡E+! an o.d. Suppose that (P; $) is height
regulated. Let a :( be a sequent node in Tree(P). Put $(a) := h$(a;P). Then for any
sequent node b in the tree Tree(P ↑ a) of the subproof P ↑ a, we have h$(a)(b;P ↑ a)=
h$(a ∗ b;P) and o$(a)(b;P ↑ a)= o$(a ∗ b;P), and hence o$(a)(P ↑ a)= o$(a;P). Further-
more for any strongly critical number 6E, if $(a)¡ and (end⊆" for the end-
sequent () :(end of P, then (⊆". Hence for any subproof P ↑ a of P; (P ↑ a; $(a))
is also height regulated, and P ↑ a is a $(a)-proof if P is a $-proof.
Proof. h$(a)(b;P ↑ a)= h$(a∗b;P) is seen by induction on the length lh(b) of b, while
o$(a)(b;P ↑ a)= o$(a ∗ b;P) is seen by tree induction on nodes b∈Tree(P ↑ a).
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We next show (⊆" for any strongly critical number 6E assuming $(a)¡
and (end ⊆" for the endsequent () :(end of P. For = ?∈{; E} this implies that the
subproof (P ↑ a; $(a)) enjoys the condition in De3nition 3.3(1) and hence is also height
regulated. We show (⊆" by induction on the number of sequents below a :( in P.
Suppose that a =(), i.e., a :( is an uppersequent of a rule J . By De3nition 8.3(3) J
is one of rules (cut), (h) and (c). The case when J is an (h) is harmless since the
uppersequent ( is a subset of the lowersequent. First consider the case when J is a
(cut) with a cut formula A. Then deg(A)6h$(a;P)= $(a)¡ and hence the Lemma
7.11(4) we have A∈". Finally consider the case when J is a (c). By De3nition
8.3(4) we have = $(a)¡. Consequently the principal formula of J is in 2 ⊆".
We are done.
Lemma 9.3 (Rank Lemma). For a given formula A and a sequent ( let P(A) denote
a preproof of (;¬A; A which is canonically constructed from logical axioms using
logical inferences (∧); (∨); (b∀); (b∃); (∀); (∃). Then o$(P(A))= rk(A) and P(A) is a
$-proof for any $¿E.
Proof. By induction on the number of logical symbols occurring in A. Note that P(A) is
a $-proof for any $¿E by Proposition 9.1. For a prime formula, e.g., A≡ s∈RAt ; (;¬A;
A is a logical axiom.
Consider the case when A≡∀x¡tB(x) where t is either a term or E. Then P(A) is
de3ned to be the following:
where a :(; y ¡t; B(y); y¡t is a logical axiom with its principal formulae y ¡t; y¡t,
and hence o$(a;P(A))= rk(y¡t)= 1 for any $. Therefore o$(P(A))= o$(P(B)) + 2=
rk(B(y)) + 2= rk(A) by IH.
Proposition 9.4. Let P be a preproof and $¡E+! an o.d. such that (P; $) is height
regulated. Let a :( and b : be occurrences of sequents in P with a⊆ b; $0 := h$(a;P)
and G ∈ {K;B}
1. $0¡?⇒ o$(a;P)¡? for ?∈{; E}.
Furthermore 6$0¡E⇒ o$(a;P)¿.
2. If $0¿E, then G(o$(a;P))6G(a;P).
3. If 6$0¡E, then ∀¡E[G(o$(a;P))6G(a;P)] and h$(b∗(0; 0);P)= E¿h$(b;P)
⇒BkE; $(b ∗ (0; 0);P)6BE(o$(a;P)).
4. If $0¡, then ∀¿[G(o$(a;P)) = 0].
Proof. (1) Assume ?∈{; E}& $0¡?. Then by De3nition 8.3(2) for each branch T
starting with an axiom and ending with a :(0, there exists a b ∗ (0) : (h)? (a⊆ b) on
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T such that h$(b∗ (0; 0);P)= ?¿h$(b;P). Hence by the de3nition we have o$(b;P)=
d?B¡? for some B, and o$(b;P)=dEB¿ if ?= E. By De3nition 8.3(3) the node b
is not above any (ind). Consequently, the assertions o$(a;P)¡? and 6$0¡E⇒
o$(a;P)¿ are seen inductively.
(2) and (3). These are shown by tree induction. Suppose $0¿.
First consider the case a :( is a logical axiom (0;¬A; A with a prime formula
A. Then o$(a;P)= rk(A) and G(o$(a;P))=G(rk(A))6G(A)6G(a;P) by A∈( and
Corollary 8.5(2).
Next, suppose that a :( is a lowersequent of a rule a0 : J , and let {ai :1i}16i6n de-
note the uppersequents of the rule a0 : J . First consider the case when a0 : J is an (ind).
Then $0¿E since (P; $) is assumed to be height regulated, cf. De3nition 8.3(3). Now
by the de3nition we have G(o$(a;P))6max({G(o$(ai;P)) : 16i63}∪ {G(rk(A(y);
mj(t))}), where A(y) the induction formula and mj(t) is a term such that G(mj(t))6
G(t) for the induction term t. We have G({A(y); mj(t)})6G(a;P). IH and Corollary
8.5(4) yield G(o$(a;P))6G(a;P). The case when a0 : J is a (s2-r2) is seen similarly
from De3nition 8.3(3).
Second consider the case a0 : J is a (cut) whose cut formula is A with g := deg(A)
and h$(a1;P)¡E. Then o$(a;P)= W’g with = o$(a0;P)= o$(a1;P) + o$(a2;P). We
have G(A)6G(a;P). Therefore by IH and Corollary 8.5(2) we have G(o$(a;P))6
G({o$(a1;P); o$(a2;P); g})6G(a;P) for  = E. On the other hand we have for
i=1; 2;BE(o$(ai;P))6BE(o$(a;P)). Hence the last assertion follows
from IH.
Third consider the case a0 : J is an (h)E such that 6$0¡h$(a1;P)= E and as-
sume ¡E. Then o$(a;P)=dEBkE; $(a1;P) with BkE; $(a1;P)=E · o$(a1;P) +KE(a1;P).
By ¡E we have G(o$(a;P))=G(BkE; $(a1;P))=G({o$(a1;P);KE(a1;P)}).
G(o$(a1;P))6G(a1;P)6G(a;P) by IH. On the other hand we have G(KE(a1;P))
6G(a1;P)6G(a;P) by Lemma 6.10(4). Finally we have BkE; $(a1;P)6BE(o$(a;P)).
The last assertion follows from this. We are done.
(4) Assume $0¡. Then by Proposition 9.4(1) we have o$(a;P)¡ and hence
G(o$(a;P))= 0 for any ¿ by Proposition 5.1(8).
Storages are discharged at height lowering (h)? (?∈{; E}) in order to ensure
o$(a;P)∈Od().
Lemma 9.5. Let P be a preproof and $¡E+! an o.d. Suppose that (P; $) is height
regulated. Let a be a node in Tree(P).
1. dB; $(a;P); dBk; $(a;P)∈Od() for any ∈R∩Od() with ¿h$(a;P).
2. o$(a;P)∈Od().
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) by simultaneous tree induction on nodes a∈Tree(P).
(2) Only non-trivial case for showing o$(a;P)∈Od() is when the node a corre-
sponds to the lowersequent of an a ∗ (0) : (h) with height lowering h$(a;P)¡=
h$(a ∗ (0; 0);P). Then we have o$(a;P)=dBk; $(a ∗ (0; 0);P)∈Od() by IH on
Lemma 9.5(1).
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(1) Since Od() is closed under  →dE, we can assume ¡E and hence h$(a;P)
¡E. By Lemma 9.5(2) we have o$(a;P)∈Od(). On the other hand, we have ∀?¡
E[B?(o$(a;P))6B?(a;P)] by Propositions 9.4(3) and (4). Therefore, Lemma 6.11
yields dB; $(a;P); dBk; $(a;P)∈Od() since any constant c= occurring in P is
in Od().
Proposition 9.6. Let P be a preproof and $¡E+! an o.d. such that (P; $) is height
regulated. Let a :( be an occurrence of a sequent in P. For ?∈R∩Od() with ?¿$,
if h$(a;P)¡E⇒ ?¡E, then K?Bk?; $(a;P)=K?(a;P)¡d?Bk?; $(a;P).
Proof. K?Bk?; $(a;P)¡d?Bk?; $(a;P) follows from Proposition 5.1(4). By the de3nition,
cf. (9) in De3nition 8.10,
B?;$(a;P) =
{
E · o$(a;P) if h$(a;P) = E;
max{BE(o$(a;P));B¿?({?} ∪ (a;P))}+ !o$(a;P) if h$(a;P)¡E
and Bk?; $(a;P)=B?; $(a;P) +K?(a;P).
Therefore K?Bk?; $(a;P)= max{K?(o$(a;P)); K?(a;P)} by Lemma 6.10(4). On the
other hand by Propositions 9.4(2)–(4) we have K?(o$(a;P))6K?(a;P). Hence
K?Bk?; $(a;P)=K?(a;P).
Lemma 9.7. Let P be a preproof and $¡E + ! an o.d. such that (P; $) is height
regulated. Let  be an o.d. such that $6¡E, and a0 : a sequent in P such that
h$(a0;P)¿E. Let a :1 denote the uppermost sequent below a0 : in P such that
h$(a;P)6. Put  := o$(a;P). Then either ∈ SC or = W’gI for some g¿ and
some I.
Proof. By induction on the number of sequents between a0 : and a :1.
Let a ∗ (0) : Ja denote the rule whose lowersequent is a :1 and a ∗ (0; 0) :10 the
leftmost uppersequent of Ja. Then h$(a;P)6¡h$(a ∗ (0; 0);P).
First suppose h$(a∗ (0; 0);P)¿E. We have E¿¿h$(a;P), and hence by De3nition
8.3(2) Ja is a rule (h)E and =dE0 ∈ SC for some 0.
Suppose h$(a ∗ (0; 0);P)¡E. Then by De3nition 8.3(3), Ja is one of the rules
(c)?; (h) and (cut) with h$(a∗ (0; 0);P)¿¿h$(a;P). If Ja is a (cut) with a bounded
cut formula C, then = W’gI with g=deg(C)= h$(a ∗ (0; 0);P) and I= o(a ∗ (0);P).
If Ja is an (h), then h$(a;P)6¡h$(a ∗ (0; 0);P)=. Thus =d0 ∈ SC for some
0. We are done.
Assume that Ja is a rule (c)?. By De3nition 8.2 we have h$(a;P)6¡h$(a ∗
(0; 0);P)= ?. By De3nition 8.3(2) we have ? ∈ {; E}. In particular, = o$(a;P)=
o$(a ∗ (0; 0);P) and ¡?¡E. Let a1 :11 denote the uppermost sequent below ao :
in P such that h$(a;P)6? or equivalently h$(a1;P)= ?. Then a⊂ a1⊂ a0, and for any
sequent node b with a⊂ b⊂ a1 we have h$(b;p)= ?. Put 1 := o$(a1;P). By IH we
have either 1 ∈ SC or 1 = W’g1I1 for some g1¿?¿ and some I1. If = 1, then we
are done. Otherwise a1⊃ a and any rule node b with a⊂ b⊂ a1 corresponds to one of
rules (h) (∈{0; }); (c)? and (cut) by De3nition 8.3(3) and (4). Since 4¡?¡E,
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assigned o.d.’s are unchanged by former two rules. Therefore there must be a (cut)
between a1 :11 and a :1. Let b ∗ (0) : J denote the lowest one:
Then = o$(a ∗ (0; 0);P)= o$(b;P)= W’gI with I= o$(b ∗ (0);P) and g := deg(A)6?
=h$(b ∗ (0; 1);P)= max{h$(b;P); g}= max{?; g}. Now by De3nition 8.3(5) and
¡?=h$(b∗(0; 1);P)¡E we have ?=h$(b∗(0; 1);P)6deg(A) and hence g=deg(A)=
?¿. We are done.
Lemma 9.8. Let P be a preproof and $¡E + ! an o.d. such that (P; $) is height
regulated. Suppose that $¡E and let () :(0 denote the endsequent of P. Then by
De;nition 8.3(2), () : (0 is a lowersequent of a rule. Let a :( be an uppersequent
of the last rule of P. Let  be an o.d. such that ¡E. Assume 6h$(a;P) and
$¡⇔ ¡. Then (P; ) is also height regulated and o(P)= o$(P). Furthermore
if P is a $-proof, then P is also a -proof.
Proof. By the second assumption $¡⇔ ¡ and Lemma 9.2, (P; ) is height reg-
ulated except conditions in De3nition 8.3(4) and (5). Furthermore, the 3rst assumption
6h$(a;P) yields h(a;P)6 h$(a;P), and h(a;P)¡⇔ h$(a;P)¡ by the second
assumption. Thus (P; ) enjoys also the conditions in De3nition 8.3(4) and (5).
o(P)= o$(P) is seen by induction on the length of P.
Lemma 9.9. Let P be a $-proof for an o.d. $6E. Let g be an o.d. such that $6g6E,
and a :( a sequent in P such that h$(a;P)¿E. Let b : denote the uppermost sequent
such that b⊆ a and h$(b;P)6g, and c : J a rule (c)A such that b⊂ c⊂ a.
1. A¿g.
2. The rule c : (c)AJ enjoys also the condition (c:side) after augmenting a formula A
with deg(A)6g.
Proof. Let c ∗ (0) :J be the uppersequent of the rule c : J . Then De3nition 8.3(4) and
the de3nition of the sequent b : yield A=h(c ∗ (0);P)¿g.
For a formula A with deg(A)6g¡A, we have A∈"A by Lemma 7.11(4).
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Lemma 9.10 (Eliminating false neutral prime sentences). Let P be a preproof and $¡
E+! an o.d. such that (P; $) is height regulated. Suppose that the endsequent of P is
of the form (, A with a false neutral prime sentence A. Then there exists a preproof
P′ of ( such that (P′; $) is also height regulated, and o$(P′)= o$(P)&G(P′)6G(P)
for G∈{K;B}.
Furthermore if P is a $-proof, then so is P′.
Proof. By induction on the length of P we can construct a desired preproof P′ so that
underlying tree and heights are unchanged. If a logical axiom (0;¬A; A is replaced by
a mathematical axiom (m-ax.0) (0;¬A with a true closed neutral prime ¬A, then by
the de3nition, o$(P′)= 1= rk(A)= o$(P).
Lemma 9.11. Let P be a $-proof for an o.d. $¡E + ! such that its endsequent is
closed.
1. The endsequent is a closed "-sequent if $¡.
2. Any rule on the main branch is one of rules (cut); (h); (c1).
3. No free variable occurs in a sequent a :( such that h$(a;P)6E. Furthermore let
r :( be the redex of P. Then no free variable occurs in sequent 1 with b :1 for
a node b⊆ r, i.e., b :1 is equal to or below the redex.
Proof. Assume the endsequent of a $-proof P is closed.
1. This follows from (h-reg), De3nition 8.3(1).
2. Any non-basic rule is one of (cut); (h); (c1).
3. This is seen from De3nition 8.3(3) and the proviso (pure).
Lemma 9.12 (Substitution Lemma). Let P be a $-proof for an o.d. $¿E. Let x be
a variable which is not an eigenvariable in P and ∈Od()|E. Let P := P[x := ]
denote the preproof obtained from P by substituting  for the variable x. Then P is
also a $-proof and for G∈{K;B}
o$(P)6 o$(P); (10)
G(P)6 max{G(P);G()}: (11)
Proof. First note that we can assume that the variable x occurs in the endsequent of P.
For otherwise, by the pure variable condition (pure) x does not occur in P, and hence
P =P. By the same argument we see that the variable x does not occur above any
rule (c) by proviso (c:side) and De3nition 8.1(2)(a) and (3)(a). From Lemma 7.11(2)
and $¿E, we see that heights of the sequents with the base height $ are unchanged,
namely h$(a;P)= h$(a;P) for any sequent node a in Tree(P)=Tree(P). Therefore
we see that P is a $-proof for any $¿E.
Proposition 7.5 yields SC(P)⊆ SC(P)∪ SC(). This, in turn, yields (11) for G∈
{K;B}.
Eq. (10) is proved by induction on P.
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First consider the case when P consists solely of an axiom. Consider the case when
the axiom is a logical one (;¬A; A for a prime formula A. Then o$(P)= rk(A). Lemma
7.11(5) yields (10).
Second that the last rule of P is a rule (0) : J , and let {(0; i)}16i6n denote the nodes
of the uppersequents of the last rule. Consider the case when the last rule (0) : J is
an (ind). Then by the de3nition we have o$((0);P)∈{(rk(A(y)) + 2 + 1) · mj(t) +
2 + 3; (2 +max{rk(A(y)); 2}+ 1) ·mj(t) + 3}, where A(y) denotes the induction
formula and mj(t) an o.d. such that mj(s)6mj(t) for s := t[x := ] and the induction
term t, and i = o$((0; i);P). Lemma 7.11(5) yields rk(A(y)[x := ])6rk(A(y)). Thus
we have o$((0);P)6o$((0);P) by IH. Since heights are unchanged, we conclude
o$(P)6o$(P). Other cases are seen similarly.
The proviso (c:bound1) is required in order to ensure the following Lemma 9.13.
Lemma 9.13. Let P be a $-proof for a $¡E+!. Let a0 : (c)?d?B J be a rule in P and
a :1 its uppersequent with a= a0 ∗ (0). Let t be a closed term occurring maximally
in the subproof P ↑ a, i.e.,  := val(t)∈ v(P ↑ a), cf. De;nition 7.4. Then
 ¡ ? ⇒  ¡ d?B:
Proof. Since the term t occurs maximally in the upperpart P ↑  of a0 : (c)?d?B J , we
have K?()6K?(a;P)¡d?B by proviso (c:bound1). Hence ¡?⇒ ¡d?B follows
from Proposition 5.1(2).
Lemma 9.14 (Inversion Lemma). Let P be a $-proof for an o.d. $¡E + !. Suppose
that the endsequent of P is of the form (; A with an ∀-sentence A.
Then for any C ∈C(A), cf. De;nition 7.9, there exists a $-proof PC ending with
(; C such that the following holds for G∈{K;B}:
o$(PC)6 o$(P); (12)
G(PC)6 max{G(P);G(F(C))}; (13)
$ ¡ E ⇒ BE(o$(PC))6 BE(o$(P)): (14)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume A =∈(. For otherwise let PC be
Then o$(PC)= o$(P).
We show the lemma by induction on the length of P, cf. Lemma 9.2. As the proof
shows, the underlying tree Tree(PC) of PC is the same as one Tree(P) of P unless A is
a prime sentence. In the latter case Tree(P) is extended to a higher tree Tree(PC) at log-
ical axioms (0;¬A; A. In any cases heights are unchanged, namely h$(a;PC)= h$(a;P)
for any sequent node a∈Tree(P).
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Claim 9.15. Assume (12) and (13). Then (14) and the following (15) and (16) hold
for G∈{K;B}:
∀?[(; A ⊆ "? ⇒ G?(PC)6 G?(P)]; (15)
∀?[$ = ? ∈ R&(; A ⊆ "? ⇒ d?Bk?;?(PC)6 d?Bk?;?(P)]: (16)
Proof. Assume (12) and (13). Eq. (14) follows from (12), Proposition 9.4(1) and
Lemma 6.8.
Next we show (15) and (16). Assume (; A⊆"? for the endsequent (; A of P. By
Lemma 8.9(2) we have G?(F(C))6G?(A)6G?(P) since A occurs in P. Thus we have
shown for G∈{K;B};G?(F(C))6G?(P), and hence this with (13) yields (15).
Next assume $= ?∈R&(; A⊆"?. First note that we have by Lemma 9.5(1)
d?Bk?; ?(PC); d?Bk?; ?(P)∈Od(). By the de3nition, cf. (9) in De3nition 8.10,
B?;?(PC) =
{
E · oE(PC) if ? = E;
max{BE(o?(PC));B¿?({?} ∪ PC)}+ !o?(PC) if ?¡E
and Bk?; ?(PC)=B?; ?(PC) +K?(PC). B?; ?(P) and Bk?; ?(P) are de3ned similarly.
We see Bk?; ?(PC)6Bk?; ?(P) from (14), (15) and (12).
It remains to show K?(Bk?; ?(PC))¡d?(Bk?; ?(P) by Lemma 6.4(3). This follows
from Proposition 9.6 and (15): K?(Bk?; ?(PC))=K?(PC)6K?(P)¡d?Bk?; ?(P).
We have shown (16), and hence shown the Claim 9.15.
Therefore we can assume that for each subproof Q=P ↑ a of 1; A, there exists a
$1-proof QC of 1;C with $1 = h$(a;P) enjoying not only (12)–(14) but also conditions
(15), (16) stated in Claim 9.15. It suUces to show that there exists a $-proof PC ending
with (; C enjoying (12) and (13).
Case 0: P consists solely in an axiom: Consider the case when the axiom is a logical
one (0;¬A; A, i.e., A is a prime sentence and is the principal formula of the logical
axiom. Note that $¿E since (P; $) is assumed to be height regulated, cf. De3nition
8.3(2).
Case 0.1: A≡ s∈RAt : Then C ≡A(RA¡t; t; s). De3ne PC as follows:
where P(C) denotes a preproof canonically constructed in Rank Lemma 9.3. By
the lemma and Lemma 7.11(6) we have o$(PC)= rk(C) + 16rk(A)= o$(P). Clearly
G(PC)=G(P).
Case 0.2: A≡ (s; u)∈RA¡t with val(s)¡val(t): Then C ≡ u∈RAs . De3ne PC as
follows:
(0; s ¡ t; u =∈ RAs ; u ∈ RAs
(0; (s; u) =∈ RA¡t; u ∈ RAs
(¬R¡) PC
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where the uppersequent (0; s =¡t; u =∈RAs ; u∈RAs of (¬R¡) is another logical axiom
with the principal formula C. By Lemma 7.11(6) we have o$(PC)= rk(C)+16rk(A)=
o$(P). Clearly G(PC)=G(P).
Case 1: The case when the principal formula of the last rule (0): J of P is A:
Consider the crucial case when A≡∀x¡tB(x) where t is either a closed term with
value ¡E or denotes E. Since (P; $) is height regulated, we have $¿E by De3nition
8.3(3).
with (0 ∪{A}=(∪{A}. Let  be an o.d. such that ¡ and let C be B(). If
∀x¡tB(x)∈(0, then by IH, let Q denote the preproof of (; B(); y =¡t; B(y) such that
o$(Q)6o$(Q) and G(Q)6max{G(Q);G()}. Otherwise put Q :=Q. By Substitution
Lemma 9.12 let Q′ denote the preproof of (; B();  =¡t such that o$(Q
′
)6o$(Q)
and G(Q′)6max{G(Q);G()}. Finally by Lemma 9.10 eliminate the false neutral
prime  =¡t to yield a preproof Q′′ of (; B() such that o$(Q
′′
 )= o$(Q
′
)&G(Q
′′
 )6
G(Q′). Thus we have o$(Q
′′
 )6o$(Q) and G(Q
′′
 )6max{G(Q);G()}. Let P denote
the preproof obtained from Q′′ by adding an empty weakening as the last rule. The
weakening is added for preserving the tree structure. Then o$(P)= o$(Q) + 1 yields
the assertion for P:
Case 2: The last rule (0): J is an (h)? with ?∈{; E} and $¡?: This means that
$¡?=h$((0; 0);P) for the uppersequent (0; 0): (0 of J . Let P be the following:
with (0⊆(; A.
Clearly G(P)¿G(Q), and o$(P)=d?(Bk?; ?(Q)) with
Bk?;?(Q) =
{
E · oE(Q) +KE(Q) if ? = E;
max{BE(o(Q));B¿(Q)}+ !o(Q) +K(Q) if ? = :
Let
(′0 :=
{
(0 if A =∈(0;
(1; C if (0 = (1; A with (1⊆(:
Then (′0⊆(∪{C}.
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By IH, let QC denote a preproof of (′0 such that o?(QC)6o?(Q) and G(QC)6
max{G(Q);G(F(C))}.
Let PC denote the preproof obtained from QC by adjoining an (h)?JC as its last rule.
Then by IH and Lemma 8.9(1) we have (13):
G(PC)6max{G(QC);G((∪{C})}
6max{G(Q);G(F(C));G((∪{C})}6 max{G(P);G(F(C))}:
Next we show (12), d?(Bk?; ?(QC))= o$(PC)6o$(P). By IH and Claim 9.15, (16) it
suUces to show (0⊆(∪{A}⊆"?, which follows from the assumption that (P; $) is
height regulated, cf. De3nition 8.3(1).
Case 3: The last rule (0): J is a (c)?d?B: Let Q=P ↑ (0; 0) denote the subproof of P
ending with the uppersequent (0; 0): (1 of J .
If A is not the principal formula of J , then (1 is of the form (0; A for a sequent (0
with A =∈(0.
Otherwise (1 is of the form (0; A?2 with A
d?B
2 ≡A∈d?B2 , and (∪{A}=(0 ∪{A}.
Let A2≡∀x∃yA0(x; y) since A is assumed to be an ∀-formula, i.e., A =∈d?B1 . We claim
that A =∈(0, and hence (0 =(. For otherwise we would have d?B6K?(A)6K?(Q)
¡d?B by condition (c:bound1).
In the latter case C ∈C(A) is of the form ∃y¡d?BA0(; y) with = F(C;A)¡d?B.
Let C0 :=∃y¡?A0(; y)∈C(A?2)∩?1. In the former case let C0 :=C.
By IH let QC denote the preproof of (0; C0 satisfying the required conditions, and
PC the preproof obtained from QC by adjoining a (0): (c)?d?BJC as its last rule. Note
that the last rule of PC is a (c1)?d?B if A is the principal formula of J .
Then everything except condition (c:bound) for (0): JC follows from IH. By the
assumption we have (c:bound) for (0) : J . Namely we have K?(Q)¡d?B; E · oE(Q)6B
if ?= E, and max{BE(o?(Q));B¿?({?}∪Q)}+ !o?(Q)6B otherwise.
First consider conditions (c:bound2) for JC .
First assume ?= E. Then it suUces to show E · oE(QC)6E · oE(Q), which follows
from IH, (12) oE(QC)6oE(Q).
Next assume ?¡E. By IH, we have (12) o?(QC)6o?(Q), and hence !o?(QC)6!o?(Q).
On the other hand, by (14) we have BE(o?(QC))6BE(o?(Q)). Furthermore, for any
¿? and the uppersequent (0; 0) :(1 of J we have (1⊆" since the side formu-
lae of (c)? are assumed to be ?1-formulae by (c:side). Thus by (15) in Claim 9.15
we have ∀¿?[B(QC)6B(Q)], and hence B¿?(QC)6B¿?(Q). Consequently we
have max{BE(o?(QC));B¿?({?}∪QC)}6max{BE(o?(Q));B¿?({?}∪Q)}. We have
shown (c:bound2) for JC .
Finally, consider condition (c:bound1) for JC , i.e., K?(QC)¡d?B. By (13) K?(QC)6
max{K?(Q);K?(F(C))} and hence it suUces to show K?(F(C))¡d?B. If A is the princi-
pal formula of (0) : J , thenK?(F(C))6F(C)¡d?B by Proposition 5.1(3). Otherwise A is
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a side formula, and hence A∈?1 by (c:side). Since A is an ∀-formula, we see A∈"?.
Lemma 8.9(2) yields K?(F(C))6K?(A). On the other hand, we have K?(A)¡d?B by
condition (c:bound1) for (0): J; A∈(1⇒K?(A)6K?(Q)¡d?B. Therefore we have
K?(F(C))¡d?B. We are done.
Other cases are easy.
The following lemma is seen as Inversion Lemma 9.14.
Lemma 9.16 (∨-Inversion Lemma). Let P be a $-proof for an o.d. $¡E+!. Suppose
that the endsequent of P is of the form (; A ∨ B with a sentence A ∨ B.
Then there exists a $-proof P0 ending with (; A; B such that for G∈{K;B};
o$(P0)6o$(P)&G(P0)6G(P)& [$¡E⇒BE(o$(P0))6BE(o$(P))].
Lemma 9.17 (Replacement Lemma). Suppose that Prdx is a $-proof for an o.d. $¡E+
!. Let Qrdx be a proper subproof of Prdx ending with a sequent a1 : (1(a1 =()) on a
rightmost branch T of Prdx such that any rule b : J on the branch T up to a1 : (1,
i.e., b⊂ a1 is one of rules (cut), (h) and (c). Let $1 := h$(a1;Prdx).
Let "w be a closed sequent. Assume that
(hyp1) If $¡? for a ?∈{; E}, then "w ⊆"?.
(hyp2) "w ⊆"? if there exists a rule b : (c)?J with b⊂ a1.
Let Q" be a $1-proof of a sequent (1; "w. And let P" denote a preproof of (; "w
obtained from Prdx by replacing the subproof Qrdx by Q" and adjoining the sequent
"w up to the endsequent () : ( of Prdx. For any rule b : J with b⊂ a1 in Prdx, the
corresponding rule b : J" in P" is a rule of the same kind as J .
P" is a preproof, which is height regulated and enjoys conditions (pure) and (c:side).
Let "e be a closed sequent, and e¿0 an o.d. such that K(e)6K(Qrdx) and
∀?∈{; E}($¡?⇒ e¡?}. Suppose that (Qrdx; Q") satis;es the following conditions
for G∈{K;B}:
(hyp3) o$1(Q") + e6o$1 (Qrdx).
(hyp4) G(Q")6max{G(Qrdx);G("e)}.
(hyp5) $1¡E⇒BE(o$1 (Q"))6BE(o$1 (Qrdx)).
Then (Prdx; P") satis;es (hyp4): G(P"6max{G(Prdx);G("e)}.
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If one of the following conditions (hyp6), (hyp7) and (hyp8) holds, then P" enjoys
condition (c:bound) and (Prdx; P") satis;es (hyp3) and (hyp5):
o$(P") + e6o$(Prdx) and [$¡E⇒BE(o$(P"))6BE(o$(Prdx))]:
Consequently P" is a $-proof.
Put $2 := h$((0; n);Prdx) with the rightmost node (0; n) of the last rule of Prdx.
(hyp6) $1¡.
(hyp7) There exists an o.d. Ae such that the following hold:
1. Ae6$2.
2. ∀?¿Ae[G?("e)6G?(Qrdx)] for G∈{K;B}.
3. There is no rule b : (c)Ae on T, i.e., b⊂ a1.
4. ∃a⊆ a1[h$(a;P)= Ae ∈{; E}]⇒ Ae = $=h$(();P).
Note that when the case Ae =0 (hyp7) is equivalent to the following (hyp7′):
(hyp7′) G("e)6G(Qrdx) for G∈{K;B}.
(hyp8) $26, and for a e ∈R∩Od() with e¿$1, there exists a e such that
Ke("e)=dee and
∀? = e[G?("e)6G?(Qrdx)]; (17)
Be("e) ¡ max{Be;$1 (Qrdx);Be(Qrdx) + 1}; (18)
B¿e(e)6 B¿e(Qrdx); (19)
e ¡ Be;$1 (Qrdx); (20)
Ke(e)6Ke(Qrdx): (21)
Furthermore if $¿, and if Qrdx enjoys hypothesis (hyp8) for a e¿$1 and a e,
then so does Prdx: ∀? = e[G?("e)6G?(Prdx)]&Be("e)¡max{Be;$(Prdx);Be(Prdx)+
1}&B¿e(e)6B¿e(Prdx)& e¡Be;$1 (Prdx) and Ke(e)6Ke(Prdx).
Proof. Note that by the 3rst assumptions (hyp1) (P"; $) is also height regulated, cf.
De3nition 8.3.1 and by the second one (hyp2) the rules (c) in P" enjoy condition
(c:side).
By induction on the length lh(a1) of a1 we show the lemma.
First we note that we can assume that lh(a1)= 1: suppose lh(a1)¿1 and let P2 =Prdx
↑ (0; n) denote the immediate subproof of Prdx ending with the rightmost node (0; n)
of the last rule of Prdx. Then P2 is a $2-proof with $2 = h$((0; n);Prdx) by Lemma 9.2.
Also, by $2¿$, for the sequent "w we have, if $2¡? for a ?∈{; E}, then "w ⊆"?,
and for the o.d. e we have ∀?∈{; E}(e¿r⇒ $2¿?).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that if (Prdx; Qrdx) enjoys one of conditions (hyp6),
(hyp7) or (hyp8), so does (P2; Qrdx), respectively. Therefore from IH we see that
P2; " :=P" ↑ (0; n) satis3es conditions (c:side) and (c:bound), o$2 (P2; ") + e6o$2 (P2)
and $2¡E⇒BE(o$2 (P2; "))¿BE(o$2 (P2)).
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If $2¿, and if Qrdx enjoys hypothesis (hyp8) for a e and a e, then so does P2. On
the other side it is clear that (P2; P2; ") satis3es (hyp4): G(P2; ")6max{G(P2);G("e)}.
Furthermore, we see that (Prdx; P2) enjoys one of condition (hyp6) or (hyp7) from
$26$1; G(Qrdx)6G(P2) and IH, if (Prdx; Qrdx) enjoys the condition, resp. Further-
more for (hyp8), if 6$2¡E6$1, then e = $1 = E and BE;E(Qrdx)6BkE;E(Qrdx)6
BE(o$2 (P2))6BE; $2 (P2) by Proposition 9.4(3). Hence if (Prdx; Qrdx) enjoys (hyp8), then
so does (Prdx; P2). Consequently we can conclude the assertions for Prdx provided that
we have shown the case lh(a1)= 1.
Thus suppose that Qrdx =Prdx ↑ (0; n) is a subproof of Prdx ending with the right-
most node (0; n) :( of the last rule (0) : J of Prdx, the last rule (0) : J is one of
rules (cut), (h) and (c), and "w ⊆"? if (0) : J is a (c)? for the sequent "w. Then
$2 = $1 = h$((0; n);Prdx).
P" is depicted as follows:
Now we show that P" satis3es (c:bound), o$(P") + e6o$(Prdx) and $¡E⇒
BE(o$(P"))6BE(o$(Prdx)). Furthermore if $¿, and if Qrdx enjoys hypothesis (hyp8)
for a e and a e, then so does Prdx: ∀? = e[G?("e)6G?(Prdx)]&Be("e)¡
max{Be; $(Prdx);Be(Prdx) + 1} and B¿e(e)6B¿e(Prdx)&Ke(e)6Ke(Prdx).
First suppose hypothesis (hyp6), $1¡ is ful3lled. Then the last rule (0) : J is not
a (c)? for any ? by De3nition 8.2. Thus it suUces to show o$(P") + e6o$(Prdx) and
$¡E⇒BE(o$(P"))6BE(o$(Prdx)) assuming (0) : J is a (cut) and hence (0) : J" is also
a (cut). o$(P")+e6o$(Prdx) follows from the monotonicity of the functions  → +
and  → W’g, and the fact: ( W’g) + ¡ W’g( + ) for ¡E. Note, here, that T is
assumed to be a rightmost branch in Prdx. While $¡E⇒BE(o$(P"))6BE(o$(Prdx))
follows from (hyp5).
In what follows assume $1¿, and (hyp7) with a Ae6$1 or (hyp8) with a e¿$1
and a e holds.
Claim 9.18. Assume $1 = ?∈{; E} and e¡?. If Bk?; ?(Q")¡Bk?; ?(Qrdx) and K?("e)
¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx), then d?(Bk?; ?(Q")) + e6d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx).
Proof. First, note that we have d?Bk?; ?(Q"); d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx)∈Od() by Lemma 9.5(1).
We have by Proposition 9.6, (hyp4) and the second assumption that
K?(Bk?;?(Q")) =K?(Q")6 max{K?(Qrdx);K?("e)} ¡ d?Bk?;?(Qrdx):
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Therefore d?Bk?; ?(Q")¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx)∈ SC by the 3rst assumption Bk?; ?(Q")¡
Bk?; ?(Qrdx). It remains to show e¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx). This follows from e¡?&K?(e)6
K?(Qrdx)¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx)∈D? and Proposition 5.1(2). We have shown Claim 9.18.
Claim 9.19. Suppose $1 = ?∈R, and Ae¡? when (hyp7) holds.
1. Let d?B∈Od(). If K?(Qrdx)¡d?B&B?; ?(Qrdx)6B, then K?("e)¡d?B. In partic-
ular K?("e)¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx).
2. Bk?; ?(Q")¡Bk?; ?(Qrdx) if ?∈{; E}.
3. B?; ?(Q")¡B?; ?(Qrdx).
Proof. (1) Case 1: Condition (hyp7) holds for a Ae¡?: Then we have K?("e)6
K?(Qrdx)¡d?B by (hyp7).
Case 2: Condition (hyp8) for a e¿? and a e: If e¿?, then we have K?("e)6
K?(Qrdx)¡drB by (17). Suppose e = ?. Then K?("e)=d?e. By (20) and (21) we
have e¡B?; ?(Qrdx)6B&K?(e)6K?(Qrdx)¡d?B, respectively, and hence K?("e)¡
d?B follows from Lemma 6.4(3).
Therefore K?("e)¡d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx) follows from Proposition 9.6 and B?; ?(Qrdx)6
Bk?; ?(Qrdx).
(2) and (3) Recall that B?; ?(Qrdx)= E · oE(Qrdx) if ?= E, and B?; ?(Qrdx)6
max{BE(o?(Qrdx));B¿?({?}∪Qrdx)}+!o?(Qrdx) if ?¡E. And Bk?; ?(Qrdx)=B?; ?(Qrdx)+
K?(Qrdx).
Case 1: Condition (hyp7) holds for a Ae¡?: Then K?("e)6K?(Qrdx) and hence
K?(Q")
6K?(Qrdx) by (hyp4). Thus it suUces to show B?; ?(Q")¡B?; ?(Qrdx), i.e., Claim 9.19.3.
If ?= E, then B?; ?(Q")¡B?; ?(Qrdx) by (hyp3).
Now suppose ?¡E. By Ae¡? we have B¿?(Q")6B¿?(Qrdx). On the other hand,
we have o?(Q")¡o?(Qrdx)¡E by (hyp3) and Proposition 9.4(1). Hence by Lemma 6.8
we have BE(o?(Q"))6BE(o?(Qrdx)). We are done.
Case 2: Condition (hyp8) holds for a e¿?: We show Bk?; ?(Q") ¡ B?; ?(Qrdx) if
?∈{; E} and B?; ?(Q")¡B?; ?(Qrdx) for arbitrary ?.
First consider the case when ?= E. Then BkE;E(Q")= E · oE(Q") + KE(Q")¡
E · (oE(Q") + 1)6E · oE(Qrdx)=BE;E(Qrdx) by KE(Q")¡E.
Next assume ?¡E. First we have o?(Q")¡o?(Qrdx)¡E by (hyp3) and Proposi-
tion 9.4(1). Hence by Lemma 6.8 we have
BE(o?(Q"))6 BE(o?(Qrdx)): (22)
Second we have !o?(Q")¡!o?(Qrdx) by (hyp3) and, if ?=;K(QB)¡P6!o(Qrdx)
by Proposition 9.4.1. Since !o(Qrdx) is additive principal, we have
[? =  ⇒ !o(Q") +K(Q") ¡ !o(Qrdx)] &!o?(Q") ¡ !o?(Qrdx): (23)
Third consider B¿?(Q"). If e = ?, then we have B¿?(Q")6B¿?(Qrdx) by (17)
and (hyp4). Hence we are done by (22) and (23).
Finally assume e¿?. By (17) and (hyp4) we have B¿?(Q")6max{B¿?(Qrdx);
Be("e)} (and K?(Q")6K?(Qrdx)), and by (18) either Be("e)¡Be; ?(Qrdx) or
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Be("e)6Be(Qrdx). If Be("e)6Be(Qrdx), then B¿?(Q")6B¿?(Qrdx) and hence we
are done by (22) and (23).
Suppose Be("e)¡Be; ?(Qrdx). We claim
Claim 9.20. Be;?(Qrdx)6B?; ?(Qrdx).
Hence Be("e)¡B?; ?(Qrdx).
Proof of Claim 9.20. By E¿e¿? we have, cf. (9) in De3nition 8.10,
Be;?(Qrdx) = max{BE(o?(Qrdx));B¿e({e} ∪ Qrdx)}+ !o?(Qrdx);
B?;?(Qrdx) = max{BE(o?(Qrdx));B¿?({?} ∪ Qrdx)}+ !o?(Qrdx):
By (19) in (hyp8) we have B¿e(e)6B¿e(Qrdx): e¿? yields B¿e({e}∪Qrdx)
6B¿e(Qrdx)6B¿?({?}∪Qrdx). We are done.
Therefore it suUces to show the following assuming Be("e)¡B?; ?(Qrdx):
[? =  ⇒ Be("e) + !o(Q") +K(Q") ¡ B;(Qrdx)] and
Be("e) + !
o?(Q") ¡ B?;?(Qrdx): (24)
Now we have Be("e)¡B?; ?(Qrdx)= +!
o?(Qrdx) for a , and hence Be("e)6+
!B · n for a B¡o?(Qrdx) and an n¡!. We have !o?(Q")¡!o?(Qrdx) by (hyp3) and
K(Q")¡6!o(Qrdx) if ?=. Since !o?(Qrdx) is additive principal, we conclude (24).
Thus we have shown Claim 9.19.
Case 1 (0) : J is an (h)? with a ?∈{; E} and $¡?= $1: By the De3nition 8.10
we have o$(Prdx)=d?Bk?; ?(Qrdx) and similarly for o$(P"). By the assumption we have
KE(e)6KE(Qrdx) and e¡?.
We have to show o$(P")+e6o$(Prdx) and $¡E⇒BE(o$(P"))6BE(o$(Prdx)). Note
that we have Ae¡? if (hyp7) holds. For otherwise we would have Ae=?=−$1∈{; E},
and hence by (hyp7) $=Ae=?. Thus the 3rst assertion follows from Claims 9.18,
9.19(1) and (2), and the second one for the case ?= E follows from Claim 9.19(2)
and Lemma 9.5(2), i.e., condition (5) in De3nition 6.3. Namely BE(o$(P")6BkE;E(Q")
¡BkE;E(Qrdx)6BE(o$(Prdx)).
Now assume (hyp8) holds for a e¿$1 = ? and a e. If 6$¡?6e, then $1 =
?= e = E¿$. Thus we have to show ∀@¡E[G@("e)6G@(Prdx)];BE("e)¡
max{BE; $(Prdx);BE(Prdx)+1}; e¡BE; $(Prdx) andKE(e)6KE(Prdx) provided that ?=E.
From (17) for Qrdx and G(Qrdx)6G(Prdx), it is clear that ∀@¡E[G@("e)6G@(Prdx)].
Thus it suUces to show the following claim:
Claim 9.21. ?= E⇒BE;E(Qrdx)6BE; $(Prdx).
Proof. BE; $(Prdx)=BE(o$(Prdx)) +!o$(Prdx) with o$(Prdx)=dE(E · oE(Qrdx) +KE(Qrdx)).
Hence BE; $(Prdx)¿BE(o$(Prdx))¿E · oE(Qrdx)=BE;E(Qrdx).
This shows Claim 9.21.
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Case 2 (0) : J is a (c)?d?B: Clearly o$(P") + e6o$(Prdx), and (hyp5) and (hyp8) are
hereditary properties since o?(Qrdx)6o$(Prdx)& [$¡E⇔ $1¡E] &G(o?(Qrdx))6
G(o$(Prdx)) by De3nition 8.3.2. It remains to verify that the last rule (0) : (c)?d?B J"
of P" ful3lls condition (c:bound): K?(Q")¡d?B&B?;?(Q")6B.
Note that we have Ae¡? if (hyp7) holds since the rule (0) : J is assumed not to be
a (c)Ae .
By the assumption we have condition (c:bound) for (0) : J : K?(Qrdx)¡d?B&
B?; ?(Qrdx)¡B. Hence Claim 9.19.1 with (hyp4) yields K?(Q")6max{K?("e);
K?(Qrdx)}¡d?B. On the other hand by Claim 9.19(3) we have B?; ?(Q")¡B?;?(Qrdx)6B.
We are done.
Case 3: Otherwise. As in Case 2, (hyp8) is a hereditary property. o$(P") + e6o$
(Prdx) is seen as in the case $1¡, i.e., follows from the monotonicity of the functions
 →  + ;  →! and  → W’g, and the facts: ! + 6!+ and ¡E⇒ ( W’g) +
6 W’g( + ).
10. Proof of Main Lemma
Throughout this section P denotes a proof in T22c and r :(rdx the redex of P. By
Lemma 9.11(1) the endsequent of P is a closed "-sequent. by Lemma 9.11(3), r :(rdx
and sequents below r :(rdx are closed. Also note that, except the case when r :(rdx is
the lowersequent of a (c2); h(r;P)¿E by De3nition 8.3(3). In what follows, we
identify a closed term t with its value diagram val(t), and G∈{K;B}.
M1. The case when r :(rdx is a lowersequent of an explicit basic rule r∗(0) : J . This
means that a descendent of the principal formula of r ∗(0) : J occurs in the endsequent.
Note that the rule r ∗ (0) : J is none of an (∀), an (∃) nor a (c2) with ¿ since,
by Lemma 9.11.1, the endsequent of P is " and ¡d for any ¿.
M1.1 r ∗ (0) : J is a (b∃). Let P be the following with (rdx =(; ∃x¡A(x):
where, on the main branch, there exists an a : (c1) (a⊂ r) acting on a descendent
∃x¡A(x) of the principal formula of r ∗ (0) : J :
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∃x¡A(x) is contained in the endsequent () :Y since r ∗ (0) : J is assumed to be
explicit. Also A∈" and t is a closed term. Recall that o(r;P)= max{o(r ∗ (0; 0);P);
o(r ∗ (0; 1);P)}+ 1.
M1.1.1. val(t)¿: Let P′ be the following:
where the subproof P′ ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0)) is obtained from P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0)) by eliminating the
false neutral prime sentence t¡, cf. Lemma 9.10. Then o(r;P′)= o(r ∗ (0; 0);P′)=
o(r ∗ (0; 1);P)¡o(r;P) and G(r;P′)6G(r;P). Thus hypotheses (hyp1)–(hyp5) and
(hyp7) in Replacement Lemma 9.17 are enjoyed with "w ="e = ∅; e =1; Ae =0 and
Prdx =P;Qrdx =P ↑ r; P" =P′; Q" = P′ ↑ r, and hence we see o(P′)¡o(P) and P′ is
a proof. By IH " is true.
M1.1.2. valt(t)¡. Since the term t occurs maximally above the rule a : (c1) , we
have by Lemma 9.13
t ¡ : (25)
Let P′ be the following:
where the subproof P′ ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0))=P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 1)).
We claim that P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P). Then by IH ", A(t) is true and hence
so is " by (25) and ∃x¡A(x)∈".
Obviously o(r;P′)= o(r ∗ (0; 1);P)¡o(r;P) and G(r;P′)=G(r;P). In Replacement
Lemma 9.17, (hyp7) put "w := {A(t)}, "e = ∅ and e =1& Ae =0 and Prdx =P, Qrdx =
P ↑ r, P" =P′, Q" =P′ ↑ r. It suUces to show that A(t)∈" for any , cf. (hyp1) and
(hyp2) in the lemma. We have A(t)∈"⊆" by De3nition 8.1 and ¿ = min(R∩
Od()).
M1.2. r ∗ (0): J is a (b∀). Let P be the following:
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where the endsequent () :" contains a descendent ∀x¡t1A1(x)∈" of the principal
formula of r ∗ (0) : J and t is a closed term. We claim that any descendent of the princi-
pal formula ∀x¡tA(x) remains the same, i.e., ∀x¡t1A1(x) is identical with ∀x¡tA(x).
Hence val(t)¡ since the endsequent is a "-sequent. This is seen as follows. Since
r ∗ (0) : J is assumed to be a lowermost basic rule and any (c2) is a basic rule by
de3nition, the only way a formula is changed in the main branch is by a (c). But
this cannot aXect the formula ∀x¡tA(x), therefore t ≡ t1 & val(t1)¡. Thus we have
shown that ∀x¡tA(x)∈" and val(t)¡.
For each ¡val(t)¡ let P denote the following:
where the subproof P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0)) is obtained from P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0)) by substituting the
constant  for the eigenvariable y and eliminating the false neutral prime  ¡t.
Recall that o(r : P)=o(r∗(0; 0);P) + 1. By Substitution Lemmas 9.12 and 9.10
we have o(r;P)6o(r∗(0; 0);P)¡o(r;P) and G(r;P)6max{G(r;P);G()}. Now
Lemma 8.9(2) yields G()6G(∀x¡tA(x))6G(r;P) by = F(A(); ∀x¡tA(x))&∀x¡
tA(x)∈". Hence G(r;P)6G(r;P). Putting "w={A()}⊆", "e=∅, e=1, Ae=0
and Prdx=P, Qrdx=P↑r, P" =P, Q" =P ↑ r in Replacement Lemma 9.17, (hyp7) we
see that P is a proof and o(P)¡o(P). By IH ", A() is true for any ¡val(t). Hence
the endsequent " of P is true.
M1.3. r ∗ (0) : J is a (c2). Let P be the following:
where the endsequent () :" contains a descendent A of the principal formula of r ∗ (0) :
J and A ≡ ∀x∃yB with a B∈". Note that any descendent of the formula A remains
the same since ∈D and hence  =∈R.
For each ¡¡ let P denote the following:
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where r1 := r ∗ (0; 0; 0), r2 := r ∗ (0; 0; 0; 0) and P ↑ r2 is obtained from P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0))
by inversion.
First by Inversion Lemma 9.14 and h(r ∗ (0; 0);P)=¡E we have
o(r2;P)6 o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)&
G(r2;P)6 max{G(r ∗ (0; 0);P);G()}&
BE(o(r2;P))6 BE(o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)): (26)
We have ∀ =[G()= 0] by ¡, and hence ∀ =[G(r2;P)6G(r ∗ (0; 0);
P)]. On the other hand by condition (c:bound1) for r ∗ (0) : J in P and Proposition
5.1(3), K()6, we have K(r2;P)6max{K(r ∗ (0; 0);P), K()}¡. From
this we see that the rule r1 : (c1) J in P enjoys condition (c:bound1). For condition
(c:bound2) we have by (26) B(r2;P)6B(r ∗ (0);P)6B for =dB.
Now Lemma 8.9(2) yields G()6G(A)6G(r;P) by A ∈" and = F(∃y¡B(;
y);A). Hence we have
G(r;P)6 G(r;P): (27)
Recall that h(r ∗ (0; 0);P)= by De3nition 8.3(4) and o(r;P)= o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)+ 1.
Therefore
o(r;P) ¡ o(r;P): (28)
Putting "w = {∃y¡B(; y)}⊆", "e = ∅, e =1, Ae =0 and Prdx =P, Qrdx =P ↑ r,
P" =P, Q" =P ↑ r in Replacement Lemma 9.17, (hyp7) we see that P is a proof
and o(P)¡o(P) from (27) and (28). By IH ", ∃y¡B(; y) is true for any ¡.
Hence " is true.
M1.4. Other cases, i.e., r ∗ (0) : J is one of rules (∧); (∨); (¬R); (R); (¬R¡); (R¡)
or r ∗ (0) : J is a (b∃) with a "-principal formula: Let A be the principal formula
of r ∗ (0) : J , C ∈C(A) an auxiliary formula and () :" the endsequent of P. Then
A∈"⇒C ∈". Replace the rule r ∗ (0) : J by a weakening r ∗ (0) : (w) to get a
proof PC of () :"; C as in subcase M1.1.2 unless r ∗ (0) : J is one of the rules (b∃),
(R¡) with a false neutral prime formula s¡t (i.e., (A; C)= (∃x¡tB(x); B(s)); ((s; u)∈
RA¡t , u∈RAs )) or the rule (¬R¡) with a false neutral prime formula s ¡t (i.e., (A; C)=
((s; u) ∈RA¡t , u =∈RAs )). In these cases eliminate the false neutral prime formula as in
the subcase M1.1.1 to get a proof P′ of () :".
We see o(P′)¡o(P) from Replacement Lemma 9.17, (hyp7) and IH yields the
assertion.
In what follows, rewriting steps preserve the endsequent.
M2. The case when r :(rdx is a lowersequent of an r ∗ (0) : (ind) J . P is of the
form:
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where  is the bounding term and  is the induction term of r ∗ (0) : J . Also A(y) is
the induction formula. By the de3nition we have
o(r ∗ (0);P) =


max{(rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0)·
 + 1; 2}+ 1 if ¬A(y) is an ∃-formula;
max{(2 + max{rk(A(y)); 1}
+0) · ; 2}+ 1 otherwise
with i = o(r ∗ (0; i);P) for i¡3 and h((;P)¿ E by De3nition 8.3.3.
M2.1.  ¡.
Let P′ be the following:
where g := max{deg(∀x¡A(x)); E}∈ {g : E6g¡E + !} and P′ ↑ (r ∗ (0; 0)) is ob-
tained from P ↑ (r ∗ (0; 2)) by eliminating the false neutral prime ¡. Recall that
h(r ∗ (0; 2);P)= max{h(r;P); g}. Thus by this rule (h)g the height is unchanged:
h(r ∗ (0; 0);P′)= h(r ∗ (0; 2);P).
Hence o(r;P′)= o(r ∗ (0; 2);P)= 2¡o(r;P) and G(r;P′)6G(r;P) by Lemma 9.10.
As in case M1.1.2 we see that P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P).
M2.2. ¡. Assuming ¬A() is an ∃-formula, let P′ be the following:
where P(A) denotes a preproof of r6 :(, ¬A(y), A(y) which is canonically constructed
from logical inferences, cf. Rank Lemma 9.3, and P′ ↑r3 is obtained from P↑(r∗(0; 0))
by substituting  for y. Furthermore P′ ↑r5 :=P↑(r∗(0; 0)) and P′ ↑r4 :=P↑(r∗(0; 1)).
First by deg(∀x¡A(x))¿deg(A()) we have
h(r ∗ (0; 0);P) =max{deg(∀x¡A(x)); h(r;P)} = h(r0;P′) = h(r5;P′)
= h(r1;P′) = max{deg(A()); h(r1;P′)} = h(r4;P′):
Also o(r0;P′)= o(r2;P′) + 1. Therefore
o(r ∗ (0);P′) = o(r2;P′) + 1 + o(r3;P′) + 1 (29)
with 1 = o(r ∗ (0; 1);P)= o(r4;P′).
For the lowersequent r2 :(, y ¡, A(y) of the new (ind) with the bounding term y
and the induction term  we have
o(r2;P′) = (rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0) · + rk(A(y)) + 1 (30)
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with 0 = o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)= o(r5;P′), rk(A(y))= o(r6;P′) ¿ 1 by Rank Lemma 9.3
and 1= rk(y¡)= o(r7;P′).
On the other hand, we have by Substitution Lemma 9.12
o(r3;P′)6 0: (31)
Hence by (29)–(31), ¡ and 2 = o(r ∗ (0; 2);P) =0 we have
o(r ∗ (0);P′)6 (rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0) · + rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0 + 1
= (rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0) · (+ 1) + 1
¡ (rk(A(y)) + 2 + 0) ·  + 1 + 16 o(r ∗ (0);P):
If ¬A() is not an ∃-formula, then uppersequents r3; r4 of the upper cut should be
interchanged:
Similarly as above we see
o(r ∗ (0);P′)6max{(2 + rk(A(y)) + 0) · ; 1}+ 2 + 1 + 0
6 (2 + max{rk(A(y)); 1}+ 0) · (+ 1)
¡ (2 + max{rk(A(y)); 1}+ 0) ·  + 16 o(r ∗ (0);P):
Furthermore, clearly
G(r ∗ (0);P′)6 G(r ∗ (0);P):
Therefore, we conclude that P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P) by Replacement
Lemma 9.17, (hyp7).
M3. Suppose that the redex r :(rdx is an axiom.
M3.1. The axiom is a logical axiom "0, ¬A, A with a prime A.
Then either
M3.1.1. Both ¬A and A are explicit and hence the endsequent is true,
or
M3.1.2. One of ¬A and A is implicit. Let a ∗ (0) : J be the uppermost (cut) below
the logical axiom r :"0, ¬A, A whose right cut formula is a descendent of one of ¬A
and A. Assuming the right cut formula is a descendent of A let P be the following:
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Since a ∗ (0) : J is the uppermost one, we have ¬A∈"⊆( ∪ ". By De3nition 8.3(2)
we have
∀? ∈ {; E}[h(a;P) ¡ ? ⇔ h(a ∗ (0; 0);P) ¡ ?]: (32)
Let P′ be the following:
where P′ ↑ (a ∗ (0; 0))=P ↑ (a ∗ (0; 0)).
Clearly G(a;P′)=G(a;P). By Replacement Lemma 9.17, (hyp7) it suUces to show
that o(a;P′)¡o(a;P). Put 0 := o(a ∗ (0; 0);P); 1 := o(a ∗ (0; 1);P) and B := o(a;P).
M3.1.2.1. h(a;P)¿E. Then h(a ∗ (0; 0);P)= h(a;P) by deg(A)¡E. We have by
1 =0, o(a;P′)= o(a ∗ (0; 0);P′)= 0¡0 + 1 = o(a ∗ (0);P)= o(a;P)= B.
M3.1.2.2. h(a;P)¡E. Although heights may be lowered: h(a ∗ (0; 0);P′)= h(a;P′)=
h(a;P)6max{h(a;P); deg(A)}=h(a ∗ (0; 0);P), we see from Lemma 9.8 that
o(a ∗ (0; 0);P′) = o(Q) = o$(Q) = o(a ∗ (0; 0);P);
where Q=P ↑ (a ∗ (0; 0))=P′ ↑ (a ∗ (0; 0)) and =h(a ∗ (0; 0);P′)= h(a;P)6
h(a ∗ (0; 0);P)= $. Note that by (32) we have $¡⇔ ¡. Therefore o(a;P′)=
o(a ∗ (0; 0);P)= 0¡ W’g(0 + 1)= B with g=deg(A)¡E.
M3.2. The axiom is a mathematical axiom A; ( with a true closed neutral prime A.
Then either
M3.2.1. A is explicit and the endsequent is true,
or
M3.2.2. A is implicit. Then eliminate the false neutral prime ¬A and replace the
vanishing cut of A by a weakening (w).
M3.3. Otherwise. Then the mathematical axiom r :(rdx is obtained from a closed
instance (0 of an inverse mathematical axiom by eliminating some false neutral prime
sentences. For example assume that (0 is an axiom (1;  ¡; ∃ x6 (= + x). By
virtue of subcase M3.2 we can assume that  ¡ is false (otherwise the true neutral
prime  ¡ is in (rdx), namely we have ¡. Note that r :(rdx contains the sentence
∃x6 (= + x).
Let $ := −  be the unique diagram x¡+1 which makes = + x true. Let P′ be
the following:
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Recall that ∃x6(=  + x) denotes the formula ∃x¡ + 1(=  + x), and hence
both r ∗ (0; 0) : (2; $¡+ 1 and r ∗ (0; 1) :(2; = + $ are mathematical axioms con-
taining true neutral prime sentences. Therefore o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)= o(r ∗ (0; 1);P)= 1 and
o(r;P′)= 2¡1 + 2= o(r;P). Furthermore, we have by Proposition 8.7 G($)=G( −
)6max{G();G()} and hence G(r;P′)=G(r;P). Replacement Lemma 9.17, (hyp7)
yields P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P).
Similarly other cases follows from Proposition 8.7.
By virtue of M1–M3 we can assume that the redex r :(rdx of P is a lowersequent
of a rule r ∗ (0) : J such that r ∗ (0) : J is one of the rules (s2-r2) or an implicit basic
rule.
M4. r ∗ (0) : J is a (s2-r2), cf. Convention in the end of Section 7.
where
1. A ≡ ∀x∃yB(x; y; t) is a 2-formula such that B is a bounded formula in the language
L1 ∪{Ad} with Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z}. The parameter term t is closed.
2. The sequents a :  and a0 : 1 are relevant in case M4.2 only and will be speci3ed
there, cf. the beginning of subcase M4.2 and (37).
Recall that
o(r ∗ (0);P) = max{i : i ¡ 4}+ 2; (33)
where i = o(ri;P) for i¡4.
M4.1. Either t ¡ or ¬Ad(). Then ¡E. Eliminate the false closed neutral prime
formula and r ∗ (0) : J .
M4.2. t¡&Ad().
The sequent a :  is determined as follows:
Case 1: There exists a rule a′ : (c) below r ∗ (0) : J , i.e., a′⊂ r: Then pick the
uppermost one a′ : (c). a :  is de3ned to the uppersequent of the rule, a= a′ ∗ (0).
By De3nition 8.3(4) we have h(a;P)= .
In what follows suppose that there is no rule a′ : (c) with a′⊂ r.
Case 2: ∈{; E}. Then a :  denotes the lowermost sequent with a⊆ r&h(a;P)=
. By De3nition 8.3(3) we have h(r0;P)= h(r;P)¿E. Hence by De3nition 8.3(2) a :
is the uppersequent of a lowermost (h).
Case 3: ¡¡E. Then a : denotes the uppermost sequent below r ∗ (0) : J such
that h(a;P)¡.
Put
$ := h(a;P)6 :
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Let P′ be the following:
where the body 0 of the new a6 : (c2) (=d0) is de3ned to be
0 :=


E · o(a8;P′) +KE(a;P) if  = E;
max{BE(o(a8;P′));B¿({} ∪ (a;P))}
+!o(a8;P
′) +K(a;P) if  ¡ E:
(34)
By val(t)¡ andK(t)6K(a;P)6K(0)¡∈D we have by Proposition 5.1(2),
cf. De3nition 8.1(2)(2a),
t ¡  (35)
P′ ↑ a15 is obtained from P ↑ r1 by inversion. In essence, substitute the o.d.  for the
variable z and eliminate the false neutral prime formulae t ¡, cf. (35), and ¬Ad().
Then the sentence ¬A is augmented up to the sequent 1. P′ ↑ a2 is obtained from
P ↑ r0 by augmenting the sentence A up to the sequent a : , and augmenting A up
to a0 : 1.
Claim 10.1. Let b : 0 denote the uppermost sequent such that b⊆ r& h(b;P)6.
By the de;nition of the sequent a : we have a⊆ b, for any sequent node b′ with
a⊂ b′⊂ b h(b′;P)= , and if h(b;P)= ∈{; E}, then $=h(a;P)= . Furthermore
there is no rule c : (c)A for any A such that a⊂ c⊂ b.
Proof. Assume such a rule exists. Then by De3nition 8.3(4) we would have A= ,
but this is not the case by the de3nition of the sequent a : .
Claim 10.2. In P, if there exists a rule b : (c)A with a⊂ b⊂ r, then A¿, i.e., A ∈"A
by t¡. Consequently any such rule (c)A enjoys also condition (c:side) after aug-
menting the sentences A;¬A.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 9.9 and Claim 10.1.
Claim 10.3. Any rule b : (c) with a8⊂ b⊂ a10 in P′ enjoys proviso (c:bound). We have
o(a8;P′) + 1¡o(a;P)&G(a8;P′)6G(a;P), and if $¡E, then BE(o(a8;P′))
6BE(o(a;P))& o(a8;P′) + ¡o(a;P).
Hence the subproof P′ ↑ a8 of P′ is a -proof. Furthermore =d0 ∈ Od().
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Proof. If = E, then by De3nition 8.3(2) h(a;P)= E, and hence heights are unchanged
by adding the new rule a6 : (c2)E, i.e., h(a8 ∗ b;P′)= h(a ∗ b;P) for any b such that
a ∗ b is compatible with r ∗ (0; 0) in the tree ordering. Assume ¡E. Then height
may be heightened: h(a;P)¡ ⇒ h(a;P)¡h(a8;P′)= ¡h(a ∗ b;P) for any non-
empty b by the de3nition of the sequent a :. Note that h(a8;P′)=  follows from
h(a;P)6&deg(A)¡. Also we have h(a;P)¿ by De3nition 8.3(2). Therefore by
Lemma 9.8 we have o(P ↑ a)= o$(P ↑ a)= o(a;P) for the subproof P ↑ a of P ending
with a : and $=h(a;P).
Obviously, o(a10;P′)+1= o(a14;P′)+1= o(r ∗ (0; 0);P)+1¡o(r;P) and G(a10;P′)
=G(r ∗ (0; 0);P)6G(r;P). Put Prdx =P ↑ a; Qrdx =P ↑ r; P" =P′ ↑ a8; Q" =P′ ↑ a10;
"e = ∅; e =2; Ae =0 and "w = {A} in Replacement Lemma 9.17. Then hypothe-
sis (hyp2) is enjoyed by Claim 10.2, and (hyp3)–(hyp5) and (hyp7) are ful3lled.
Thus we see the claims except o(a8;P′)+¡o(a;P) from Replacement Lemmas 9.17
and 9.8.
=d0∈Od() is seen from Lemma 6.11 since we have for any ?¡E, B?(o(a8;
P′))6B?(a8;P′)6B?(a;P) by Proposition 9.4(3).
Now assume $¡E. We have to show o(a8;P′) + ¡o(a;P). Let b be the sequent
node such that a⊂ b⊆ r and h(b0;P)¡E=h(b;P) with b0 ∗ (0; 0)= b. Such a b exists
and b corresponds to the uppersequent of the b0 ∗ (0) : (h)E by $=h(a;P)¡E6h(r;P)
and De3nitions 8.32, 8.3(3). On the other hand we have ¡E. For otherwise we would
have = E, and hence $=h(a;P)= E by the de3nition of a : , E6h(r;P) and De3ni-
tion 8.32. Therefore we have ≺ E, and hence 6KE(r;P)6KE(b;P)¡dEBkE(b;P)
= o(b0;P)∈ SC by Proposition 9.6. Hence o(b′0;P′) + ¡o(b0;P) for the correspond-
ing node b′0 in P
′ to b0. Consequently Replacement Lemma 9.17 with e =  + 1,
Prdx =P ↑ a; Qrdx =P ↑ b0; P" =P′ ↑ a8; Q" =P′ ↑ b′0 yields the assertion.
Claim 10.4. Proviso (c:bound) for the new a6 : (c2) is ful;lled:
(c:bound1) K(a8;P′)¡d0 and (c:bound2) B(a8;P′)60.
Also h(a4;P′)6; cf. (h-reg), i.e., De;nition 8.3.4 and any formula in  is a 1-
sentence, cf. (c:side).
Proof. For G∈{K;B} we have G(a8;P′)6G(a;P). In particular, K(a8;P′)6K(a;
P)6K(0)¡d0 by de3nition (34) of 0. This shows (c:bound1). Again from the
de3nition of the diagram 0 and K(a8;P′)6K(a;P) and B¿(a8;P′)6B¿(a;P)
we see the second condition (c:bound2).
h(a4;P′)6 is seen from h(a;P)6&deg(A)¡.
Finally we verify proviso (c:side) for the new a6 : (c2) . Let C ∈. By Lemma
9.11.3 C is a sentence. It suUces to show C ∈1 . According to the de3nition of the
sequent a :  there are three cases:
Case 1: a :  is the uppersequent of the uppermost rule a′ : (c) below r ∗ (0) : J :
By proviso (c:side) it suUces to show the rule is a (c1), which in turn, follows
from Lemma 9.11(2).
In what follows suppose that there is no rule a′ : (c) with a′⊂ r.
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Case 2: a :  is the lowermost sequent with a⊆ r&h(a;P)= ∈{; E}: Then a : 
is the uppersequent of a lowermost (h). Let 0 denote the lowersequent of the rule
(h). By Lemma 9.2 ⊆0⊆"⊆1 .
Case 3: a :  is the uppermost sequent below r ∗ (0): J such that h(a;P)¡: Then
again by Lemma 9.2 ⊆"⊆1 .
Claim 10.5. (1) ∀?¿[G?(A)6G?(r;P)].
(2) ∀? = [G?(A)6G?(a;P)].
(3) K(A)= =d0 & 0¡B(a;P),
B(A)¡max{B(a;P);B(a;P) + 1} and
B¿()6B¿(a;P)&K(0)6K(a;P).
Proof. First observe that G(A)= max{G(t);G()} for the parameter term t
since A≡∀x∃yB(x; y; t) with a formula B in the language L1 ∪{Ad} with
Var(B(x; y; z))⊆{x; y; z}. For G(t) we have G(t)6G(r;P)6G(a;P). Thus it suUces to
consider .
Let ?6. We have G?(0)6max{G?(a8;P′);G?(a;P)} by de3nition (34) of
the diagram 0, Lemma 6.10(4) and Propositions 9.4(2), (3). Hence by Claim 10.3,
G?(a8;P′)6G?(a;P) we conclude
∀?6 [G?(0)6 G?(a;P)]: (36)
(1) Assume ?¿. It suUces to show G?()6G?(r;P). By ¡¡? and Lemma 6.8
we have G?()6G?()6G?(r;P).
(2) By Claim 10.5(1) and G(r;P)6G(a;P) we can assume ?¡, and it suUces to
show G?()= max{G?();G?(0)}6G?(a;P). First we have G()6G(r;P)6G(a;P).
On the other hand by (36) we have G?(0)6G?(a;P).
(3) We have K(t)6t¡∈D by Proposition 5.1(3) and (35). Hence K(A)= .
Next we show 0¡B(a;P). If = E, then 0 = E·o(a8;P′)+KE(a;P)¡E·(o(a8;P′)
+ 1)6E · o(a;P)=BE(a;P). Suppose ¡E. Then $6¡E. By Claim 10.3 we have
o(a8;P′)+¡o(a;P), and hence !o(a8;P
′) +K(a;P)¡!o(a8;P
′) +¡!o(a;P). Therefore
0¡B(a;P) by de3nition (34) of the diagram 0 and Claim 10.3.
Third, consider B()= max({0} ∪ B(0)). We have to show B()¡max{B
(a;P);B(a;P) + 1}. We have shown 0¡B(a;P), and hence it suUces to show
B(0)6B(a;P), which in turn, follows from (36).
Fourth, consider B¿()6B¿(a;P). Assume ¡E. Then  occurs in the upperse-
quents of r ∗ (0) : J and a⊆ r ∗ (0). Therefore B¿()⊆B¿(a;P).
Finally, again by (36) we have K(0)6K(a;P).
Now let us direct our attention to the right upper part up to the newly introduced
weakening a7 : (w) in P′.
a0 :1 denotes the least a0⊆ a such that
$0 := h(a0;P)6 g := deg(A): (37)
Note that by the de3nition the newly introduced a1 : (cut) respects De3nition 8.3(5).
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Claim 10.6. Any rule b : (c) with a9⊂ b⊂ a11 in P′ enjoys proviso (c:bound), and
o(a9;P′)¡o(a;P)&G(a9;P′)6max{G(a;P);G(A)} and $¡E ⇒ BE(o(a9;P′))6
BE(o(a;P)).
Hence the subproof P′ ↑ (a9) of P′ is a $′-proof with $′=h(a9;P′)= max{$; g}.
Proof. By Inversion Lemma 9.14, ∨-Inversion Lemma 9.16 and Lemma 9.10 we
have o(a11;P′)= o(a15;P′)6o(r1;P)¡o(r;P) and G(a11;P′)6max{G(r;P);G(A)}
with G(A)=G(¬A).
Put "w ="e = {A}; e =1 and Ae = 6h(a;P) with Prdx =P ↑ a; Qrdx =P ↑ r; P" =
P′ ↑ a9; Q" =P′ ↑ a11. Then (hyp2) in Replacement Lemma 9.17 is enjoyed by Claim
10.2, and (hyp7) by Claims 10.1 and 10.5(1). Replacement Lemma 9.17 with Lemma
9.8 yields the claims.
Let us consider the branch {b : a0⊆ b⊆ a} from a : to a0 :1.
Claim 10.7. In P, if there exists a rule b : (c)? with a0⊂ b⊂ a, then ?¿g, and hence
A ∈"? by Lemma 7.11.4. Consequently any such rule b : (c)? enjoys also condition
(c:side) after augmenting the sentences A;¬A.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 9.9.
Claim 10.8. Let i∈{4; 5}. Any rule b : (c) in P′ with ai−2⊂ b⊂ ai enjoys proviso
(c:bound). P′ ↑ ai−2 are g-proofs with g= max{g; h(a0;P)}=h(ai−2;P′). o(ai−2;P′)
¡o(a0;P);G(ai−2;P′)6max{G(a0;P);G(A)}] and BE(o(ai−2;P′))6BE(o(a0;P)).
Furthermore if h(a0;P)¿, then ∀? = [G?(A)6G?(a0;P)];B(A)¡max{B(a0;
P);B(a0;P) + 1}; 0¡B(a0;P) and K(0)6K(a0;P).
Proof. Note that by the de3nition of the sequent a0 :1 we have g¿h(a0;P), and hence
h(ai−2;P′)= g¡E.
For i∈{4; 5}, we show
o(ai;P′) ¡ o(a;P)&G(ai;P′)6 max{G(a;P);G(A)} and
[$ ¡ E ⇒ BE(o(ai;P′))6 BE(o(a;P))]: (38)
Then in Replacement Lemma 9.17 putting "w ∈{{A}; {¬A}}, "e = {A}, e =1
and Prdx =P ↑ a0; Qrdx =P ↑ a; P" =P′ ↑ ai−2; Q" =P′ ↑ ai we see that hypotheses
(hyp3)– (hyp5) are ful3lled. Hypothesis (hyp2) is enjoyed by Claim 10.7. Further-
more by putting e = ¿$ we see from Claim 10.5 that (hyp8) is ful3lled. Hence
Replacement Lemma 9.17 yields claims.
Recall that o(a4;P′)6o(a8;P′) + 1; o(a5;P′)= o(a9;P′) and G(ai;P′)=
max{G(ai+4;P′);G(A)}. Hence (38) for i=4 follows from Claim 10.3, and for i=5
from Claim 10.6, respectively.
Claim 10.9. o(a0;P′)¡o(a0;P).
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Proof. Put
0 = o(a0;P); 2 = o(a2;P′) & 3 = o(a3;P′):
Then by Claim 10.8 we have
o(a0;P′) = W’g(2 + 3) & max{2; 3} ¡ 0:
From Lemma 9.7 we see that either 0 ∈ SC or 0 = W’g1I for some g1¿g and some
I. Thus W’g(2 + 3)¡0.
This shows Claim 10.9.
Now putting "w = ∅; "e = {A}; e =1; e = ¿= $0 and Prdx =P; Qrdx =P ↑
a0; P" =P′; Q" =P′ ↑ a0 in Replacement Lemma 9.17 we see that hypothesis (hyp8)
or (hyp6) is ful3lled, and hence P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P) from Claims 10.8 and
10.9.
By virtue of M1–M4 we can assume that the rule r∗(0) : J is a basic inference whose
principal formula is a ∃-formula. Let b1 : I denote the vanishing cut for r ∗ (0) : J .
M5: The cut formula of b1 : I is a bounded formula of the form ∃x¡A(x).
where
1. The right cut formula ∃x¡A(x) is a descendent of the principal formula ∃x¡
1A(x). It may be the case  = 1 since there may be rules (c) aXecting on descen-
dents of the principal formula ∃x¡1A(x).
2. r ∗ (0) : J denotes either a (b∃) or an (∃). If r ∗ (0) : J is an (∃), then ¡1 denotes
the formula = .
3. a0 : denotes the uppermost sequent below b1 : I such that
h(a0;P)6 g := deg(A()):
Equivalently a0 : is the uppermost sequent below r ∗ (0) : J such that h(a0;P)6g,
since g=deg(A())¡deg(∃x¡A(x)) by Lemma 7.11(3).
Recall that
o(r;P) = max{o(r0;P); o(r1;P)}+ 1: (39)
M5.1.  ¡1.
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Then r ∗ (0) : J is a (b∃). Let P′ be the following:
where the subproof P′ ↑ r0 is obtained from the subproof P ↑ r0 by eliminating the
false neutral prime ¡1. Clearly P′ is a proof and o(P′)¡o(P) by Lemma 9.10 and
Replacement Lemma 9.17.
M5.2. ¡1.
Claim 10.10. ¡ and hence ¬A()∈C(∀x¡¬A(x)).
Proof. Assume ¡1. Then ≺ 1 and there exist rules di : (c1)ii+1 of bodies Ii
(i+1 =diIi; 1 = 1; n =  & n63) aXecting descendents of the principal formula of
r ∗ (0) : J :
Since the term  occurs maximally above the rule d1 : (c1)12 (1 = 1), we have by
Lemma 9.13 and ¡1 = 1 that ¡2 ∈D1 . In this way we see ¡n = .
Assuming A() is an ∃-formula let P′ be the following:
where the subproof P′ ↑ b2l is obtained from the subproof P ↑ b2 of P by inversion,
and b1l : Il denotes a weakening (w), and b1r : Ir is a (cut).
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In P, if there exists a rule (c)? above , then ?¿g by Lemma 9.9, and hence
A()∈"? by Lemma 7.11(4). Consequently any such rule (c)? enjoys also condition
(c:side) after augmenting the sentences A();¬A().
Let us examine heights in P′. By the de3nition of the sequent a0 :, heights are
unchanged in the right upper part P′ ↑ a3 of the new cut a1 with the cut formula A():
for any sequent c :J with a0⊂ c⊆ r, we have h(c′;P′)= h(c;P) for the node c′ of the
corresponding sequent A(); J. Namely c′= a3 ∗ u with c= a0 ∗ u. The same holds in
the left upper part below b1 : I . Namely for any sequent c :J with a0⊂ c⊆ b0 we have
h(c′;P′)= h(c;P) with c′ :J;¬A(), i.e., c′= a2 ∗ u and c= a0 ∗ u. The height of the
node for a0 : may be heightened: h(a0;P)¡g ⇒ h(a0;P)¡h(ai;P′)= g(i∈{2; 3}).
Furthermore in the upper part P′ ↑ b2l of b1l : Il heights may be lowered: If h(b0;P)¡
deg(∃x¡A(x)), then h(b2l;P′)= h(b0l;P′)= max{h(b0;P); g}¡h(b2;P). since g=
deg(A())¡deg(∃x¡A(x)) by Lemma 7.11(3). We have for i∈{2; 3}
h(a0;P) ¡  ⇔ g = h(ai;P′) ¡ 
and
h(b0;P) ¡  ⇔ h(bi;P) ¡ 
by De3nition 8.3(2). Therefore hypotheses in Lemma 9.8 are enjoyed in these parts
where heights may change.
Obviously we have
o(r′;P′) = o(r′1;P) ¡ o(r;P) & max{G(r′;P′);G()}6 G(r;P):
Therefore by putting "w = {A()}; "e = ∅, Ae =0; e =1 and Prdx =P ↑ a0; Qrdx =P ↑ r,
P" =P′ ↑ a3; Q" =P′ ↑ r′ in Replacement Lemma 9.17, the same holds up to a0 :.
Thus
o(a3;P′) ¡ o(a0;P) & G(a3;P′)6 G(a0;P): (40)
Consider the part P′ ↑ a2. We have by the Inversion Lemma 9.14 and Lemma 9.8,
o(b0l;P′) = o(b2l;P′)6 o(b2;P) ¡ o(b0;P) &
G(b0l;P′)6 max{G(b2;P);G();G(")}6 G(b0;P);
and any rules c : (c) which are above b1l : Il enjoy condition (c:bound).
By putting "w = {¬A()}; "e = ∅; Ae =0, e = 1 and Prdx =P ↑ a0; Qrdx =P ↑ b0l;
P" =P′ ↑ a2; Q" =P′ ↑ b0 in Replacement Lemma 9.17 we have
o(a2;P′) ¡ o(a0;P) & G(a2;P′)6 G(a0;P): (41)
Hence it remains to show o(a0;P′) ¡ o(a0;P). This follows from Lemma 9.7 and
(40), (41) as in M4 using the fact: max{2; 3}¡0 & (0 ∈ SC ∨∃g1¿g∃I[0 =
W’g1I])⇒ max{ W’g(2 +3); W’g(3 +2)}¡0. Thus we have shown that P′ is a proof
and o(P′)¡o(P).
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If A() is not an ∃-formula, then uppersequents of the new a1 : (cut) in P′ should
be interchanged:
Everything is seen similarly as above.
M6. The cut formula of b1: I is an unbounded formula of the form ∃x¡A(x) for
an 6E.
where a0 : denotes the uppermost sequent below b1 : I such that
h(a0;P)6 g := deg(A()):
Assuming that ¡ is true (otherwise eliminate the false neutral prime formula
¡) and A() is an ∃-formula let P′ be the following:
where b1l : Il denotes an (h)G with G=deg(∃x¡A(x))¿E and the subproof P′ ↑ b2l
is obtained from the subproof P ↑ b2 of P by inversion. By the rule b1l : (h)G
and deg(A())¡deg(∃x¡A(x)) we have h(b2l;P′)= h(b2;P) and hence o(b2l;P′)6
o(b2;P).
As in case M5.2 it suUces to show the following claim.
Claim 10.11. o(a0;P′)¡o(a0;P).
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Proof. As in case M5.2 we see max{o(a2 ∗ (0);P′); o(a3 ∗ (0);P′)}¡o(a0 ∗ (0);P),
where, e.g., a0 ∗ (0) denotes the node of the rule whose lowersequent is a0 :.
If A() is a bounded formula, then = E=  and Lemma 9.7 yields the Claim.
Suppose that A() is unbounded. Then g=deg(A())¿E, and hence by De3nition
8.3(2) we have h(a;P)¿E. Then there exist $; $l; $r and n; m; k¡! so that
o(a0;P) = !n($);
o(a2;P′) = !m($l);
o(a3;P′) = !m($r);
o(a0;P′) = !k(!m($l) + !m($r)) with n = k + m&m = 0
m =0 is seen from the de3nition of the sequent a0 : and Lemma 7.11(3), i.e.,
deg(A())¡deg(∃x¡A(x)).
By max{$l; $r}¡$ and m =0 we conclude the claim.
M7. The cut formula of b1 : I is one of the forms RA¡(; $; ); R
A(; ); A∨B: As
in case M6 use the Inversion Lemma 9.14 and Lemma 7.11.3 unless $¿ in the 3rst
case RA¡(; $; ). Then eliminate the false closed neutral prime $¡.
This completes a proof of Main Lemma 1.
Appendix A. Interpreting set theories in ordinal theories
Let F : Ord→L be a variant of G=odel’s surjective map from the class Ord of ordinals
to the constructible universe L. In this appendix we de3ne a "0-formulae b#a and a≡ b
in the language L1 which are equivalent to F(b)∈F(a) and F(a)=F(b), respectively.
The interpretation is obtained from Takeuti’s one [13] using a variant of fundamental
operations in [4].
Let T2 denote the theory obtained from the base theory T0 in Section 3 by adding
the axiom schema 2-re2ection: for any 2-formula A(u) with a parameter u:
A(u)→ ∃z(u ¡ z&Az):
First, we show the set theory KP! :=KP + In3nity is interpretable in T2. Then the
set theory KPM for recursively Mahlo universes is interpreted in T22.
Let q; r; ()i (i=0; 1) denote the inverses of functions ·; j, resp: b¿0⇒ a= b · qba+
rba& rba¡b; q0a=0; r0a= a and j((a)0; (a)1)= a. Graphs of these inverses are "0-
de3nable since max{qba; rba}6max{a; b} and max{(a)i : i=0; 1}6a, cf. Lemma B.9
in Appendix B. Furthermore, mathematical axioms yield existence and uniqueness
conditions for q; r; ()i. Hence we can use these inverses q; r; ()i freely in "0-
formulae.
Notation. Set Wqa= q15a& Wra= r15a. Thus a=15 Wqa+ Wra.
First, we de3ne fundamental operations Fi (16i¡15) on sets which generate the
constructible hierarchy and then a surjective map F : Ord→L.
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Denition A.1. Fundamental operations Fi (16i¡15).
1. F1(a0; a1) := {a0; a1} (unordered pair); b∈F1(a0; a1)⇔ b= a0 ∨ b= a1.
2. F2(a) := {a} (singleton); b∈F2(a)⇔ b= a.
3. F3(a0; a1) := 〈a0; a1〉= {{a0}; {a0; a1}} (ordered pair);
b∈F3(a0; a1)⇔b=F2(a0)∨ b=F1(a0; a1).
4. F4(a0; a1) := a0×a1 (Cartesian product);
b∈F4(a0; a1)⇔∃x∈ a0∃y∈ a1[b=F3(x; y)].
5. F5(a) :=
⋃
a; b∈F5(a)⇔∃x∈ a[b∈ x].
6. F6(a0; a1) := a0 − a1 = {x∈ a0 : x ∈ a1}.
7. F7(a0; a1; a2) := dom((a0×a1)∩ a2)= {x∈ a0 :∃y∈ a1(〈x; y〉 ∈ a2)}.
8. F8(a0; a1; a2) := rng((a0×a1)∩ a2)= {y∈ a1 :∃x∈ a0(〈x; y〉 ∈ a2)}.
9. F9(a0; a1; a2) := {a0; 〈a1; a2〉};
b∈F9(a0; a1; a2)⇔ b= a0 ∨ b=F3(a1; a2).
10. F10(a0; a1; a2) := 〈a0; a1; a2〉 := 〈a0; 〈a1; a2〉〉= {F2(a0); F9(a0; a1; a2)}.
11. F11(a0; a1; a2; a3) := {〈u; v; w〉∈a1×a2×a3 :〈u; v〉∈a0} where b×c×d := b×(c×d);
b∈F11(a0; a1; a2; a3)⇔
∃u∈ a1∃v∈ a2∃w∈ a3[b=F10(u; v; w)&F3(u; v)∈ a0].
12. F12(a0; a1; a2; a3) := {〈u; w; v〉 ∈ a1×a2×a3 : 〈u; v〉 ∈ a0};
b∈F12(a0; a1; a2; a3)⇔
∃u∈ a1∃w∈ a2∃v∈ a3[b=F10(u; w; v)&F3(u; v)∈ a0].
13. F13(a0; a1) := {〈u; v〉 ∈ a0×a1 : u∈ v};
b∈F13(a0; a1)⇔∃u∈ a0∃v∈ a1[b=F3(u; v)& u∈ v].
14. F14(a0; a1) := {〈u; v〉 ∈ a0×a1 : u= v};
b∈F14(a0; a1)⇔∃u∈ a0∃v∈ a1[b=F3(u; v)& u= v].
Remark. These operations are familiar in the literature, e.g., [4] except Fi for i=2, 3,
9, 10. These are de3nable from F1 and redundant to generate constructible sets. The
redundancy and the arrangement of operations Fi allow us to construct each element in
the set F(a) earlier than the construction of F(a), cf. Proposition A.5 and Lemma A.8.
Let Lset denote the language of set theory whose constants are ∈ and =. The
Equality axioms are axioms saying= is an equivalent relation and
a = b& x ∈ a → x ∈ b; (A.1)
a = b& a ∈ x → b ∈ x: (A.2)
The axiom of Extensionality is
∀x ∈ a(x ∈ b)&∀x ∈ b(x ∈ a)→ a = b: (A.3)
In the following Proposition A.2, KPF denotes a set theory whose language LsetF
is obtained from Lset by adding function constants Fi (16i¡15) and whose axioms
are obtained from those of the theory KP! by deleting pair, union and "0-separation
and adding de3ning axioms for Fi. Equality axioms for augmented function constants
Fi are included in KPF. Then an inspection to the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [4, p. 64]
shows the following proposition.
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Proposition A.2. Let A(a1; : : : ; an) be a "0-formula in the language Lset whose free
variables are among the list a1; : : : ; an. For each i (16i¡n) there is a term T of n
arguments built from function constants F1; : : : ; F14 so that
KPF 
T(a; a1; : : : ; ai−1; ai+1; : : : ; an) = {ai ∈ a : A(a1; : : : ; an)}:
Thus the de3ning axioms for Fi imply pair, union and "0-separation (and also the
existence of Cartesian product).
Denition A.3. (1) For a 3nite sequence a0; : : : ; an (n¿0) of ordinals let J (a0; : : : ; an)
denote the ordinal de3ned recursively as follows: for the bijective pairing function j
ful3lling (2) and n¿0
J (a0) = a0; J (a0; : : : ; an) = j(a0; J (a1; : : : ; an)):
Observe that for a given ordinal a and an n¿0 there exists a unique 3nite sequence
a0; : : : ; an of ordinals such that a= J (a0; : : : ; an).
(2) Let a be an ordinal such that Wra= i¿0 and n + 1 the arity of the operation
Fi (06n63). Then a0; : : : ; an denotes the 3nite sequence of ordinals satisfying
Wqa = J (a0; : : : ; an):
(3) For an i with 16i¡15, let n + 1 be the arity of the operation Fi. Then for
ordinals a0; : : : ; an put
Fi(a0; : : : ; an) := 15J (a0; : : : ; an) + i: (A.4)
Observe that the following is provable in the base theory T0 using the axioms
ai6j(a0; a1):
∀i 6 n(ai 6 J (a0; : : : ; an))
and hence
Wra = 0⇒ ∀i 6 n(ai 6 J (a0; : : : ; an) = Wqa ¡ a): (A.5)
Denition A.4. F : Ord→L denotes the surjective map de3ned as follows:
1.
Wra = 0⇒ F(a) = {F(b) : b ¡ a}:
2.
Wra = i ¿ 0⇒ F(a) = Fi(F(a0); : : : ; F(an)):
Proposition A.5. ∀a∈Ord∀x∈F(a)∃b∈Ord[b¡a& x=F(b)].
Proof. By induction on a∈Ord. Suppose x∈F(a) and Wra= i¿0.
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Case 1: i ∈ {3; 4; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14}. Consider the case i=1. Then x=F(a0)∨ x=
F(a1). By IH we have x=F(b) for some ordinal b6max{a0; a1}¡15J (a0; a1)+1= a
by (A.5). Other cases are similarly seen.
Case 2: i∈{3; 9; 10}. Consider the case i=3. Then x=F2(F(a0))=F(15a0+2)∨ x=
F1(F(a0); F(a1))=F(15J (a0; a1)+1). By a06J (a0; a1) we have max{15a0+2; 15J (a0;
a1) + 1}¡15J (a0; a1) + 3= a.
For the case i=9 F3(F(a1); F(a2))=F(15J (a1; a2) + 3) is constructed earlier than
F(a)=F(15J (a0; a1; a2) + 9), and for the case i=10 F2(F(a0))=F(15a0 + 2) and
F9(F(a0); F(a1); F(a2))=F(15J (a0; a1; a2) + 9) are constructed earlier than F10(F(a0);
F(a1); F(a2))=F(15J (a0; a1; a2) + 10).
Case 3: i∈{4; 11; 12; 13; 14}. Consider the case i=4. Then x=F3(u0; u1) for some
ui ∈F(ai) (i=0; 1). By IH pick ordinals bi¡ai so that ui =F(bi).
Then x=F3(F(b0); F(b1))=F(15J (b0; b1)+3). J (b0; b1)¡J (a0; a1) yields 15J (b0; b1)
+ 3¡15J (a0; a1) + 4. We are done.
For the case i=11; 12 use F10, and use F3 for the case i∈{13; 14}.
Now the roˆle of redundant fundamental operations Fi (i=2; 3; 9; 10) is clear from our
proof of Proposition A.5. Suppose we discard these operations and rede3ne F . Then try
to prove the proposition for F(a)=F4(F(a0); F(a1))=F(a0)×F(a1): If Wra=4 2 and
x= 〈u0; u1〉 ∈F(a0)×F(a1), then x= {{u0}; {u0; u1}}=F1(F1(u0; u0); F1(u0; u1)).
Even if we assume ui =F(bi) for some ordinals bi¡ai, it may be the case b=15j(15j
(b0; b0) + 1; 15j(b0; b1) + 1) + 1¿15j(a0; a1) + 4= a with x=F(b).
To avoid this obstacle we introduced operations F2; F3 before F4. In other words, we
construct {x} and 〈x; y〉 prior to one of x×y. For the same reason F9(a; b; c)= {a; 〈b; c〉}
is introduced before F10(a; b; c)= {{a}; {a; 〈b; c〉}}, and F10 before F11; F12.
We are going to de3ne by recursion on ordinals a predicate E such that the following
hold for ordinals a; b:
F(a) = F(b) ⇔ E(min{a; b};max{a; b})
and
[b ¡ a&E(a; b)⇒ F(b) ∈ F(a)]& [x ∈ F(a)⇒ ∃b ¡ a(x = F(b)&E(a; b))]:
Therefore
F(b) ∈ F(a)⇔ ∃c ¡ a(E(min{b; c};max{b; c})&E(a; c)):
This motivates the following de3nitions.
For a unary predicate X set
X (a; b) :⇔ X (j(a; b));
a ≡X b :⇔ X (min{a; b};max{a; b});
b#˙X a :⇔ b ¡ a&X (a; b);
b#X a :⇔ ∃x(x#˙X a& x ≡X b)⇔ ∃x ¡ a(X (a; x)& x ≡X b):
2 This should be replaced by Wra=2 since F2; F3 are absent.
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Next, we de3ne "0-formulae HXi (a; b) (16i¡15) in the language L0 ∪{X }, each
of which implies F(b)∈Fi(F(a0); : : : ; F(an)) provided that a≡X b is equivalent to
F(a)=F(b) and b#X a to F(b)∈F(a), cf. De3nition A.1.
Denition A.6. Formulae HXi (a; b) (16i¡15).
Let X be a unary predicate. Set
1. HX1 (a; b) :⇔ b ≡X a0 ∨ b ≡X a1.
2. HX2 (a; b) :⇔ b ≡X a0.
3. HX3 (a; b) :⇔ b ≡X F2(a0)∨ b ≡X F1(a0; a1), cf. (A.4) in De3nition 4.3.
4. HX4 (a; b) :⇔∃x#˙X a0∃y#˙X a1[b≡X F3(x; y)].
5. HX5 (a; b) :⇔∃x#˙X a0[b#˙X x].
6. HX6 (a; b) :⇔b#˙X a0 &¬ (b#X a1).
7. HX7 (a; b) :⇔b#˙X a0 &∃x#˙X a1[F3(b; x)#X a2].
8. HX8 (a; b) :⇔b#˙X a1 &∃x#˙X a0[F3(x; b)#X a2].
9. HX9 (a; b) :⇔b≡X a0 ∨ b≡X F3(a1; a2).
10. HX10(a; b) : b≡X F2(a0)∨ b≡X F9(a0; a1; a2).
11. HX11(a; b) :⇔∃u#˙X a1∃v#˙X a2∃w#˙X a3[b≡X F10(u; v; w)&F3(u; v)#X a0].
12. HX12(a; b) :⇔∃u#˙X a1∃w#˙X a2∃v#˙X a3[b≡X F10(u; w; v)&F3(u; v)#X a0].
13. HX13(a; b) :⇔∃u#˙X a0∃v#˙X a1[b≡X F3(u; v)& u#X v].
14. HX14(a; b) :⇔∃u#˙X a0∃v#˙X a1[b≡X F3(u; v)& u≡X v].
Let E(X; a) denote a "0-formula in L0 ∪{X } such that the base theory T0 proves
the following formulae (A.6)–(A.8) for the predicate constant E ∈L1 de3ned from E
by
E(a)⇔ E(E¡a; a)
with
E¡a = {b ¡ a :E(b)}:
Putting c= j(a; b) and E(a; b) :⇔E(j(a; b))
1.
b ¡ a& Wra = 0→ E(a; b): (A.6)
2. For each i with 16i615
b ¡ a& Wra = i → [E(a; b)↔ HE¡ci (a; b)]: (A.7)
3.
a6 b → [E(a; b)↔ ∀x ¡ b{x#E¡ca ↔ x#E¡cb}]: (A.8)
Now we de3ne the "0-formulae a≡ b and b#a which are equivalent to F(b)=F(a)
and F(a)∈F(b), respectively.
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Denition A.7. b#a, a≡ b and A∗.
1.
a ≡ b :⇔ a ≡E b ⇔ E(min{a; b};max{a; b}): (A.9)
2.
b#˙a :⇔ b#˙Ea ⇔ b ¡ a&E(a; b):
3.
b#a :⇔ b#Eb ⇔ ∃x#˙a(x ≡ b)
⇔∃x ¡ a(E(a; x)&E(min{x; b};max{x; b})): (A.10)
4. For a formula A in the language Lset F A∗ denotes the formula obtained from
A by replacing the predicate constant ∈ by #; =by≡ and the function constant
Fi (16i¡15) by Fi, respectively. A∗ is a formula in the language L1.
Note that if A is a n-formula, then so is A∗.
Recall that KPF denotes the Kripke–Platek set theory KP! in the language Lset F
with de3ning axioms for Fi and deleted pair, union and "0-separation, viz. axioms
of KPF are equality axioms, extensionality, de3ning axioms for Fi, "0-collection and
foundation schema:
∀x(∀y ∈ xA(y)→ A(x))→ ∀xA(x):
By Proposition A.2 KP! is a subtheory of KPF. We show the
Lemma A.8.
KPF 
 A ⇒ T2 
 A∗:
In what follows argue in T2. First we establish equality axioms
∗ for =;∈ and exten-
sionality∗. These are seen as in [13].
Proposition A.9. (1) ≡ is re)exive and symmetric: a≡ a and a≡ b⇒ b≡ a. Hence
we have b#˙a→ b#a.
(2) a≡ b⇔∀x¡max{a; b}(x#a↔ x#b).
(3) a≡ b⇔∀x(x#a↔ x#b). Hence translations (A:1)∗ and (A:3)∗ of one half of
Equality axiom for ∈ and Extensionality follow.
(4) ≡ is transitive: a≡ b& b≡ c⇒ a≡ c.
(5) a≡ b& a#x⇔ b#x, i.e., translation (A:2)∗ of the remaining half of Equality
axiom for ∈ follows.
Proof. (1) This is seen from min{a; a}≡ a& min{a; b}= {b; a}, and similarly for max.
(2) First show that max{j(a; y); j(b; y); j(x; y); j(y; x)}¡j(a; b) if a6b& x¡b&
y¡b. From this we see for c= j(a; b), if a6b& x¡b, then x#E¡ca⇔ x#Ea⇔ x#a and
x#E¡cb⇔ x#b. Hence we have
a ≡ b ⇔ ∀x ¡ max{a; b}(x#E¡ca ↔ x#E¡cb)⇔ ∀x ¡ max{a; b}(x#a ↔ x#b):
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(3) By induction on c it suUces to show
∀a; b ¡ c[a ≡ b ⇔ ∀x ¡ c(x#a ↔ x#b)]:
Suppose a; b¡c. By Proposition A.9(2) it suUces to show ∀x[max{a; b}6x¡c→ (x#a
↔ x#b)] assuming a≡ b. Assume a≡ b, max{a; b}6x¡c and x#b. We show x#a.
x#a→ x#b is seen similarly.
By de3nition (A.10) we have x≡y#˙b for some y¡b6max{a; b}6x. By Proposition
A.9(1) we have y#˙b→y#b. Thus x≡y#b&y¡max{a; b} and hence y#a by Proposi-
tion A.9(2). Again by the de3nition we have x≡y≡ z#˙a for some z¡a6max{a; b}6x.
Now it suUces to show x≡z, i.e., ∀u¡x(u#x↔ u#z) by Proposition A.9(2). x≡y
yields ∀u¡x(u#x↔ u#y). On the other hand we have by IH, max{y; z}¡x¡c, y≡ z⇒
∀u¡x(u#y↔ u#z) We are done.
(4) This follows from Proposition A.9(3).
(5) Suppose a≡ b& a#x. Then a≡ c#˙x for some c¡x. By Proposition (4) ≡ is
transitive and hence b≡ c#˙x, i.e., b#x.
Proposition A.10. b¡a& Wra= i¿0⇒ [E(a; b)↔HEi (a; b)].
Proof. Suppose b¡a& Wra= i¿0. Then by (48) E(a; b)↔HE¡ci (a; b) with c := j(a; b).
Thus it suUces to show
HE¡ci (a; b)↔ HEi (a; b): (A.11)
Case 1: i∈{1; 2; 5; 6}. Consider the case i=1. Then (A.11) follows from
max{j(min{b; ai};max{b; ai}): i=0; 1}¡j(a; b)= c, which is seen from (A.5), max{b;
ai}¡a.
Case 2: i=3. First, we have for Wqa= J (a0; a1), F2(a0)= 15a0 + 2¡15 Wqa+3= a&
F1(a0; a1)= 15 Wqa+ 1¡15 Wqa+ 3= a. Hence
j(min{b;F2(a0)}, max{b;F2(a0)})¡j(a; b)= c and
j(min{b;F1(a0; a1)}, max{b;F1(a0; a1)})¡c.
Case 3: i∈{4; 13; 14}: Use the following fact: x¡a0 &y¡a1→F3(x; y)=
15j(x; y) + 3¡15j(a0; a1) + 46a.
Case 4: i∈{7; 8; 9}. Assume either (x¡a0 &y¡a1) or (x= a1 &y= a2). Then
J (x; y)6J (a0; a1; a2). Hence for Wqa= J (a0; a1; a2) we have F3(x; y)= 15J (x; y) + 3¡
15 Wqa+ 76a.
Case 5: i=10. By F9(a0; a1; a2)= 15J (a0; a1; a2) + 9¡15J (a0; a1; a2) + 10= a.
Case 6: i∈{11; 12}. This follows from the fact: if u¡a1 & v¡a2 &w¡a3, then
F10(u; v; w)= 15J (u; v; w) + 10¡15J (a0; a1; a2; a3) + 116a and F3(u; v)= 15J (u; v) +
3¡a.
Now we show the de3ning axiom and Equality axiom for Fi by induction on i¡15.
Lemma A.11. The translations of the de;ning axioms for Fi are as follows:
1. (F1): If Wra=1, then
b#F1(a0; a1)⇔ b ≡ a0 ∨ b ≡ a1:
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2. (F2): If Wra=2, then
b#F2(a0)⇔ b ≡ a0:
3. (F3): If Wra=3, then
b#F3(a0; a1)⇔ b ≡F2(a0) ∨ b ≡F1(a0; a1):
4. (F4): If Wra=4, then
b#F4(a0; a1)⇔ ∃x#a0∃y#a1(b ≡F3(x; y)):
5. (F5): If Wra=5, then
b#F5(a0)⇔ ∃x#a0(b#x):
6. (F6): If Wra=6, then
b#F6(a0; a1)⇔ b#a0 & (b#a1):
7. (F7): If Wra=7, then
b#F7(a0; a1; a2)⇔ b#a0 &∃x#a1(F3(b; x)#a2):
8. (F8): If Wra=8, then
b#F8(a0; a1; a2)⇔ b#a1 &∃x#a0(F3(x; b)#a2):
9. (F9): If Wra=9, then
b#F9(a0; a1; a2)⇔ b ≡ a0 ∨ b ≡F3(a1; a2):
10. (F10): If Wra=10, then
b#F10(a0; a1; a2)⇔ b ≡F2(a0) ∨ b ≡F9(a0; a1; a2):
11. (F11): If Wra=11, then
b#F11(a0; a1; a2; a3)⇔ ∃u#a1∃v#a2∃w#a3[b ≡F10(u; v; w)&F3(u; v)#a0]:
12. (F12): If Wra=12, then
b#F12(a0; a1; a2; a3)⇔ ∃u#a1∃w#a2∃v#a3[b ≡F10(u; w; v)&F3(u; v)#a0]:
13. (F13): If Wra=13, then
b#F13(a0; a1)⇔ ∃u#a0∃v#a1[b ≡F3(u; v)& u#v]:
14. (F14): If Wra=14, then
b#F14(a0; a1)⇔ ∃u#a0∃v#a1[b ≡F3(u; v)& u ≡ v]:
Let n + 1 denote the arity of the operation Fi. The Equality axiom for Fi is
translated as:
a0 ≡ b0 & · · ·& an = bn ⇒Fi(a0; : : : ; an) ≡Fi(b0; : : : ; bn):
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Proof. By induction on i¡15.
First note that de3ning axioms and Equality axioms for any Fj (j¡i) implies Equal-
ity axiom for Fi by Proposition A.9(3) (Extensionality) and Proposition A.9.4 (transi-
tivity).
In each case we have by Proposition A.10 b#a⇔∃⊆ #˙a(b≡ c)⇔∃c¡a(HEi (a; c)&
b≡ c) for i= Wra¿0. Thus from c#˙a→ c#a, Propositions A.9(1) and (4) (transitivity),
(half (A.2) of Equality axiom) we see that b#a implies the RHS. Conversely assuming
the RHS we show b#a. By Equality axioms for any Fj (j¡i) we can replace the
existential quanti3ers ∃x#a0, etc. by ∃x#˙a0 for the cases i∈{4; 5; 7; 8; 11; 12; 13; 14}.
Therefore in these cases we have ∃c¡a(HEi (a; c)& b≡c) for i= Wra. For the cases
i∈{F2(a0);F1(a0; a1)} from the re2exivity and the proof of Proposition A.10. We are
done.
Next, we show Foundation Schema (∀x(∀y∈ xA(y)→A(x))→∀xA(x))∗: Assume
(∀x(∀y∈ xA(y)→A(x)))∗, i.e., ∀x(∀y#xA∗(y)→A∗(x)). By the inference rule (ind) in
T0 it suUces to show
∀x(∀z ¡ xA∗(z)→ A∗(x)):
Suppose ∀z¡xA∗(z) for a given x. By the assumption it suUces to show ∀y#xA∗(y).
Assume y#x. We show A∗(y). Pick a z¡x so that y≡z#˙x. By the supposition we have
A∗(z)& z≡y. Since A∗ is an interpreted formula of a set-theoretic formula A, Equality
axiom yields A∗(y) as desired.
Next, we show "0-collection and in3nity can be interpreted.
Proposition A.12. Let A be an instance of "0-collection or in;nity. Then
T2 
 A∗:
Proof. Let B be a "0-formula in the language Lset F and assume that ∀x#a∃yB∗(x; y).
Then
∀x∃z∃y ¡ z[(x#a → B∗(x; y))& x ¡ z]:
Observe that B∗ is a "0-formula in L1 since x#y; x≡y are "0. By 2-re2ection pick
a c¿a so that
∀x ¡ c∃z ¡ c∃y ¡ z[(x#a → B∗(x; y))& x ¡ z]:
Therefore c is a limit ordinal, a fortiori Wrc=0. Hence we have by (A.6)
Wrc=0&y¡c→E(c; y) and hence y”c: (A.11)
From this, Extensionality and a¡c we get ∀x”a∃y”cB∗(x; y) as desired.
In3nity, i.e., ∃a[∃x(x”a)&∀x”a∃y”a(x”y)] is seen similarly.
This completes a proof of Lemma A.8.
Remark. In fact, the interpretation is a faithful one in the following sense.
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Proposition A.13.
KP!+V = L 
 A ⇔ T2 
 A∗:
Let us give a sketch of the proof of Proposition A.13. Let A be a set-theoretic sen-
tence. First suppose T2 
A∗. Since 2-re2ection in T2, i.e., on ordinals is provable in
KP!, we have KP!
A+, where A+ denotes the set-theoretic sentence obtained from A∗
by replacing every quanti3er Qx(Q∈{∀;∃}) by Qx∈Ord. Now by trans3nite induction
on the ordinal j(a; b) we can show KP!
∀a∈Ord∀b∈Ord[(a”b↔F(a)∈F(b)) &
(a≡ b↔F(a)=F(b))], and hence KP! + V=L
A↔A+ by the axiom of
Constructibility V=L. Therefore we have KP! + V=L
A. For the converse
direction it suUces to show that the interpretation validates the axiom of Constructibi-
lity: T2 
 (V=L)∗. Let V=L denote the 2-sentence ∀a∃∈Ord(a=F()), where
F : Ord→L denotes the -map de3ned in De3nition A.4. Let Ord∗(x) denote the
translation (Ord(x))∗ (a "0-predicate in the language L1 of theories of ordinals) of
Ord(x), and F∗ the translation of F in L1. By Lemma A.8 T2 proves the translation
of the de3ning axioms for F in De3nition A.4. Therefore we can prove by induction
on ordinals a that T2 
∀a∃(Ord∗()&F∗()≡ a), 3 which shows T2 
 (V=L)∗.
It remains to show KPM in [11] is interpretable in T22. The language of KPM is
de3ned to be LAd =Lset ∪{Ad}. The axioms of KPM are obtained from axioms KP
in this language LAd by adding the schema 2-re2ection on Ad: for any 2-formula
A(u) with a parameter u
A(u)→ ∃z(Ad(z)& u∈ z&Az)
and axioms Ad1–Ad3 for the predicate Ad.
1. Ad1 says that if Ad(a), then a is transitive and contains an in3nite set.
Ad(a)→ Tran(a)&∃x ∈ a(x is an in3nite set);
where Tran(a)⇔∀x∈ a∀y∈ x(y∈ a).
2. Ad2 says that sets satisfying the predicate Ad are linearly ordered by ∈.
Ad(a)&Ad(b)→ (a ∈ b ∨ a = b ∨ b∈ a):
3. Ad3 says that if Ad(a), then (a;∈) is a model of KP, i.e., Pair, Union, "0-Separation
and "0-Collection hold in (relativized to) a.
First we have to interpret the formula Ad(a). Set
(Ad(a))∗ :⇔ Ad∗(a) :⇔ ∃c6 a(c ≡ a&Ad(c)):
Note here that Ad in the LHS is the predicate constant in LAd while Ad in the RHS is
the constant in the language L(T22) of the theory T22. Note that Ad
∗ is a "0-formula.
3 Simultaneously show that  can be chosen so that for any i¡15 Wra= i iX Wr∗= i∗, where i∗ is the ith
element in the class Ord∗ and Wr∗ is the analogue to Wr in Ord∗.
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First of all we have to show Ad∗ enjoys the Equality axiom:
a ≡ b&Ad∗(a)→ Ad∗(b):
Assume a≡ b and c≡ a&Ad(c) for some c6a. If c6b, then we are done. Suppose
b¡c. By Ad(c) c is a limit ordinal and hence Wrc=0. By (A.12) in the proof of
Proposition A.12 we have ∀y¡c(y”c). Then we would have b”c≡ a≡ b and hence
b”b. Surely KP
 x =∈ x and hence by Lemma A.8 T2 
¬ (b”b). Thus this is not the
case. We have shown that
Wrc = 0& c ≡ b → c6 b:
(2-re2ection on Ad)∗; (Ad(a)→∃x∈ a(x is an in3nite set))∗ and (Ad3)∗ are seen
similarly in Lemma A.8. For (Ad(a)→Tran(a))∗ it suUces to show Ad(c)→Tran∗(c)
with Tran∗(c)⇔∀x”c∀y”x(y”c). This follows from Wrc=0→Tran∗(c) using (A.12).
Finally consider the linearity axiom (Ad2)∗. This follows readily from the linearity of
the ordinals and (A.12) again.
Thus we have shown the
Theorem A.14. For a formula A in the language LAd = {∈;=;Ad} of KPM let A∗ de-
note the formula in L(T22) obtained by replacing ∈=Ad by "0-predicates #;≡;Ad∗,
respectively. Then
KPM 
 A ⇒ T22 
 A∗:
Also if A is a n-formula, then so is A∗.
Observe that Proposition A.13 holds when Foundation Schema and trans3nite induc-
tion are restricted to n-formulae for any n¿1. Also we see that the interpretation is
faithful between KPM + V=L and T22.
Appendix B. Computing the G0odel pairing function j and its inverses
Let j denote the G=odel bijective pairing function on the class of the ordinals:
j(0; 1)¡j(0; 1)⇔ = max{0; 1}¡max{0; 1}=  or
= & 1¡1 or
= & 1 = 1 & 0¡0:
Also let ()0 and ()1 denote the inverses of the function j:
(j(0; 1))i = i (i = 0; 1)& j(()0; ()1) = :
In this appendix we give an explicit computation of these functions.
Let 1 denote an elementary recursive notation system of ordinals. Small greek letters
; ; : : : denote the elements in 1. We assume that the order type of 1 is a multiplica-
tive principal number. Let +; · denote the addition and the multiplication on 1, resp.
Furthermore, we assume that it admits decompositions in Cantor normal forms.
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We show that the functions j; ()0; ()1 are computable from these apparatus. Specif-
ically suppose a system
W1 = 〈1;¡; 0; 1;+; ·; Decom+; Decom!; Sub+; Sub!〉
is given so that the following conditions are ful3lled:
1. 1 is a set of natural numbers with 0; 1∈1.
2. +; · are binary functions on 1.
3. ¡ is a linear ordering on 1. 0 is the least element, 1 is the least element bigger
than 0.
Let Decr(1) denote the set of non-increasing sequences (0; : : : ; n−1) (0¿ · · ·¿
n−1; n¿0).
4. Decom+ is a function from 1 to Decr(1). Let lh+() denote the length of the
sequence Decom+(). Intuitively Decom+ is the function, given an , yielding the
non-increasing sequence (0; : : : ; n−1) of additive principal numbers i such that
= 0 + · · ·+ n−1. Speci3cally
(a) Decom+(0) is the empty sequence, Decom+(1)= (1) and if Decom+()= (0;
: : : ; n−1), then ∀i¡n[lh+(i)= 1]. Let P := {∈1 : lh+()= 1}, and =NF+
0 + · · ·+ n−1 designate Decom+()= (0; : : : ; n−1).
Assume =NF+ 0 + · · ·+ n−1 and =NF+ 0 + · · ·+ m−1.
(b) ¡ iX either Decom+() is an end extension of Decom+() or there exists
an i¡min{n; m} such that i¡i and ∀j¡i(j = j).
(c) Let i= max{i6n : i−1¿0}. Then +=NF+ 0+· · ·+i−1+0+· · ·+m−1,
i.e., Decom+(+ )= (0; : : : ; i−1; 0; : : : ; m−1).
(d) Sub+ is a function, given ∈1 and natural numbers i; j such that i6j¡n=
lh+(); Sub+(; i; j) is an element in 1 such that Sub+(; i; j)=NF+ i+· · ·+j.
5. Decom! is a function from P to 1. Intuitively Decom!(!)= . Thus Decom!(1)=
0 and ¡⇔Decom!()¡Decom!() for ; ∈P. Let =NF !0 + · · · + !n−1
designate =NF+ 0 + · · ·+ n−1 and ∀i¡n[i =Decom!(i)].
For a natural number k and a $∈P, let $ · k :=NF+ $+ · · ·+ $︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
∈1.
For natural numbers k0; : : : ; kn−1 let =NF!
∑
i¡n !
i · ki designate =NF+ 0 ·
k0 + · · ·+n−1 · kn−1; ∀i¡n[i =Decom!(i)] and 0¿ · · ·¿n−1. Assume =NF!∑
i¡n !
i · ki. Then  · k := + · · ·+ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
=NF! !0 · (k0k) +
∑
0¡i¡n !
i · ki.
Let =NF !0 + · · · + !m−1 , and k denote the number #{i¡m : i =0}. Then
 · =NF !0+0 + · · ·+ !0+m−1−k +  · k.
Clearly we have  · (!0 + · · ·+ !0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
)=  · k for natural numbers k.
6. Sub! is a function, given ∈P and natural numbers i; j such that i6j¡n= lh+()
with =Decom!()=NF+ 0 + · · ·+n−1; Sub!(; i; j) is an element in P such that
Sub+(; i; j)=Decom!(Sub!(; i; j)). Intuitively Sub!(!0+···+n−1 ; i; j)=!i+···+j .
NB. Note that well foundedness of (1;¡) is not assumed.
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From these assumptions we have the following:
1. The subtraction  −  can be de3ned from Sub+ as follows. Let i be the maximal
i such that ∀j¡ i(j = j). Then  −  := Sub+(; i; n − 1)=NF i + · · · + n−1 if
6. Otherwise set −  := 0. Then  + (− )=  if 6.
2. Let ∈M :⇔ =NF !! ⇔ ∈P&Decom!()∈P.
3. Given ¿0 and  we can de3ne the quotient $ and the remainder B of  by : = ·
$+B with B¡ = 0 as follows. Assume =NF!
∑
i¡n !
i ·pi and =NF!
∑
i¡m !
i ·
qi (m¿0). First let i be the minimum such that i60. If n−1¿0, then put i= n.
Let $0 :=NF!
∑
j¡i !
j−0 · pj. Note that such a $ exists in 1 by Sub! and closure
under addition. Then  −  · $0 =NF!
∑
j¿i !
j · pj. Let k denote the number such
that  · k6−  · $0¡ · (k + 1). Then putting $ := $0 + k; B := (−  · $0)−  · k
we have =  · $+ B& B¡.
We denote the quotient $ by q and the remainder B by r. For the case =0
put q0 := 0; r0 := . Then we have =  ·q+ r; q6 and ¿0⇒ r¡.
4. 6⇒ + $6 + $ and ¡⇒ $+ ¡$+ .
Observe that the subtraction and the division are done in an elementary way on the
system W1= 〈1;¡; 0; 1;+; ·; Decom+; Decom!; Sub+; Sub!〉: these functions are elemen-
tary recursive in the system W1 assuming elementary recursive encoding and decoding
schema for 3nite sequences of natural numbers. Thus if the oracle W1 itself is elemen-
tary recursive, then so are the subtraction and the division. We show the same holds
for the pairing function j and its inverses ()i (i=0; 1).
Note that the systems O() and Od() of ordinal diagrams can be easily seen
to enjoy this elementary recursiveness condition since the set O() and the relation
¡ on O() are shown to be P-time acceptable in [3] under a suitable encoding of
ordinal diagrams. Therefore j; ()0; ()1 are elementary recursive functions on Od().
From this we see that everything done in this paper except well foundedness of Od()
is formalizable in elementary recursive arithmetic.
We want to de3ne j as follows:
j(; ) =
{
f() + ;  ¿ ;
f() +  + ; 6 
for a function f on 1 such that f()= j(; 0).
Bijectivity of j forces us to have f(0)= 0; f(+1)=f()+·2+1; f(.)= sup{f($) :
$¡.} for a limit .. Some calculations yield the following de3nition of f:
Denition B.1. Let f be a function on 1 de3ned as follows:
1. The case ¡!: f() := 2.
2. The case =!0¿!:
f(!0 ) :=
{
!!
·(2p−1) if 0 = ! · p&0 ¡ p ¡ !;
!0·2 = 2 otherwise:
3. Otherwise: Let  be of the form
 = !0 · (1 + k0) + B+ l;
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where
0 ¡ 0; 06 k0; l ¡ !;∃B0(B = ! · B0 ¡ !0 ) and ¬(k0 = l = B = 0):
Put
f() := f(!0 ) + $;
where $ is de3ned by
$ := !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B+ !0 · (1 + k0)2l+ B · sg(l) + l
with sg(l)=
{
0 if l=0;
1 if l¿0:
Proposition B.2. (1) f()=  if ∈{0}∪M .
(2) f(+ 1)=f() +  · 2 + 1.
(3) f(+)=f()+· if 1¡∈P and  meshes with , i.e.,  = 0& +=  # 
for the natural sum (commutative sum) of  and .
(4) f(!+)=f(!) + !·2+ =!·2+ for ∈P if  meshes with .
(5) f()62 +  · l62 · 2 for the remainder l of  by !, i.e., ∃1(=! · 1 +
l)& l¡!. Furthermore f(!0 )6f()¡!0·2+1 if =NF
∑
i¡n !
i .
(6) f is (strictly) monotonic: ¡⇒f()¡f().
(7) ¡⇒f() +  · 2¡f().
(8) 6f().
Proof. We prove only the items which will be needed later. In the proofs of (2), (5)
and (8) we assume that ¿! and =!0 ·(1+k0)+B+l with 0¡0; 06k0; l¡!;∃B0
(B=!B0¡!0 ) since the cases ¡! are clear.
(2) We have f()=  + B · sg(l) + l&f( + 1)=  + !0 · (1 + k0)2 + B + l + 1
for =f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B + !0 · (1 + k0)2l. Since B¡!0 ∈P, we have
B + l + !0 · (1 + k0)=!0 · (1 + k0), and hence  · 2=!0 · (1 + k0)2 + B + l and
f() +  · 2 + 1=  + !0 · (1 + k0)2 + B+ l+ 1=f(+ 1).
B.2.5. Let l be the remainder of  by !. We show f()62 +  · l. Clearly
f(!0 )6!0·2 and hence f()6+ B · sg(l)+ l for =!0·2 · (1+ k0)+!0 · B+!0 ·
(1+ k0)2l. On the other hand we have 2 +  · l= + B+ l. By sg(l)61 we conclude
f()62 +  · l.
(6) Assume ¡. Obviously we have !6⇒!6f(). Therefore we can assume
¿!. We show
0 ¡ 0 ⇒ !0·2 ¡ f(!0 ) ∈ P:
Then if =NF
∑
i¡n !
i¡
∑
i¡m !
i =  by 0¡0, then Proposition (5) yields f()
¡f(). The other cases are easily seen.
Now suppose 0¡0. If f(!0 ) =!0·2, then clearly we have the assertion. Sup-
pose f(!0 ) =!!
$·(2p−1) with 0 =!$ ·p&0¡p¡!. It suUces to show that 0 · 2¡
!$ ·(2p−1). By 0¡0 we have 06!$ ·(p−1)+1 for some 1¡!$. Hence 0 ·26
!$ · 2(p− 1) + 1¡!$ · (2p− 1) by 2(p− 1)¡2p− 1. We are done.
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(7) Assume ¡. Then + 16. Hence by Propositions (2), (6) we have f() +
 · 2¡f(+ 1)6f().
(8) By p62p − 1 for 0¡p¡! we have !06f(!0 )∈P. Hence we have by
! · $¿$&(1 + k0)l¿l
f() = f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B+ !0 · (1 + k0)2l+ B · sg(l) + l
¿!0 + !0 · (!0 · k0 + B+ (1 + k0)2l)
¿!0 · (1 + k0) + B+ l = :
Now put
j(; ) =
{
f() +   ¿ ;
f() +  + ; 6 :
(54)
Lemma B.3. (1) For  = max{0; 1}, we have
f() + min{0; 1}6j(0; 1)6f() +  · 2.
(2) The function j de;ned above satis;es the de;ning relation (2). Therefore j is
injective.
(3) max{; }6j(; )6(+ )2 ·2+ + , and hence any multiplicative principal
number in M is closed under j.
Proof. (1) This is seen from the de3nition.
(2) Put = max{0; 1}, = max{0; 1}.
Case 1: ¡. Propositions B.3(1) and B.2(7) yield j(0; 1)6f()+  ·2¡f()6
j(0; 1).
Case 2: = & 1¡1. Then =0¿1, and j(0; 1)=f() + 1. By Proposition
B.31 we have f()+min{0; 1}6j(0; 1). 1¡1 yields 1¡min{0; 1}, and hence
j(0; 1)¡j(0; 1) follows.
Case 3: = & 1=1 & 0¡0. Then =1=1¿0¿0. Therefore j(0; 1)=
f() + + 0¡f() + + 0=j(0; 1).
(3) max{; }6j(; ) follows from Proposition B.2(8). By Proposition B.2(5) and
max{; }6 +  we have j(; )6f(max{; }) +  + 6( + )2 ·2 +  + .
Next we de3ne an inverse g of the function f.
Denition B.4. Let g be a function on 1 de3ned as follows.
The case ¡!: g() := max{n¡! : n26}.
The case ¿!: We de3ne 0, k0, B, l such that
0 ¡ 0; 06 k0; l ¡ !; ∃B0(B = ! · B0 ¡ !0 ) and !0 ; B ∈ 1:
Then put
g() := !0 · (1 + k0) + B+ l:
Suppose that
 = !
′ · k + ′′ with ′′ ¡ !′ ; 0 ¡ k ¡ ! & 0 ¡ ′:
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We de3ne 3rst 0, k0 such that
f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 6  ¡ f(!0 ) + !0·2 · (k0 + 1):
1. ′=! ·q for some ; q with 0¡q¡!:
(a) q=2p: Put 0 :=! ·p and k0 := k.
(b) q=2p− 1: Put 0 :=! ·p and k0 := 0.
2. ′=! ·q+ ′ with 0¡′¡! and 0¡q¡!:
(a) q=2p: Put 0 :=! ·p+ ′ and k0 := k − 1.
(b) q=2p− 1: Put 0 :=! ·p and k0 := 0.
Let B denote the element in 1 satisfying the following for some m, $:
 = f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B+ !0 · m+ $;
where
∃B0(B = ! · B0 ¡ !0 ) & 06 m ¡ ! & $ ¡ !0 :
Finally, we de3ne the natural number l as follows. Let l0 denote the number
l0 := max{l0 : (1 + k0)2l0 6 m}:
Then put
l :=
{
l0 − 1 if (1 + k0)2l0 = m = 0 & $ ¡ B+ l0;
l0 otherwise:
Proposition B.5. (1) f(g())6¡f(g() + 1), i.e., g()= max{ :f()6}=
min{ : ¡f( + 1)}.
(2) g()6.
Proof. (1) We show f(g())6¡f(g()+1). Assume ¿!. Let 0, k0, B, l denote
elements in 1 and natural numbers de3ned in De3nition B.4 so that
 = f(!0 ) + !0·2k0 + !0 · B+ !0 · m+ $;
g() = !0 · (1 + k0) + B+ l
with 0¡0, 06k0, l; m¡!, ∃B0(B=! ·B0¡!0 ) & $¡!0 . Then
f(g()) = f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B+ !0 · (1 + k0)2l+ B · sg(l) + l;
f(g() + 1) = f(!0 ) + !0·2 · k0 + !0 · B
+!0 · (1 + k0)(2l+ 2) + B+ l+ 1:
Thus it suUces to show the
Claim B.6. !0 ·(1+ k0)2l+B ·sg(l)+ l6!0 ·m+ $¡!0 ·(1+ k0)(2l+2)+B+ l+1.
Proof. First observe that, by the de3nition of the number l, we have l∈{l0; l0− 1} &
(1 + k0)2l06m¡(1 + k0)(2l0 + 2). And if l=l0 − 1, then (1 + k0)2l0=m. Therefore
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(1+ k0)2l6m6(1+ k0)(2l+2), and if m=(1+ k0)(2l+2), then l=l0− 1 and hence
$¡B+ l0=B+ l+ 1.
Case 1: (1 + k0)2l¡m. (1 + k0)2l¡m, m6(1 + k0)(2l+ 2) and m=(1 + k0)(2l+
2)⇒ $¡B+ l+ 1 show the claim.
Case 2: (1+ k0)2l=m. Then by l6l0 and the de3nition of the maximality of l0 we
have l=l0. It suUces to show B ·sg(l)+l6$. If l=0, then B ·sg(l)+l=06$. Suppose
l =0 and hence m =0. By l=l0 and the de3nition of l we have B+ l0=B+ l6$.
(2) This follows from Propositions B.5(1), B.2(8) and B.2(6).
By Proposition B.5(1) we have f(g())6. This justi3es the following de3nition.
Denition B.7. For a given  put
h() = − f(g()):
De3ne ()0, ()1 as follows:
()0 =
{
g() if h() ¡ g();
h()− g() if g()6 h()
and
()1 = min{h(); g()}:
Then ()0, ()1 are inverses of the pairing function j.
Lemma B.8. (1) max{()i : i=0; 1}6.
(2) h()− g()6g().
(3) =j(()0; ()1). Therefore j is surjective.
Proof. (1) By Proposition B.5(2) we have g()6. This yields max{()i : i=0; 1}6
max{h(); g()}6.
(2) It suUces to show that h()6g()2. By Propositions B.5(1) and B.2(2) we have
f(g())6¡f(g()+1)=f(g())+ g() ·2+1, i.e., f(g())66f(g())+ g() ·2.
Therefore h()=− f(g())6g() ·2.
(3) First consider the case when h()¡g(). Then ()0=g()¿h()=()1, and
hence j(()0; ()1)=j(g(); h())=f(g())+ h()=. Next assume g()6h(). Then
()0=h() − g() and ()1=g(). By Lemma B.8(2) we have h() − g()6g().
Therefore j(()0; ()1)=j(h()−g(); g())=f(g())+g()+h()−g()=f(g())+
h()=.
Let E denote the set of epsilon numbers:
E := { ∈ 1 : ! = (:⇔  ∈ P& Decom!() = )}:
Suppose that a 3nite set E()⊆E is associated to each ∈1 so that
1. E()={} if ∈E.
2. E()=
⋃{E(i) : i ¡ n} if =NF ∑i¡n !i .
Then from the above computation we see the
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Lemma B.9. Let F denote the set {+;−; ·; q; r; j; ()0; ()1} of functions on 1.
1. If the system W1 is elementary recursive, then so is each f∈F.
2. For each function f∈F we have E(f(0; : : : ; n−1))⊆
⋃{E(i) : i¡n}.
3. Any multiplicative principal number in M is closed under each f∈F.
4. − 6, q6, ¿0⇒r¡ and max{()0; ()1}6.
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